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ABSTRACT
An abstract of the dissertation of Rachel Mae Korach for
the Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership:
Administration and Supervision presented May 9, 1996.
Title: A Comparative Study of Perceptions of High School
Department Chairs and High School Teachers on the
Role of the High School Academic Department
Chair: The Voice of the Teacher-Department Chair
The purpose of this descriptive study was to examine
and compare perceptions between high school department
chairs and teachers regarding the role of the high school
academic department chair in Oregon, a position which has
been largely ignored in recent educational reform efforts.
Schools selected for the study were limited to those
sharing the same qualities of size and structure as those
of the high schools in the researcher's own district.
A researcher-constructed questionnaire defining 44
activities comprising five categories of department chair
responsibility provided data from 118 high school
department chairs and 114 teachers from 34 Oregon high
schools.
2Respondents addressed three issues: (a)
definition-perceptions of what the role of the high school
department chair looks like in practice; (b)
clarification-perceptions of which activities are most
important to the role; and (c) extension-perceptions of
which activities are most important for the department
chair to continue to improve in carrying out the role.
Results of this study show teachers' expectations for
the role of the department chair to be sUbstantially
different from those of the chairs themselves. Chi-square
testing revealed statistically significant (R < .05)
incongruence of perceptions between department chairs and
teachers for 21 of the 44 activities across all five of
the categories of department chair responsibility.
Department chairs consistently perceived themselves to
devote more time to their role than teachers perceived
chairs to spend. Teachers placed more importance than did
chairs on protection of instructional time and support of
teachers' professional needs and concerns.
statistically significant differences in perception
between males and females in the study population were
also found for 24 of the 44 activities. Females
consistently valued more highly than did males those
department chair activities that reflect a facilitative,
collaborative approach to leadership. Greater percentages
3of males more highly valued management activities than did
females.
These findings suggest both ambiguity in role
definition and incongruence of role expectations to be
obstacles to effective role performance for the high
school department chair. Open, focused dialogue is
suggested as a means for resolving these contradictions.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Reflecting a nationwide trend, the state of oregon
has for the past 10 years been experiencing controversy
centered upon a demand for educational reform.
Publication of A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for
Educational Reform (National Commission on Excellence in
Education, 1983) focused national attention on the linkage
between a perceived decline in the American educational
system and America's increasing inability to compete in a
rapidly changing global economy. The nation was at risk;
the educational system, which was not producing a work
force educated and trained to international standards, was
at fault.
Developing a political agenda to stem what A Nation
at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education,
1983) had billed as "a rising tide of mediocrity," the US
Department of Education under the Reagan administration
initiated the selection of Schools of Excellence-models to
be held up as examples of what should be happening in
America's schools. The effective schools research (Clark,
Lotto, & Astuto, 1984; Edmonds 1979, 1982; Purkey & Smith,
1982), which had provided the major thrust for the
2national movement for excellence in education during the
early 1980s, offered criteria for selection of the schools
to be so designated. On that basis, four Oregon high
schools (Crater High School, Crater; Lake Oswego High
School, Lake Oswego; South Eugene High School, Eugene; and
Sunset High School, Beaverton) were among those named
Schools of Excellence in the first year of the program.
Following their extensive examination of the
effective schools research, Blum and McEady (1984)
concluded that one of its most consistent findings had
been the significant role of the principal as being the
person best positioned to foster school improvement and
higher levels of student achievement. Although most of
the effective schools studies focused on the elementary
principal, they have also been widely applied as a
rationale for placing major significance on the high
school principal's role as an instructional leader. Some
sources question this practice however, pointing to
fundamental ways in which high schools differ from
elementary schools (Murphy, 1988; Siskin, 1991). Siskin
(1991) identified "one key anatomical difference [as
being] their departmentalized differentiation of
specialized teachers" (p. 134). Murphy (1988) denoted
"goal structure, administrative organization, student and
faculty characteristics, and curricular organization and
3delivery" (p. 126) as other factors which are also
significantly different in high schools.
Other educational literature raises an additional
objection. While acknowledging that leadership in
curriculum and instruction "is essential to the success of
our schools, principals are advantageously positioned to
provide it, and change is unlikely to happen in schools
without principals' support" (Patterson, Purkey, & Parker,
1986, p. 103), many writers emphasize the impracticality,
in terms of both time constraints and necessary expertise,
of expecting the high school principal to bear the sole
responsibility (Duke, 1987; Keefe & Jenkins, 1984; Lucy,
1986; Pitner, 1986). One approach to addressing such
concerns has been to look toward the high school
department chair as having the potential "to fulfill just
such a leadership role" (Lucy, 1986, p. 85). The
expectation was that department chairs, possessing both
sUbject matter knowledge and instructional expertise,
should assume more responsibility in instructional
leadership (DeRoche, Hunsaker, & Kujawa, 1988; Greenfield,
1985, 1987; Hannay, 1994; Sergiovanni, 1984; Turner,
1983) •
Problem statement
Historically, the teacher serving as a high school
academic department chair has occupied an ambiguous
--------------
4position between the teaching staff and the
administration. In addition to a teaching assignment in
the specific department, the chair's job functions,
whether explicitly assigned or implicitly expected, have
included leadership duties in supervision, curriculum and
management-a combination of responsibilities which tends
to blur the distinctions generally drawn between line and
staff positions in the educational hierarchy, thereby
potentially creating both confusion and conflict.
Most often, the literature indicates high school
department chairs have had no clear, consistent
description of exact functions, behaviors, or desirable
skills and training which would define their instructional
leadership role and assist them to carry it out (Costanza,
Tracy, & Holmes, 1987; Hall & Guzman, 1984; Hord & Murphy,
1985; Williams, 1979). Hall and Guzman (1984, p. 11)
concluded "The definition of the job • • • is not well
articulated and definitions are not available in the
literature." Duke (1987) suggested that department chairs
"would seem well able to exercise instructional
leadership, since they possess sUbject matter expertise
and interact regularly with the same group of teachers"
(p. 47), but also noted that "few studies of how these
persons spend their time are available" (p. 47).
The literature indicates similar lack of clarity
regarding the extent to which educators value the high
5school department chair as an instructional leader.
Wasley (1991) contended,
No teachers I have interviewed have seen these
positions [department chairs) as ones that
enable them to learn and to grow. Nor do they
build any kind of shared vision for the school.
(p. 5)
In contrast, among others (Gorton & Thierbach-Schneider,
1991; Johnson, 1990; Pellicer, Anderson, Keefe, Kelley, &
McCleary, 1990), Siskin (1991), makes a strong case for
the importance of department chairs. Siskin particularly
argued that distinct differences exist from one department
to another,
that effective English and math departments may
have demonstrably and justifiably distinct
goals, standards, and procedures and that they
[teachers in individual departments) may well
turn to chairs rather than to principals as
appropriate instructional leaders. (p. 156)
Another possible source of differences is that the
cultural construct of gender has seldom been addressed by
educational research or by research on organizational
dynamics to determine its impact on attitudes and behavior
(Levine, 1989; Shakeshaft & Hanson, 1986) or on successful
supervision (Shakes~aft, Nowell, & Perry, 1991).
Consequently, lack of clarity exists regarding the
possible impact of gender on the instructional leadership
role of the high school department chair, either in the
manner in which the role is performed or in the way the
role is perceived. Some researchers have noted that women
tend to lead in a more collaborative manner than do men,
=
6suggesting that this difference may be a significant
factor in the way the role is defined and perceived by
others in the organization (Gilligan, 1982; Helgesen,
1990; Shakeshaft, Nowell, & Perry, 1991). And if'
Shakeshaft's (1993) unequivocal statement that "one's
gender identification has a tremendous influence on
behavior, perceptions, and effectiveness" (p. 95) has any
validity, then one might expect gender to have an even
stronger impact.
In Oregon, the already inherently imprecise character
of the instructional leadership role of the high school
department chair has become further mired in ambiguity as
a result of a "second wave" of educational reform
(carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy, 1986; Conley
& Cooper, 1991; Conway & Jacobson, 1991; Wasley, 1991).
Emphasizing the restructuring of school governance to
empower teachers, this second reform movement advocates
giving teachers additional responsibilities in decision
making, curriculum and management. It has not been
determined how, or if, traditional hierarchical teacher
leadership positions such as that of the high school
department chair fit within this emerging framework.
Glatthorn (1990) stressed that "Clarity about purpose
and role is especially important especially • • • as those
issues relate to teacher development" (p. 283). Lack of
clarity induces "tensions and ambiguities [caused by]
7overlapping and contradicting job • • • definitions"
(Goldring & Rallis, 1993, p. 8). Studies of the influence
of organizational culture on change suggest another
caution for those advocating educational reform. Such
studies reveal that the intended outcomes of any
educational change process, no matter how well
intentioned, will necessarily be dramatically influenced
by the beliefs, values, and behavioral norms of the
organizational culture into which the change is being
introduced (Fullan, 1991; Sarason, 1971; Schein, 1985).
As Oregon educational restructuring efforts go
forward, there have been no recent attempts to investigate
and to describe educators' perceptions of the nature of
the role of the high school department chair as it is
currently practiced in Oregon. Nor have explicit attempts
been made to discover whether congruent perceptions exist
among educators about what is valued in that role.
Because of the negative impact, a lack of congruence in
values and expectations has been found to have on the
effectiveness of role performance (Katz & Kahn, 1978), a
clearer understanding of the perceptions of
superintendents, high school principals, high school
academic department chairs, and high school academic
sUbject matter teachers is important to making informed
decisions about the role of the high school department
8chair in the emerging instructional leadership structure
in Oregon high schools.
To serve as an initial step in bringing clarity to
the existing role of the high school department chair in
Oregon, this stUdy and its companion stUdy proposed to
identify, to describe, and to compare the perceptions of
superintendents, high school principals, high school
department chairs, and high school teachers concerning the
nature and the value of the role of the high school
department chair as it currently functions in oregon high
schools. Specifically, these two studies attempt to add
to the understandings of the current status of the role of
the high school academic department chair by examining
perceptions of these four groups of educators as they
relate to five categories of responsibility comprising the
role of the high school department chair:
l. responsibility for human relations,
2. responsibility for management,
3. responsibility for the organization,
4. responsibility for program, and
5. responsibility for supervision.
In addressing that purpose, this stUdy speaks from
the perspective of high school department chairs and the
teachers in their departments-those who, in what have
traditionally been described as staff positions, establish
instructional priorities for an academic area in the high
---------- --------- .-_._----------------------------
9school and for their own classrooms. Its companion study,
The Administrators' Voice, an unpublished doctoral
dissertation by William Anthony Korach (1996), speaks from
the perspective of superintendents and principals-those
who, filling line positions in the traditional educational
hierarchy, have the authority and responsibility for
establishing instructional priorities at the district and
individual building level.
This study and its companion study are based upon the
belief that superintendents, high school principals, high
school academic department chairs, and high school
teachers all play significant and influential roles in the
instructional improvement efforts of their school
districts. As a beginning step in establishing the
potential value of effective top-down, bottom-up
collaborations to instructional improvement, these
companion studies, taken together, offer conversations in
two voices, that from the administrative perspective and
that from the teacher/department chair perspective, on the
role of the high school academic department chair as seen
through the perceptions of superintendents, high school
principals, high school academic department chairs, and
high school teachers from those same departments in a
defined group of school districts in Oregon.
Mitchell (1990) contended that "educational
leadership requires a leader to assume a being-with-others
10
perspective of everything which occurs in the teaching-
learning and leading-following experiences" (p. 211), and
advocates a dialogical style of leadership which "asks the
leader to put himself or herself in the place of the
person who is being led." The dialogical approach between
top-down and bottom-up perspectives around which these
companion studies were designed corresponds to Mitchell's
vision. By examining the instructional leadership role of
the high school department chair from the perceptions of
four different educator groups, these studies offer the
district superintendent, the high school principal, the
high school department chair, and the high school teacher
each an opportunity to put himself or herself in the place
of the others to develop a more comprehensive picture of
the leadership-followership role of the high school
department chair.
Questions to Be Investigated
These studies are based upon six underlying
assumptions: (a) the role of the high school academic
department chair is currently an important part of the
instructional leadership structure in Oregon high schools;
(b) the high school academic department chair will
continue to play a valuable role in the developing context
of school reform in the state of Oregon; (c) a lack of
congruence in perceptions, values, and expectations among
11
key people who influence the role of the department chair
could have a negative impact on the chair's role
performance; (d) a lack of congruence between the
perceptions, values, and expectations of the chairs
themselves and those of others who influence the role of
the department chair could have a negative impact on the
chair's role performance; (e) a measure of the congruence
of perceptions, values, and expectations could be
determined by surveying superintendents, high school
principals, high school academic department chairs, and
high school academic sUbject matter teachers; and (f) for
the role of the academic department chair to become most
effective will require a combination of top-down, bottom-
up collaborations among individuals playing key
organizational roles, including superintendents, high
school principals, high school academic department chairs,
and high school teachers.
In order to consider the possibilities of an
instructional leadership role for the high school
department chair which can be effectively performed within
the emerging context, these studies undertake to discover
the extent to which four different educator groups
perceive department chairs as carrying out specific
instructional leadership roles as well as to discover
their perceptions about the value of that contribution.
These studies take an important first step in identifying
12
what is, i.e., what is perceived to be the way department
chairs are spending their time, what are perceived to be
the most valuable elements in the department chair role,
and what are perceived to be the most important elements
to improve in that role-in order to determine the degree
of congruence among the perceptions of those four educator
groups regarding the way the role of the high school
department chair is viewed.
First, it was assumed that the role of the high
school academic department chair currently is part of the
instructional leadership structure in Oregon high schools.
From the combined educational experience of the
researchers, four key referent groups whose actions
influence the nature of instructional improvement in high
schools had been identified. The intent was to
investigate the perceptions of those four groups regarding
the way the role of the high school academic department
chair was currently being performed in Oregon, i.e., what
portion of department chair time was perceived to be spent
in performing what activities. Although it was understood
that, as Murphy (1988) warns, to equate the time devoted
to performing a behavior either with its value or its
impact on the leadership role would probably not be a
valid measure, it was also assumed that incongruent
perceptions about the amount of time spent in performing
specific department chair activities would be a potential
13
source of conflict in performance of the role. Thus, the
first question to be addressed was:
What degree of congruence exists among the
perceptions of superintendents, high school
principals, high school department chairs in English,
math, science, and social studies and high school
teachers of English, math, science, and social
studies about the amount of time spent by the
department chair in fUlfilling specific department
chair activities in five categories of department
chair responsibilities: human relations, management,
the organization, program, and supervision?
Second, both one's own behaviors and the expectations
held for others are influenced by one's values and
beliefs. It was assumed that the chair's own perceptions
about what was important in his/her role would be
significant in determining his/her actions. However, what
other people in key organizational roles perceived to be
important about the department chair role would help
define their expectations for the performance of the
department chair, in turn impacting the chair's behavior.
Incongruence in the two sets of expectations would
potentially lead to conflict, resulting in loss of
effectiveness. Thus, the second question to be addressed
was:
14
What degree of congruence exists among the
perceptions of superintendents, high school
principals, high school department chairs in English,
math, science, and social studies and high school
teachers of English, social studies, math, and
science regarding the importance of specific
department chair activities in five categories of
department chair responsibilities: human relations,
management, the organization, program, and
supervision?
Third, it was assumed that the role of the high
school academic department chair would continue to be
developed as a significant part of the instructional
leadership structure in Oregon high schools. As districts
consider the restructuring of roles and responsibilities,
it is important to anticipate possible obstacles to role
effectiveness. Determining what congruence there is among
the perceptions of interrelated educator groups about what
activities in which responsibilities of the role of the
high school department chair are most important for the
chair to continue to improve would be one significant step
in that effort. Thus, the third question to be addressed
was:
What degree of congruence exists among the
perceptions of superintendents, high school
principals, high school department chairs in English,
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math, science, and social studies and high school
teachers of English, social studies, math, and
science regarding the importance of the department
chair's continuing to improve in performing specific
department chair activities in five categories of
department chair responsibilities: human relations,
management, the organization, program, and
supervision?
Additionally, these companion studies sought to
construct a profile of the typical participant in each of
the four educator groups in the defined high schools
targeted for this stUdy by identifying the following
demographic characteristics of the respondents: age,
gender, educational background (highest degree achieved
and major sUbjects of stUdy), and educational experience
(current position held, number of years of teaching
experience, and total number of years in education).
In summary, speaking from the voice of the high
school teacher-department chair, this study investigates
congruence of perceptions of high school department chairs
and teachers in four academic disciplines (English,
mathematics, science, and social stUdies) regarding the
role of the high school department chair. Three different
groupings are employed: first, responses of all
department chairs are compared to those of all teachers;
second, department chair responses from chairs of each of
16
the four disciplines are compared against one another; and
third, responses of all male department chairs and
teachers are compared to responses of all female
department chairs and teachers. In all three instances,
issues addressed are: (a) perceptions of the amount of
department chair time spent on each activity specified in
each of the five defined categories of department chair
responsibility; (b) perceptions of the importance of each
activity in each of the five categories to the role of the
department chair; and (c) perceptions of the importance of
the department chair's continuing to improve in the
performance of each activity in each of the five
categories.
Significance of the Studies
These studies evolved from a strong belief in the
need to take a "collective look backward, inward, and
ahead" (Deal, 1987, p. 12) in clarifying the value of the
instructional leadership role of the high school academic
department chair within the evolving context of
educational reform in Oregon. As Siskin (1991) cautioned,
many of the current educational reform proposals
call for "radical surgery" to rescue public
schools from their apparent demise [without
taking into account that] such radical surgery
requires an accurate and intimate knOWledge of
the patient's anatomy • •• (p. 136)
Because little information is available about the nature
or the perceived value of the instructional leadership
17
role of the high school department chair as it is now
practiced in Oregon high schools, Oregon school districts
lack important knowledge about the value of that role as
they consider new governance roles and relationships under
the "radical surgery" of the school reform effort. As
Wasley (1991) stated, "The rhetoric of reform seems
ignorant of the current conditions of practice" (p. 4).
Fullan (1991) raised another concern. Because
significant change involves a certain amount of
ambiguity, ambivalence, and uncertainty for the
individual about the meaning of the change,
• • • effective implementation is a process of
clarification. (p. 106)
people who consistently accomplish what matters most to
them are people who are continually "clarifying and
deepening [their] personal vision" (Senge, 1990, p. 7).
Clarifying what has been perceived to be of value in the
leadership structures under the current organizational
system would assist districts in further defining and
developing the instructional leadership role of the high
school department chair by anticipating and resolving
possible areas of conflict as the district vision of
restructuring is carried forward.
The task faced by the Oregon educational community,
then, is to develop ways to examine and to reconcile the
strengths of the current system with the potential
benefits of the innovations being promoted by the
18
reformers (Bacharach & Conley, 1990). Deal (1987)
envisioned this undertaking as
a process of transformation akin to the one that
produces a butterfly from a caterpillar-a cocoon
of human experience in which past, present, and
future are fused together in an organic process.
(p. 12)
Through approaching the investigation of the
instructional leadership role of the high school
department chair from both the top-down perspective of the
administrator and the bottom-up perspective of the
teacher-department chair, this study and its companion
study offer a unique contribution to the field of
educational literature. By surveying four interconnected
reference groups in the current educational
system-superintendents, high school principals, high
school academic department chairs, and high school
teachers from a group of Oregon school districts with
defined characteristics in common-these companion studies
seek to produce comparative analyses of the perceptions of
those four educator groups and thus to determine the areas
and degrees of congruence that exist in their perceptions
of what has been most highly valued in the role of the
high school department chair. This comprehensive
examination of the current status of the role of the high
school department chair from two different but
interrelated perspectives should offer valuable additions
to the knowledge base Oregon school districts will need to
19
consider in developing their instructional improvement
agendas.
Having gained more understanding of what the nature
of the role of the high school department chair is
currently perceived to be and what in that role is most
valued by differing groups of Oregon educators, school
districts charged with educational reform by Oregon
legislative mandate should be better able to make
decisions about the definition and potential development
of the instructional leadership role of the high school
academic department chair within this evolving context.
Thus, in an image suggested by Deal (1987), these studies
offer what has been perceived to be most important in the
"old" instructional leadership role of the high school
department chair as threads to be woven into the "new"
instructional leadership tapestry which is being designed
through educational reform in Oregon.
Theoretical Framework for
the Studies
First, the role theory of leadership behavior affirms
that "leadership behavior is shaped by the perceptions of
how other people want the leader to behave" (Smith &
Andrews, 1987, p. 5). In applying role theory
specifically to the instructional leadership role of the
high school department chair, Sergiovanni (1984) concluded
that
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One determiner of the chairperson's leadership
effectiveness is the expectations for his or her
performance as a leader held by important
others, such as the principal and teachers.
(p. 172)
Based upon the role theory of leadership behavior, then,
the realities of a high school chairperson role are
significantly influenced by the perceptions and
expectations of superintendents, high school principals,
and high school teachers. Sergiovanni (1984) went on to
stress the necessity for congruence in such perceptions
and expectations:
A further determiner is the extent to which
these role expectations agree with each other
and with how the leader feels he or she needs to
behave. One need not have mirror agreement with
superiors and subordinates in regard to role
expectations, but reasonable agreement and
mutual understanding of areas of agreement seem
to be prerequisites for leadership
effectiveness. (p. 172)
If conflicting expectations for the role of the high
school academic department chair exist among
superintendents, high school principals, high school
department chairs, and high school teachers, the
assumption is that the effectiveness of the department
chair will be diminished. Although this study is not an
attempt to determine effectiveness, per se, it does seek
to determine possible obstacles to effectiveness by
investigating the degree of congruence that exists in the
perceptions of these four educator groups about the nature
and the value of the role of the department chair as it is
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currently being practiced in a defined group of Oregon
high schools.
Second, Mitchell (1990) posited that educational
leadership "is fundamentally a question of the educational
values of the leader and the followers" (p. 65). Beare,
Caldwell, and Millikan (1989) define values as "weights:
the priorities we place on things" (p. 180). As such,
values are perceptions of objects, ideas, or other people
that guide behavior based upon personal belief systems
(Hodgkinson, 1983; Mitchell, 1990). Sergiovanni (1987)
believes the meaning of leadership behavior becomes more
important than the behaviors themselves: "Leadership
reality for all groups is the reality they create for
themselves, and thus leadership cannot exist separate from
what people find significant and meaningful" (p. 116).
From this perspective, determining the importance of the
instructional leadership role of the high school
department chair requires consideration of the perceptions
of both leaders and followers regarding the way that role
is defined and what in that role is most valued.
Third, from a general systems theory perspective a
system as defined by Kauffman (1980), is "a collection of
parts which interact with each other to function as a
whole" (p. 1). From a systems viewpoint, it is not the
simple aggregate of the parts that is key, but the
interaction of the parts-the essential nature, the
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"wholeness, il of the organization depends upon its entire
structure. In Wimpelberg's (1987) examination of school
effectiveness, he concluded that it "clearly portrays
instructional success as an integrated process [involving]
each professional position, from teacher to
superintendent" (p. 105). Wimpelberg further contended
that "interactive decision making in a combination of 'top
down' and 'bottom up' collaborations fosters instructional
improvement" (p. 105).
Because of the dynamic and ever-changing nature of
influence among the members of any organization,
leadership and followership must be seen not as static but
as evolving roles in which high school teacher, high
school department chair, high school principal, and
superintendent simultaneously function both as leaders and
as followers. This study and its companion study,
comprising conversations between two voices-that of the
administrator and that of the teacher/department
chair-offer a comprehensive "top-down," "bottom-up"
perspective on these leadership/followership roles.
Grounded in this theoretical framework, these studies
offer the necessary first step in defining and clarifying
the value of the role of the high school academic
department chair in the instructional leadership context
being developed by educational reform efforts in Oregon.
- --_ ..._------------------------
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Operational Definitions
Because the researchers undertook these studies with
the intent of broadening the knowledge base upon which
instructional improvement decisions could be made in their
own district, it was determined that a study popUlation
most comparable to that of their district would be
defined. Thus, for purposes of these studies, the
following operational definitions were employed.
1. The independent variable was defined as the
current position held (superintendent, high school
principal, high school academic department chair, high
school teacher) •
• Superintendent-the chief executive officer from a
school district in the state of Oregon with an
Average Daily Membership of more than 3,000 but
fewer than 12,000 students.
• Principal-the primary administrator of an AAAA
high school (the Oregon School Activities
Association athletic competition designation for
schools with ~opulations of at least 650 students
in grades 10-12) within one of the defined
districts •
• Department chai~ faculty member from one of the
defined high schools who, in addition to teaching
responsibilities in one of four academic
disciplines (English, mathematics, science, or
----------- -------- - ---------
--------------- --------------
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social studies), has responsibility for leadership
of that department. [For purposes of this study,
the terms department head and department
chairperson are synonymous with the term
department chair.]
• Teacher-a classroom teacher from one of the
defined high schools, the majority of whose
teaching responsibilities fall within one of the
four defined academic disciplines (English,
mathematics, science, or social studies).
2. Dependent variables were defined as the five
specific categories of leadership responsibility which had
been delineated as comprising the role.
• Responsibility for Human Relations-the
responsibility for fostering productive, positive,
and rewarding working relationships among
department members.
• Responsibility for Management-the responsibility
for coordinating the activities of people and
allocating resources to accomplish defined goals.
• Responsibility tor the organization-the
responsibility for contributing to the improvement
of the organization at the department level, the
school level, and the district level.
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• Responsibility for Program-the responsibility for
the definition, delivery, and monitoring of what
is taught by members of the department •
• Responsibility for Supervision-the responsibility
for overseeing the work of the individuals within
the department, focusing on efforts to improve
performance, promote professional growth, and
accomplish expectations.
3. Line positions refer to those positions in the
educational hierarchy which include supervisory
responsibility with authority to recommend termination of
an employee.
4. Staff positions refer to primarily advisory
positions which are characterized by limited supervisory
responsibility and no authority to recommend termination
of another employee.
5. Educational experience refers to the number of
years the respondent had served as a full-time educator in
each defined position: high school teacher, high school
department chair, high school principal, superintendent.
Respondents were also asked to specify academic areas for
any experience as a high school teacher and as a high
school department chair.
6. Educational background refers to the credentials
respondents had earned from institutions of higher
learning: bachelor's degree, master's degree, doctorate,
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administrative certification•. Respondents were also asked
to specify major courses of study for each credential.
7. Value refers to "an enduring belief about the
desirability of some means or end" (Raun & Leithwood,
1993, p. 56).
8. Perception refers to the interpretation placed on
an experience; recognition or identification, especially
as a basis for or as verified by action (Reber, 1985).
9. Top-down refers to influence by superintendents
and high school principals which is exerted on individuals
with less formal power and authority in the educational
hierarchy.
10. Bottom-up refers to influence by high school
department chairs and teachers which is exerted on
individuals with more formal power and authority in the
educational hierarchy.
Limitations of the Studies
The findings and conclusions of these studies were
limited in scope, purpose, and methodology; thus the
generalizations which can be drawn from the studies are
also limited in several respects.
The Population
The studies were limited by the extent to which the
defined population is similar to like groups in other
areas.
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1. participants were elicited only from within the
state of Oregon.
2. The studies sought data only from high schools.
No junior high schools nor middle schools were included in
the studies.
3. Only those high schools: (a) Which were
classified as AAAA (based upon populations of at least 650
students in grades 10-12) by the Oregon School Activities
Association for purposes of athletic competition, and (b)
which were located in school districts with Average Daily
Memberships of at least 3,000 but not more than 12,000
students were asked to participate.
4. superintendents, high school principals, high
school academic department chairs, and high school
teachers were the only school personnel contacted for
participation in the studies. No assistant principals,
curriculum coordinators, supervisors or persons holding
other titles were contacted.
5. Including high school department chairs and
teachers from only the disciplines of English,
mathematics, science and social studies further restricted
the studies by the extent to which chairs and teachers
from these disciplines are representative of those in
other departments in the high school organizational
structure.
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6. These studies also did not address the extent to
which the leadership functions delineated in the
questionnaire ought to be performed by the department
chair. (It is possible a particular activity could be
considered important to be performed within the system,
but considered to be the responsibility of someone other
than the department chair.)
The Instrument
1. Only those five specific categories of activity
identified in the questionnaire were offered in defining
the perceived instructional leadership role of the
department chair.
2. Only those questionnaire items about specifically
defined activities were used in describing perceived
importance of the instructional leadership role of the
department chair. Perhaps there are other activities
which respondents consider part of the department chair
role and which they perceive to be more important than
those identified on the questionnaire.
Assumptions
In addition to the six assumptions identified in the
construction of the questions to be investigated, several
other assumptions were considered to underlie the design
and implementation of these studies. These assumptions
were the following:
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1. That approaching the studies from both the top-
down perspective of the administrator and the bottom-up
perspective of the teacher/department chair would take
advantage of the researchers' rich background of
experience in the full range of educational roles being
addressed in the studies: high school teacher, high
school department chair, high school principal, and
superintendent.
2. That much meaningful research is collaborative in
nature and that each study would be enriched and informed
by its companion study viewing the topic from a
complementary perspective.
3. That the questionnaire was the appropriate method
for gathering data.
4. That the survey instrument as it was constructed
was sufficiently valid and reliable to generate adequate
meaningful data.
5. That the anonymity of responses would assure that
respondents would reply candidly to the survey instrument.
6. That the importance of the topic to high school
teachers, high school department chairs, high school
principals and superintendents would lead to a high rate
of questionnaire returns.
7. That the teacher surveys were distributed as
requested and that respondents were therefore
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representative of the total teacher population defined for
the study.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Based upon a belief in establishing the potential
value for effective top-down, bottom-up collaborations
toward instructional improvement, this study focused on
the role of the high school academic department chair as
it is perceived by high school academic department chairs
and high school teachers from those same departments in a
defined group of school districts in Oregon. From the
bottom-up perspective of the high school teacher/academic
department chair, the literature related to the
instructional leadership role of the high school
department chair was reviewed in four parts.
First, the literature on the establishment and
institutionalization of the high school department chair
position was reviewed, demonstrating the wide disparity
and resultant ambiguity in the nature of the position.
Second, literature on issues related to role
effectiveness was examined, SUbstantiating the importance
of role clarity, the impact of the perceptions and
expectations of others on the role, and the need for
congruence of expectations for effective role performance.
Literature regarding the impact of gender on perceptions
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of role and behavior expectations was investigated,
suggesting a potential relationship between gender and
perceived effectiveness of role performance.
Third, the influence of instructional leadership as a
strong characteristic of effective schools was reviewed,
establishing a definition of instructional leadership for
the purposes of this study and identifying instructional
leadership with role expectations for the department
chair.
Fourth, literature on the school district as a
dynamic system was reviewed, establishing the importance
of understanding instructional leadership role
expectations from both the top-down administrative
perspective of superintendents and high school principals
and the bottom-up instructional perspective of high school
teachers and high school department chairs.
Evolution of the Position of High
School Department Chair
Historical Background
Blumberg (1974) contended that school systems, like
other organizations, tend to develop structural patterns
to deal with problems as they arise or to further
organizational goals. This perspective offers a useful
way by which to trace the evolution of the departmental
organization of the American high school, a phenomenon
which Siskin (1991) indicated began to appear around the
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beginning of the twentieth century and was well
established as an organizational structure by the 1930s.
During this period, social changes were bringing more
students into the high school system; at the same time,
scientific discoveries and technological advances had
produced a "knowledge explosion." with high schools
becoming larger and more complex, school administrators
were faced with problems that had not existed in the
atmosphere of the "little red school house" or the self-
contained elementary classroom. As Callahan (1971)
stated, "The department head position appears in the
organizational charts and faculty rosters of school
districts in every state. The reason for this is simple:
the chairman fills an administrative vacuum created by the
rapid growth of pUblic education in America during this
century" (p. 21).
The practice of configuring high schools around
departments had been noted as early as 1928 by Foster, who
attributed this structural change to required teacher
specialization resulting from a need for the high school
curriculum to address subject matter that was itself
increasingly specialized.
Due in the last analysis to the more advanced
sUbjects taught, the departmental system
prevails in secondary education, with the
results that no one person is supposed to be
familiar with all the sUbject matter taught.
Hence, we have department heads and department
teachers, each a specialist in one field. (p.
250)
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Expansion of knowledge created both new, specialized
disciplines and an increase in the application of that
knowledge. The need to expand the curriculum beyond the
basic skills in reading, writing, and arithmetic increased
the need for more attention to curriculum and more
supervision of an increased number of teachers.
McLaughlin, Talbert, and Bascia (1990) noted that "The
position of department head has been the most uniform
response to the problems of school size and curriculum
complexity" (p. 215).
According to Siskin (1991), greater numbers of
students seeking higher education motivated the
establishment of the departmental organization of the high
school as a way to "fill the gap" between elementary
schools and universities. Hipps (1965) also stressed that
the high school departmental organization was originally
somewhat patterned after colleges, and that until
relatively recently, the main function of high schools had
been to prepare students for college.
Faced with addressing these evolving expectations and
desiring to further its educational goals, the school
system, as Siskin (1991) pointed out, has structured as a
nearly universal feature of the 22,000 secondary
schools across the united States • • • highly
standardized department labels [that] divide
teachers and courses along department lines. (p.
134)
----------_ ..._-- --
--------_._--_._-------------
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Numerous sources (Easterday, 1965; Gorton & Thierbach-
Schneider, 1991; Manlove & Buser, 1966; McLaughlin, Talbert
& Bascia, 1990; Siskin, 1991) indicated that within this
structure, the use of the department chair has become a
common method of organization which principals employ to
provide supervision, enhance communication, and develop and
improve the curriculum.
Ambiguity in the position
McLaughlin, Talbert and Bascia (1990) contended that
Although it has not been studied in depth, the
role of department head deserves attention both
because it is one of the few formal
opportunities for teacher leadership within
schools and because it is a relatively uniform
structural feature of American secondary
schools. (p. 215)
One of the first systematic studies designed to
gather information about the department chair position was
conducted by Harlan Koch and reported in The School Review
in 1930. From data collected from 171 schools in 114
cities spanning 31 states, Koch concluded that although
nearly two thirds of the schools surveyed used department
heads, there was wide disagreement among administrators
about both the definition of the role and its importance.
A survey conducted by the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (1948, pp. 11-12) among 124
department chairs in six states revealed that the chairs
performed the following activities, listed in order from
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those most frequently performed to those least frequently
performed:
1. Selecting textbooks
2. Selecting supplies and equipment
3. Initiating new teachers into the department
4. Surveying available instructional materials
5. Appraising and revising courses offered in the
department
6. Requisitioning instructional supplies for the
department
7. Planning for efficient use of supplies and
equipment
8. Preparing instructional material
9. Planning some phase of remedial instruction
10. Requisitioning for repair and equipment
11. Developing and trying out new courses.
Sporadic studies over the next 30 years managed to do
more to obscure than to clarify the position, apparently
confirming AXley's (1947) colorful metaphor,
"race horses with plow horse duties" (p. 274), for the
discrepancy between the apparent potential offered by the
department chair role and the seeming futility and
impotence produced by the constraints under which the role
was carried out in actual practice. Noting that the
duties and responsibilities of the department chair had
not changed significantly between 1940 and 1959, Kidd
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(1965), concluded that "little has been done to develop
the potential of the department headship" (p. 72).
A number of studies (Durkee, 1947; Easterday, 1965;
Johnson, 1990; Pellicer et al., 1990; Squire & Applebee,
1968) praised the value of the department chair position,
citinq examples of department chairs fosterinq and/or
effectinq orqanization, efficiency, direction, purpose,
unity and coherence, directed toward achievinq department
and school qoals. However, a siqnificant number of
studies concluded either that the department chair
position had been inadequately studied (Hipps 1965;
Manlove & Buser 1966) or that ambiquity or a lack of
aqreement and understandinq of the role of the department
chair prevailed (Berrier, 1974; Fish, 1976; Hord & Murphy,
1985; Lieberman & Miller, 1984; Roach, 1976; Wasley,
1991). McLauqhlin, Talbert, and Bascia (1990) indicated
that available studies of the role of the department chair
are "revealinq for the variations, inconsistencies and
ambiquities they portray; that is, there appears to be no
widely known and accepted role for the department head"
(p. 215). In short, as Gorton and Thierbach-Schneider
(1991) summarized, "The roles and responsibilities of the
department head are no more or less than the principal
defines them to be" (p. 319).
Another element of ambiquity addressed in much of the
literature was the issue of where the position of the
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department chair fits in the organizational hierarchy.
Was it or should it be designated a line position or a
staff position? Ciminillo (1967) concluded that most
department heads perceived their functions to be both
administrative and supervisory, but that their primary
concern was the supervisory aspects of their jobs. Hipps
(1965, p. 487), however, referred to the department head
as the "weakest link" in the line and staff organization
because of confusion between his/her administrative and
supervisory functions. Oliva (1989) observed that as a
supervisor the high school department chair was in a
"precarious position • • • often perceived as a member of
the administrative team" (p. 70) but not having
administrative authority to evaluate teachers because of
also being a member of the teachers' union. Hoy and
Forsyth (1986), noting the "inherent tension between
supervisory and administrative positions" (p. 9), even
insisted that the two functions are not compatible.
On the other hand, while acknowledging administrative
tasks often associated with the role, a number of studie~
(Fish 1976; Gruman, 1955; High, 1965; Hipps, 1965; Manlove
& Buser, 1966; Pellicer et al., 1990) also defended the
value of a supervisory function for the department chair.
Weber (1987) advised principals that the department chair
might well be used "for goal-setting and the formative
tasks of teacher supervision, but [that] summative tasks
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are the responsibility of the principal and school
authorities above the principal" (p. 30). In other words,
in Weber's apparent attempt to resolve the ambiguity by
differentiating between line and staff responsibilities,
the department chair would be charged with a supervisory
role for instructional improvement but would not have the
responsibility or authority to evaluate teachers.
Reacting to what he had apparently concluded were its
unresolvable ambiguities, Hetty (1969) commented that the
role of the department chair is "by definition,
schizophrenic" (p. 1). Although Metty's response may
appear to have been overstated, the negative effects of
role ambiguity-dissatisfaction,· frustration, lack of
effectiveness, low self-confidence-have been widely noted
(Budner, 1962; Deal, 1987; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Kirby &
Teddlie, 1989).
considerations for Role
Effectiveness
Role Theory and Role Conflict
The concept of role as a critical aspect of the
social organization of human beings has been attributed to
anthropologist Ralph Linton (cited in Parsons, 1959).
According to Linton, (a) within the social structure
individuals function in a variety of relationship
positions, each characterized by marked status, rights,
and duties which are instrumental in motivating particular
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behavior; and (b) problems evolve when individuals find
themselves attempting to carry out conflicting roles at
the same time. Using Linton's ideas, Parsons theorized
that since an individual's behavior patterns were
determined according to organizational goals or standards
that were either stated or implied, one could study an
individual's patterns of behavior as responses to the
expectations of others within the organization. Schmuck
and Runckel (1988) concurred that "insofar as an
organization comprises persons interacting in roles, much
organizational behavior can be understood by understanding
role relationships" (p. 301).
Organizational theorists also commended the
usefulness of role theory for analyzing interpersonal
behavior in many kinds of organizations, including schools
(Bennis, 1966; Owens, 1981; YukI, 1981). Stressing that
role refers to a psychological concept (as distinguished
from job titles or job descriptions), Owens characterized
it as emerging from a combination of (a) the expectations
of behavior that both observers and the person in an
organizational position attach to that particular
position, and (b) the individual personality
characteristics of the person occupying the position. In
discussing role theory, Owens offered the following
definitions of terms:
fairly well established in the literature • • •
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Role description refers to the actual behavior
of an individual performing a role or, more
accurately, one's perception of that behavior.
Role prescription is the relatively abstract
idea of what the general norm in the culture is
for the role.
Role expectation is the expectation that one
person has of the role behavior of another.
Teachers expect certain behaviors from a
principal; the principal has expectations of
behaviors from teachers. As teacher and
principal interact in their roles in the school,
they have complementary role expectations.
Role perception is used to describe the
perception that one has of the role
expectation that another person holds for him or
her.
Role conflict (commonly thought to be a source
of less-than-satisfactory performance in
organizations) occurs when different people make
incompatible demands on the person. Confusion
over role expectation and role perception is
commonly observed. (p. 69)
Bennis (1966, p. 193) more explicitly detailed this
phenomenon in his explanation of role set in hierarchical
organizations. Bennis places the role player-the person
holding a defined position in the organization-in the
center of his model. Those to whom the role player
reports, his/her superordinates, occupy higher positions
in the model. The persons'who report to the role player,
his/her subordinates, are placed lower on the model. The
role player thus occupies a complex pivotal role-the
receiver of many differing, perhaps conflicting, role
expectations being transmitted in a variety of ways by
numerous individuals occupying diverse positions in the
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organizational hierarchy. Owens (1981, p. 71), in
adapting the Bennis model, included the role player's
colleagues (those occupying positions on the same
hierarchical level) as an additional component in the role
player's role set, or "referent group."
Some researchers (Katz & Kahn, 1978) have found role
set to be a beneficial operational concept in examining
role conflict and role ambiguity while attempting to
explain leadership behavior. For purposes of the current
study, casting the high school department chair as the
role player, then, would designate the superintendent and
the high school principal as his/her superordinates, other
teachers in his/her department as subordinates, and chairs
of other subject matter departments as his/her colleagues.
Thus, the expectation would be that the behavior of the
department chair would be influenced by the chair's
perceptions of how the superintendent, the high school
principal, the teachers within his/her department, and
department chairs in other academic areas want him/her to
behave in carrying out the role of department chair (Kahn,
Wolfe, Quinn, & Snoek, 1964). Brann and Emmet (1972)
pointed out that
Even in the most tranquil of times, the
[department] chairman finds his loyalties and
responsibilities divided among • • • groups with
immense differences in goals, attitUdes, needs,
and yardsticks of approval. (p. 5)
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Kahn et al. (1964) indicated a role player attempting
to resolve such role conflicts will more likely respond to
the expectations of his/her superordinates, because they
have more power over the role player than do subordinates
or colleagues. In looking at high school principals as
role players, Vann (1978) did find that the amount of time
which principals allocated to particular tasks was most
strongly related to the principals' perceptions of what
their superiors wanted done. However, in investigating
behaviors of high school department chairs, Cognetta
(1967) found the chairs seemed to be more influenced by
their perceptions of what teachers in their own
departments expected them to do than by their perceptions
of what the administration appeared to want.
Getzels and Guba (1957) provided additional insight
into role conflict. Their model of the organization as a
social system depicts social behavior as the interaction
of two dimensions: the nomothetic (the organizational),
defined as the role and behavior expectations established
by the organization and designed to contribute to meeting
the goals of the organization; and the idiographic (the
individual), defined as the personalities and needs of the
persons occupying those organizational roles. For the
department chair, nomothetic factors impacting his/her
role perceptions would include written job descriptions
and regulations applicable to the role as well as direct
•
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requests from superordinates. Although role expectations
from subordinates (for the department chair, the teachers
in the department) are often communicated in a more subtle
manner, the leader finds him/herself both under pressure
from superordinates to attain the goals of the
organization and under pressure from subordinates to meet
their personal needs.
Gorton and Thierbach-Schneider (1991), after
cataloging an extensive list of difficulties intrinsic to
the role of the department chair, specifically pinpointed
role conflict as a major difficulty. "They have
expectations placed on them in regard to their behavior by
both the principal and the teachers in the departments.
These expectations may be-and frequently are-incompatible,
thereby creating role conflict for the department heads"
(p. 136).
Getzels and Guba (1957) concluded that role conflict
varies directly with the incompatibility of multiple role
expectations; the greater the role conflict the greater
the corresponding loss of effectiveness of the individual
in the leadership role. In the case of high school
department chairs, the potential for loss of role
effectiveness is compounded by their own conflicted
identity as Fish (1976) noted:
Because they teach some classes and because of
close social relationships with other faculty,
they [chairpersons] regard themselves as
teachers. Yet their responsibilities to direct
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the work of department members in curriculum
development and their responsibilities to
influence their colleagues toward improved
classroom performance give the role a distinctly
administrative flavor. (p. 107)
An American Federation of Teachers study reported in
Conley and Cooper (1991) also confirmed that many teachers
in leadership roles felt their greatest conflict resulted
from the general ambiguity of their roles and their
discomfort with "having a foot in two worlds (teacher and
administrator)" (p. 230).
In the Getzels and Guba model (1957), effectiveness
is the observed behavior of the leader relative to some
expectation for that behavior held by the person making
the jUdgment. That is, effectiveness is the function of
the congruence of behavior with expectations. People
generally feel they should carry out their role
effectively, even if conflicting demands make it seemingly
impossible to do so. When the department chair
experiences a lack of congruency in perceptions of and
expectations for his/her leadership role, the chair might
reasonably be expected to experience role conflict, role
ambiguity, and feelings of inadequacy and powerlessness
(Kottkamp & Mansfield, 1985). Palmer (1981) stated, "The
fact that the role is inherently conflicted does not
necessarily act as a mitigating factor" (p. 66) for such
responses. Sarbin and Farberow (1952) offered additional
insight:
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Variations in the perceptions and enactments of
roles are in part • • • a function of the
contribution of the self • • • Motivation is
defined as the degree to which a role is
congruent with the SUbject's self-perceptions.
Where there is a high degree of congruency,
motivation is said to be favorable. Where there
is a low degree or absence of congruency, the
motivation is not favorable. (pp. 117-118)
Congruence of perceptions, expectations, and behavior has
been established as vital to one's effective role
performance, motivation, and sense of well being. Such
consistently negative impact in such a variety of
conditions having been attributed to a lack of congruence
in perceptions of one's role and expectations for one's
role underscores the importance of identifying possible
sources of incongruent perceptions and expectations for
the role of the high school department chair as new
leadership structures are developed for Oregon high
schools.
Gender Issues
Few organizational or educational studies that have
addressed gender issues are available in the literature.
This lack has been attributed to a bias toward
androcentrism in the educational system (Capper, 1993;
Levine, 1989; Robertson, 1992; Shakeshaft, 1993) and its
resultant valuing of characteristics and behaviors that
are stereotypically masculine. Differences between men
and women are typically not explored in educational
research, and as Robertson (1992) pointed out "gender
------------------ ------
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issues and teacher development are almost always dealt
with as mutually exclusive spheres of enquiry" (p. 43).
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986) presented
an academic feminist perspective that perceives generally
accepted world views and attitudes to be male constructs.
Their contention is that
Drawing on their own perspectives and v1s1ons,
men have constructed the prevailing theories,
written history, and set values that have become
the guiding principles for men and women alike.
(p. 5)
Thus, as Robertson (1992) pointed out, the male experience
is accepted as universal experience, and "whether we are
born male or female, the masculine paradigm dominates our
cultural interpretation of reality" (p. 44).
Although there were few organizational studies that
addressed gender issues, studies in human development
offered additional perspective. Kohlberg's (1981) six-
stage model of moral development, characterized as a rule-
oriented morality of justice, has been accepted to
represent stages of human moral development. However,
Gilligan's (1982) research investigating women's
development suggested women experience differing patterns
of moral development from those delineated in Kohlberg's
studies. Oja (1991, p. 45) referred to Gilligan's having
discovered a different "voice" of morality-an ethic of
care. Men tend to focus on justice; therefore, Kohlberg's
model seems accurate when applied to men. In contrast,
------- ----- ---------------------------
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women tend to focus on care (Lyons, 1983). As Gilligan
explained,
The failure to see the different reality of
women's lives and to hear the differences in
their voices stems in part from the assumption
that there is a single mode of social experience
and interpretation. (p. 173)
Gilligan, Ward, Taylor and Bardige (1988) challenged this
assumption, describing the two moral voices of justice and
care as two different frameworks for problem solving.
From the perspective of someone seeking or
loving justice, relationships are organized in
terms of equality, symbolized by the balancing
of scales. Moral concerns focus on problems of
oppressions, problems stemming from inequality,
and the moral ideal is one of reciprocity or
equal respect. From the perspective of someone
seeking or valuing care, [emphasis added]
relationship connotes responsiveness or
engagement, a focus on problems of detachment,
on disconnection or abandonment, or
indifference, and the moral ideal is one of
attention and response. (p. xvii)
Oja (1991) asserted that "By adopting one or the other
moral voice, [men and women] focus attention on different
types of concerns" (p. 45).
Even the evidence upon which men and women make
jUdgments about the same kinds of concerns may be
different. For instance, Shakeshaft, Nowell, and Perry
(1991) contended that men and women define trust
differently and therefore look for differing indicators as
evidence of betrayal of trust. They assert that men
consider divulging information or discussing conversations
or actions with others to be betrayals of trust, whereas
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women expect individuals to discuss such topics with other
people. For women, untrustworthiness is manifested in
people who do not follow through with what they have said
they would do at the time they have said they would do it,
behaviors which men would see as simply issues of
incompetence or lack of time management.
Gilligan (1982), through her use of opposing imagery,
also suggested differences between what men and women
value:
The images of hierarchy and web, drawn from the
texts of men's and women's fantasies and
thoughts, convey different ways of structuring
relationships, and are associated with different
views of morality and self. (p. 62)
Studies have shown women lead differently from men,
not through asserting hierarchical control but in a more
collaborative style, through creating web-like circles of
relationships (Belenky et al., 1986; Helgeson, 1990;
Robertston, 1992; Shakeshaft & Hanson, 1986). Irwin
(1995) characterized this feminine image of the circle as
being expansive and flexible in contrast to the images of
rigidity and control associated with traditional masculine
top-down hierarchical models of leadership. Shakeshaft,
Nowell, and Perry (1991) extended this characterization,
citing research suggesting "the sex of participants in
supervisory situations affects what is communicated and
how. Men and women communicate differently and listen for
different information" (p. 134). Irwin (1995) referred to
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the work of several other researchers in pointing out that
women's communicative style is most often directed toward
"specific tasks or persons," whereas men's orientation is
more often toward "image development and autonomy" (p.
21). Shakeshaft and Hanson (1986) additionally noted that
women tend to view the major role responsibility of
principals and superintendents to be master teachers and
educational leaders, while men tend to view the same
positions from a managerial and industrial perspective.
Calabrese and Anderson (1986) concluded in their study of
the pUblic school system that male orientation of
curriculum, administration, and the school environment
creates for women feelings of powerlessness, isolation,
and meaninglessness. Thus, women teachers experience more
stress than male teachers.
Robertson (1992) had charged that androcentrism's
"mandated gender neutrality requires us to see the world
from the male point of view [and] to assume and to assert
that this is not selective or limited perception" (p. 43).
Shakeshaft (1993) adamantly argued that in reality "One's
gender identification • • • has a tremendous influence on
behavior, perceptions, and effectiveness" (p. 95).
Instructional Leadership
In contrast to the dearth of studies dealing with
gender, the fascination with which twentieth century
•
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Western society has pursued the study of leadership has
produced a rich and diverse range of perspectives from
which to view leaders. However, scholarly agreement about
the essential elements of a definition of leadership is
limited. Hoy and Forsyth (1986) summarized the complexity
of the definitional task:
The concept of leadership remains elusive
because it depends not only on
position, behavior, and personality of the
leader but also on the nature of the situation
as well as the interaction of the situation with
the personality and behavior of the leader.
Moreover, leadership occurs in a cultural
context in which symbols and meanings are
important. (p. 199)
similarly, as Duke (1982) pointed out, there is a "lack of
conceptual clarity concerning the notion of instructional
[italics added] leadership" (p. 1) which the effective
schools research base has clearly concluded to be a
critical element in school effectiveness.
citing several studies, Pellicer et ale (1990) noted
that the effective schools research identifies "certain
essential behaviors which must be exercised" (p. 27) in
redirecting the focus of the principal's job toward
instructional leadership. These include: (a)
identification and expression of a set of values and
expectations that place a high priority on instruction in
the total school program; (b) a clear instructional goal
focus with systematic plans for accomplishment; (c) the
ability of principals to share instructional leadership
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functions with others; and (d) maintenance of a safe and
orderly school environment that promotes learning and
protects students' instructional time. Despite this
listing, however, Pellicer et ale concluded that
instructional leadership is not just a set of discrete
activities and behaviors. The effective schools research
and strategies were criticized as being too narrow and
simplistic by others as well (Burlingame, 1987;
McLaughlin, Talbert, & Bascia, 1990). Peterson's (1989)
synthesis of research on instructional leadership clearly
delineated significant obstacles to implementing such
behaviors for principals who work in large,
differentiated, complex high school settings.
In Greenfield's (1987) report of studies of
instructional leadership by the principal, he acknowledged
that "The idea [instructional leadership] connotes
multiple and ambiguous meanings" (p. 57). However, he
chose to define it as specifically referring to "actions
undertaken with the intention of developing a productive
and satisfying working environment for teachers and
desirable learning conditions and outcomes for children"
(p. 60). He thus implied a focus on improvement in both
areas. While conceding that the entire picture of
instructional leadership is a much broader one, Bird and
Little (1987) also maintained that "the test of
instructional leadership is its influence on teaching at
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the level of the classroom" (p. 119). For Gorton and
Thierbach-Schneider (1991), lithe ultimate goal of
instructional leadership should be to improve student
learning, but its more immediate objective is to improve
the instructional program" (p. 330). The study done by
Bird and Little also found observation and supervision to
be most important factors in the improvement of
instruction.
In applying Leithwood's profile of effective
instructional leaders specifically to instructional
supervisors, Beach and Reinhartz (1989) characterized
supervision as "leadership that serves to link the
administrative and managerial functions with the
curriculum and teaching functions through the focus on
instruction" (p. 69). Weber (1987) noted that research
suggests observation and feedback to be potentially one of
the most effective methods of practicing instructional
leadership, "for influencing higher expectations in
instruction and, by extension, motivated outcomes in
students" (p. 27), but questioned whether the complexities
and constraints of managing a high school might not
preclude the principal's directly carrying out such
activities. In arguing for a shared model of
instructional leadership, Weber (p. 30) declared that the
high school department chair's greater familiarity with
"effective teaching techniques or appropriate content area
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goals" may make him/her better qualified than the
principal to exercise this form of leadership. The point
of view that as instructional leaders practicing
supervision department chairs have the advantage of being
sUbject matter specialists in their field as well as
having an understanding of curriculum in their department
was found in much of the literature (Bird & Little, 1987;
Gorton & Thierbach-Schneider, 1991; Mitchell, 1990;
Pellicer et al., 1990).
Organizational theory offered additional insight on
the concept of leadership. Schools have been described as
loosely coupled systems (Weick, 1989) with relatively low
levels of interdependence among the various levels within
the hierarchy, thus providing groups and individuals
within them with a good deal of autonomy. This
perspective has been used as a rationale for shared
leadership (Glatthorn, 1990; Glatthorn & Newberg, 1984),
in which principals can delegate responsibility for
instructional leadership functions to trusted
sUbordinates, including department chairs. McLaughlin,
Talbert, and Bascia (1990) added that
By broadening the structure of leadership to
include teachers, secondary schools address
• • • problems of scale while also concentrating
both symbolic force and material resources in
leaders who are close to the action, that is,
directly knowledgeable about the sUbject area,
the specific curriculum constraints and
possibilities, the student population, and the
faculty. (p. 241)
•
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Interviews and observations conducted at eight high
school sites by Pellicer et ale (1990) led to the
definition of instructional leadership as "the initiation
and implementation of planned changes in a school's
instructional program, through the influence and direction
of the various constituencies in the school" (p. 31).
Their studies concurred with Peterson's (1989) conclusions
that instructional leadership is not a function solely of
principals, but is a shared responsibility.
In contrast to Gorton and Thierbach-Schneider's
(1991) contention that
in practice the department chair has frequently
been grounded in the quicksand of administrative
trivia and handicapped by inadequate released
time to carry out instructional improvement
activities, (pp. 134-135)
Pellicer et ale (1990) pointed to department chairs as
most often being identified as major sources of
instructional leadership. In their study of eight South
Carolina schools (p. 31) they found the "most common
pattern [to be] shared instructional leadership, with the
administrative team (principals and assistants) providing
support to department chairpersons who exercised
functional leadership by working with faculty members in
various departments."
Glatthorn and Newberg (1982) used interviews,
observations, and a survey (the Sources of Instructional
Leadership, or SOIL, which identified 31 instructional
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leadership functions) in concluding after a 17-week study
that sustained efforts in instructional leadership were
often provided by a department chairperson. In
questioning externally imposed teacher-leadership
positions advocated by proponents of teacher empowerment,
Johnson (1990) indicated:
many schools already have differentiated roles
for teachers that have endured over time with
the strong support of teachers • • • such as
department heads in junior and senior high
schools. (p. 131)
Noting the simultaneous teaching and administrative
responsibilities of individuals in these positions,
Johnson contended "they have credibility with teachers as
few other administrators do" (p. 132). Other literature
pointed to department chairs, given the opportunity to
exercise leadership as an integral part of the school's
administrative team, having the potential to shape
curriculum and instruction by applying their sUbject
matter and methodological expertise (DeRoche, Hunsaker, &
Kujawa, 1987; Gorton & Thierbach-Schneider, 1991).
sergiovanni and Starratt (1971) declared that
The basic issue" in regard to instructional
leadership is simple: How do we reconcile the
gap which frequently exists between the
authority for leadership (by virtue of position)
which supervisors have and the ability for
leadership (by virtue of professional
expertness) which subordinates have? (p. 97)
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Interrelationship of Top-down,
Bottom-up Perspectives
Wimpelberg (1987) generalized that "Linkages among
roles and units based on the supremacy of hierarchy and
leading to a predominance of 'top-down' decisions appears
to be dysfunctional" (p. 105) as a means of bringing about
instructional improvement. McLaughlin, Talbert and Bascia
(1990) also criticized the effective schools reform model
of examining site-level, top-down, principal-directed
influences on student performance outcomes for being too
limited in its focus. They supported productive teacher
roles and di~positions, such as collegiality, teachers'
involvement in decision making, increased instructional
support, and resources for professional development as
called for in several other research studies (Bacharach,
Bauer, & Shedd, 1986; Little, 1981; Rosenholtz, 1985;
Rosenholtz, 1989). McLaughlin, Talbert, and Bascia
referred to this perspective as "bottom-up" in that it
"means looking at the important contexts of secondary
school teaching through the eyes of teachers ••• " (p.
6). However, just as criticism has been directed at
leadership approaches which are solely top-down,
approaches which are primarily bottom-up have also been
criticized as being largely dysfunctional in bringing
about school improvement (Fullan, 1991; Wimpelberg, 1987).
A major theme in Fullan's (1991) work on educational
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change was that "neither centralization nor
decentralization really works" (p. 211). Instead, there
is necessity for balance between the influence of upper
administration and the influence of members of the school
community. Both Fullan and Wimpelberg advocated a
combination of top-down and bottom-up collaborations as
the most effective means of fostering instructional
improvement.
Rather than the traditional hierarchical view of
leadership which has been prevalent in school districts,
Mitchell (1990) suggested a "re-visioning" of leadership
as dialogical. "Dialogue assumes that an educational
leader is looking at both sides of the total state of
affairs in the educational process. Thus, the leader sees
things from the viewpoint of the followers, as well as
from his or her own viewpoint" (p. 239). Offering a
perspective on shared leadership, Sergiovanni and Starratt
(1971) proposed that
The focus of instructional leadership [should
be] to see that the process (instructional
leadership) indeed does emerge, regardless of
who the leader is, and that leadership efforts
are consistent with the school's purpose •••
Instructional leadership then occurs in a
dynamic system of interchanging roles, with
teachers, students, supervisors, administrators,
and others assuming one role (client) or the
other role (consultant) depending upon the
uniqueness of circumstances. (p. 98)
Given the sheer magnitude of the structure and
organization of secondary schools and the nature of
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competing constituencies and goals, Bird and Little (1987)
suggested skilled teacher leaders spending substantial
time supporting teachers in the classroom setting are
necessary to the development of a collaborative culture in
the secondary schools. The Mentor (Ohio) model, based on
extensive research on instructional leadership and school
cUlture, was suggested by Costanza, Tracy and Holmes
(1987), who maintained that
Coordinators can function at the essence of the
instructional improvement process: people,
helping people, and when such cooperative
efforts exist, the culture of the school becomes
one of expectation of cooperative problem
solving and instructional excellence. (p. 82)
This vision of leadership, which was further
developed by case studies on the teacher workplace,
depicts leader effectiveness as bei~g largely influenced
by the culture of the school, including the faculty, their
beliefs and their behaviors (Bird & Little, 1987;
Lightfoot, 1983; Rosenholtz, 1985). In this bottom-up
view of leadership, the informal leadership of the
teachers within the. cultural context of the school plays a
key role. Peterson (1989) characterized school culture as
"the implicit set of understandings that shapes teachers'
views of reality, of teaching~ and of the purposes of
schooling" (p. 15).
Patterson, Purkey and Parker (1986, p. 48) defined
the first dimension of organizational culture as
beliefs-foundation norms and values which ideally provide
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people with the basis for all major decisions. The second
dimension of organizational culture is the actual behavior
of employees-the rites, rituals and routines of people
within the organization. When taken together, the beliefs
of the people within the organization and the daily
behavior of the employees form tangible manifestations of
school culture. Deal (1987, p. 7) maintained that
"Culture imbues life with meaning and through symbols
creates a sense of efficacy and control."
Mitchell (1990) contended that educational leaders
should be concerned about "how and why people attach
meanings to things, how and why these meanings change, and
how and why people's meanings and people's actions are
interconnected" (p. 209). Sergiovanni (1984) proposed
that "The development of a culture of purpose, meaning,
and commitment is the secret to quality leadership" (p.
502). Meaning is also a significant factor in Duke's
(1987) discussion of what being a school leader means.
Duke saw leadership in schools as "linked inextricably to
helping others find meaning in their school experience,"
and further suggests that the close connection of the
department chair to the instructional program may result
in the chair's being "more apt to be aligned with what is
meaningful to teachers than is the principal" (p. 290).
Leithwood's (1992) case study of 12 "improving"
schools indicated a primary factor in developing a
-------_..._---_._.
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collaborative, professional school culture was that
II school leaders actively communicated the school's
cultural norms, values, and beliefs in their day-to-day
interpersonal contacts" (p. 10). stressing the
significance of school culture in any successful
improvement effort, Fullan (1991) said one should, "Assume
that changing the culture of institutions is the real
agenda, not implementing single innovations" (p. 107).
Sergiovanni (1987) ,advised seeing leadership as
"power to accomplish," focused on helping "people become
more successful, to accomplish the things that they think
are important, to experience a greater sense of efficacy"
(p. 122) as distinguished from power over-eontrolling
through dominance. Leithwood (1992) also argued for this
kind of "transformational leadership," indicating it is
"based on a form of power that is 'consensual' and
'facilitative' in nature-a form of power manifested
through other people, not over them" (p. 18). Badaracco
and Ellsworth (1989) pointed to two types of leadership
which depend upon bottom-up influence. For the
politically minded leader, it is important for "people at
lower levels to have a sense of autonomy, control, and
initiative" (p. 127). From the point of view of values-
driven leadership, the leader relies "heavily on bottom-up
decision making, with the knowledge that shared norms and
values will help shape the decisions" (p. 128) •
•
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"Top-Down, Bottom-Up: Not Either-Or, But Both"
(Lieberman & Miller, 1984) summarized the perspective on
instructional leadership from which this study evolved.
"Both policy from the top and engagement from the bottom
deal with the process of improvement. One without the
other leaves out a significant part of the [instructional
improvement] process" (p. 92). As Mitchell (1990)
contended,
Educational leaders are those who can take the
fragments of the educational process and form a
meaningful whole, an educational process where
students and other constituents learn how to
live a meaningful and worthwhile life. (p. 112)
Summary
Mirroring the national trend, the Oregon reform
agenda of the 1990s clamors for teacher leadership stirred
by compelling images of teacher empowerment, shared
decision making, and site-based management. This stUdy
seeks to provide a foundation from which decisions about
the teacher-department chair's future roles in
instructional leadership can be made. Informed decisions
require sound perspective; thus, this study seeks to
discover the perceptions and expectations of high school
academic department chairs in four disciplines (English,
mathematics, science, and social stUdies) and those of the
teachers with whom they work in those same disciplines-all
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of whose decisions and actions influence the role. of the
high school academic department chair.
To develop a sound basis for understanding the multi-
dimensional nature of the leadership role of the 'high
school academic department chair requires an understanding
of the literature from several perspectives. First, the
literature on the establishment and institutionalization
of the department chair position was reviewed.
Established to fill an important managerial role in the
large, complex, departmentalized structure of the American
high school, the department chair position is one of the
few formal opportunities for teacher leadership. Although
the position appears to be universal, the expectations for
it have been poorly defined.
Next, in examining considerations for role
effectiveness, a discussion of role theory has contributed
to understanding that the ambiguity of the department
chair position suggests different referent groups will
hold different perceptions and different behavior
expectations for the role, thus creating potential role
conflict. An examination of research on gender
differences has identified another potential source of
role conflict in that male and female perceptions of and
expectations for the role may differ from one another.
The third section provides perspective on the
construct of instructional leadership and its impact on
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instructional effectiveness. Effective schools research
has identified strong principal leadership as a
significant factor. However, the broad nature of the high
school program with its specialized content areas requires
a sUbject matter specific leadership. Much of the
literat~re holds that the principal cannot be an
instructional leader in all the specialized disciplines.
One often-mentioned solution to the problem is to identify
department chairs as appropriately providing instructional
leadership at the classroom level. Some more recent
research has been critical of the department chair role as
perpetuating a hierarchical system of control in an era of
collaboration and shared leadership.
The last section characterizes the school district as
a dynamic system in which individuals at all levels of the
organizational hierarchy perform interactive roles within
the cultural context. From the perspective of the culture
of the school system being loosely coupled, a combination
of top-down, bottom-up collaboration is suggested to be
most effective in bringing about instructional
improvement, with leadership functions being distributed
among several persons in the organization. This study, in
conjunction with its companion study, The Voice of the
Administrator (Korach, 1996), examines the nature of the
instructional leadership role of the department chair as
it is currently perceived-both from the top-down
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administrative perspective and from' the bottom-up teacher
perspective of the classroom teacher who is also an
academic area department chair. The literature review
thus provides a framework from which to investiqate the
perceptions of these referent qroups in determininq what
has been most valued in the role of the hiqh school
academic department chair in the state of Oreqon and what
is considered most important for the department chair to
continue to improve, critical information from which to
make decisions about the future of that role within the
context of the current restructurinq efforts •
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
Overview
This study, in concert with its companion study,
sought to offer a beginning step in establishing
possibilities for the instructional leadership role of the
high school academic department chair as a viable
component of a restructured system of governance
envisioned under school reform in oregon. Consistent with
that purpose, this study investigated from the bottom-up
contextual perspective of a high school English teacher-
English department chair the perceptions of high school
academic department chairs in four sUbject matter areas
(English, math, science and social studies) and of high
school teachers from those same sUbject matter areas. The
intent of the study was twofold:
1. to develop a demographic profile of the
respondents based upon the characteristics of age, gender,
educational background, and educational experience; and
2. to determine the congruence of perceptions (a)
between these two educator groups, and (b) between the
male and the female study participants regarding:
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• the amount of department chair time spent on each
activity specified in each category of department
chair responsibility;
• the importance of each activity in each category
to the role of the department chair;
• the importance of the department chair's
continuing to improve in each activity in each
category.
The narrative of this chapter, divided into six
sections, provides a description of the methodology of the
study. The first section identifies the general study
hypotheses which the study investigated. The second
section provides an overview of the study population. The
third section details the development of the survey
instrument that was utilized in the study. The fourth
section describes the procedures followed for field
testing the survey instrument. The fifth section explains
the procedures followed in distributing, collecting, and
monitoring returns of the survey instrument. The sixth
section outlines the processes followed in the analysis,
interpretation, and descriptive reporting of the data as
detailed in Chapter IV.
statement of the Problem
This study investigates the degree of congruence in
the perceptions of high school academic department chairs
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and high school teachers regarding five responsibilities
defined for this study as comprising the role of the high
school department chair:
1. responsibility for human relations,
2. responsibility for management,
3. responsibility for the organization,
4. responsibility for program, and
5. responsibility for supervision.
In examining these department chair responsibilities, this
study focuses on three issues:
1. the amount of time spent by chairs in carrying
out the responsibilities,
2. the importance of the responsibilities to the
role of the department chair, and
3. the importance of the department chair's
continuing to improve the performance of the
responsibilities.
study Hypotheses
General hypotheses developed to guide the statistical
analysis portion of this study and stated in the null form
for test purposes were as follows:
Hypothesis 1. Perceptions of department chair
responsibilities in five categories (human relations,
management, the organization, program, and supervision)
will not differ significantly between high school academic
•
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department chairs and high school academic area teachers,
grouped by role, on the issues of the amount of time the
department chair devotes to each activity, the importance
of each activity to the overall department chair role, and
the importance of the department chair's continuing to
improve in the performance of each activity.
Hypothesis 2. Perceptions of department chair
responsibilities in five categories (human relations,
management, the organization, program, and supervision) on
the issues of time spent, importance to the role, and
importance for the department chair to continue to improve
will not differ significantly between high school
department chairs and high school teachers as grouped by
gender.
Hypothesis 3. There will be no significant
differences between male department chairs and teachers
and female department chairs and teachers in their rank
ordering of the importance of the five categories of
department chair responsibility delineated for this study.
Hypothesis 4. Perceptions of department chair
responsibilities in five categories (human relations,
management, the organization, program, and supervision)
will not differ significantly among high school department
chairs grouped by the sUbject matter areas of English,
math, science, and social studies on three issues: time
--------------------------------------
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spent, importance to the role, and importance for the
department chair to continue to improve.
The study Population
For purposes of this study and its companion study,
Oregon school districts with total student populations of
more than 3,000 but fewer than 12,000 students and with
high schools designated as AAAA (at least 650 students in
grades 10-12) by the Oregon School Activities Association
were targeted. There were 31 school districts, which
included 38 high schools, that were found to meet the
defined criteria. Because the identified study population
consisted of relatively few school districts, it was
determined that all districts should be included.
After the researchers had received permission from
the superintendents of each of the targeted districts for
their districts to participate in the study, surveys were
mailed to the superintendents of all 31 districts and to
the principals and department chairs in the academic areas
of English, math, science and social studies of the 38
high schools within those same districts. These four
departments were selected because of the consistency with
which they make up the academic core in the current high
school organizational structure in Oregon and because they
comprise the majority of the high school teaching staff.
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stratified random sampling was used to identify a 10%
sample to be surveyed from the total population of 1446
teachers with the majority of their teaching assignments
in these four academic departments in the 38 high schools.
Questionnaires were then sent to 145 teachers, who
proportionally represented the total defined teaching
population.
When one principal returned the questionnaire
indicating that department chairs were not part of the
organizational structure in his building, all personnel
from that school and its corresponding district were
dropped, reducing the population for these companion
studies to its final level: superintendents (H = 30);
high school principals (H = 37); high school department
chairs (H = 148); and high school teachers (H = 141), a
10% stratified random sample from the study population
(H = 1407).
Development of the Instr~ment
To facilitate the descriptive purposes of these
studies, the questionnaire was chosen as the method for
gathering pertinent data for testing the hypotheses. The
decision to use the survey format was prompted by several
considerations, primarily those delineated by Ary, Jacobs,
and Razavieh (1985, p. 344).
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1. It is a less time-consuming and less expensive
method for obtaining desired information than the person-
to-person interview would be.
2. The confidentiality of responses offered by the
questionnaire format may encourage more truthful responses
than the interview would elicit.
3. Each respondent receives the same questions in
the same format without the possibly intrusive presence of
the interviewer's appearance, attitude, or behaviors.
4. The conscribed format of the questionnaire makes
it easily adapted to computerized scoring, thus reducing
the task of summarizing and comparing responses.
construction of the survey instrument to be used in
these companion studies was accomplished in several steps.
First, a literature search utilizing the Educational
Resources Information Center yielded more than 650
resources to be examined for relevance, most of which were
journal articles and books located either in the Portland
state University library or in the researchers' personal
libraries. A search of Dissertation Abstracts was also
conducted, with a total of si~ pertinent dissertations
then being ordered from University Microfilms.
This extensive review of the literature and studies
related to the role of the high school department chair
established that no existing instrument would suffice to
gather the required information to accomplish the purposes
•
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of these companion studies. While some similarities in
topic and design were noted in previous studies (Price,
1969; Kirkland, 1978; Ritter, 1979; Orfinger, 1980), their
differences in focus made those questionnaires unusable
for purposes of these studies. Thus, as the second step
in developing an effective and relevant questionnaire, a
careful examination of several existing questionnaires and
self-inventories categorizing and defining functions of
the role of the high school academic department chair
preceded the construction of tentative items (Anderson,
1987; Costanza et al., 1987; DeRoche et al., 1987; Duke,
1987; Glatthorn, 1990; Hatfield, Blackman, Claypool, &
Master, 1986; Sergiovanni, 1984; Weaver & Gordon, 1979;
Weber, 1987; Williams, 1979).
Third, informed by this information base as well as
by the two researchers' combined 55.years of experience in
education (as high school English teachers, English
department chairs and high school principal and
superintendent), five categories of responsibility for the
role of the high school academic department chair were
identified and tentative descriptors for activities which
would comprise each category were constructed.
Fourth, more exact and careful definition of the
specific activities was accomplished through discussions
with other administrators, high school department chairs,
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and high school teachers, none of whom would be part of
the population to be studied.
The fifth step was to structure the questionnaire
into five different sections.
Part I requested demographic information: gender,
age, educational background (highest degree earned, major
areas of study) and educational experience (teaching
experience, teaching area, experience as an
administrator-principal and/or superintendent).
Part II categorized 44 department chair activities
under the five areas of department chair responsibility
identified earlier (responsibilities for human relations,
for management, for the organization, for program, and for
supervision). Participants were asked to respond to each
item on a five-point Likert-type scale from three
different perspectives: the amount of time they perceived
the department chair to spend in performing each activity;
their perception of the importance of each specified
activity to the role of the department chair; and their
perception of the importance of the department chair's
continuing to improve in each area.
Part III requested respondents to place the five
categories of department chair responsibilities listed in
Part II into rank order from 1 (most important) to 5
(least important) according to the respondents'
perceptions of the importance of each area of
.. --- ---_ .._-----------------------
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responsibility to the role of hiqh school academic
department chair.
Part IV consisted of 12 statements of opinion
reqardinq expectations for the instructional leadership
role of the hiqh school department chair. Respondents
were asked to indicate on a five-point Likert-type scale
the extent to which they aqreed or disaqreed with each
statement: 1 (strongly disagree); 2 (disagree); 3
(neutral); 4 (agree); or 5 (strongly agree).
Part V was an open-ended question invitinq
participants to provide additional information, to make
comments, and/or to clarify or expand upon any of their
previous responses.
To help establish content validity and to solicit
suqqestions for improvement, the researchers submitted the
instrument to a panel of four individuals knowledqeable in
the field: two current hiqh school academic department
chairs, an Enqlish teacher, and a central office
instructional supervisor, none of whom were to be included
in the ensuinq study. They were each asked to consider
whether items were clearly understandable, whether each
item was clearly related to the cateqory of department
chair activity into which it had been placed, and whether
or not each item would elicit valid information. They
were also asked to suqqest any modifications and/or
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deletions as well as to indicate the amount of time
required to complete the questionnaire.
Items which were considered vague or difficult for
the respondent to answer were then modified for greater
clarity. One activity in the second section was moved
from the Responsibilities for the Organization category to
the Responsibilities for Human Relations category and one
activity was added to the Responsibilities for Supervision
category. One set of directions was also clarified and
two opinion statements were more exactly worded.
Field Test
In order to continue to establish the reliability and
validity of the instrument, a field test was conducted.
Survey questionnaires were distributed to high school
teachers, high school academic department chairs, high
school principals, and central office administrators in a
neighboring school district (again, none of whom were
members of the targeted study group). Each was asked to
provide feedback on the clarity of the instructions for
completion and the clarity, adequacy and appropriateness
of the selected role responsibilities in defining the
department chair position. The 32 responses indicated
that the directions were clear and that respondents agreed
the defined responsibilities were appropriate in
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describing the position. The printed questionnaire
required 20-25 minutes to complete.
Thus, content validity of the survey instrument was
addressed through (a) careful examination of survey
instrument items for direct relation to the categories of
instructional leadership behaviors being defined, (b)
alteration or modification of word choice to eliminate
ambiguity, and (c) refinement of syntax to improve
clarity. In view of these steps taken to improve the
survey instrument, and affirmation received from the
consulting practitioners and from the field test that it
measured what it purported to measure, it was considered
reasonable to assume that conditions for content validity
and reliability of the survey instrument were met. The
completed survey instrument, a copy of which may be found
in Appendix A, was then forwarded to the Human SUbjects
Research Review Committee at Portland State University for
review.
Procedures for Data Collection
Names of superintendents and high school principals
and addresses for individual districts and high schools
were taken from the Oregon School Directory (Oregon
Department of Education, 1990). After permission to
conduct the stUdy had been obtained from the Central
Office of each targeted school district, questionnaire
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packets were mailed to each of the superintendents
(N = 30) and to the principals and the four academic area
department chairs of each of the hiqh schools (H = 37).
Individual cover letters explained the importance and
siqnificance of the study, solicited the cooperation of
the recipients in completinq the questionnaire and offered
to share the results of the,study if requested. The
letters also assured the anonymity of the responses.
Stamped, self-addressed envelopes were enclosed to
encouraqe participants to respond quickly and to
facilitate a qreater number of responses. Copies of the
cover letters are included in'Appendix B.
stratified samplinq was used to select teachers in
each of the four academic departments from the individual
hiqh schools whose participation in the study would be
requested. Telephone calls to each of the hiqh schools
ascertained the total population of teachers with the
majority of their assiqned classroom responsibilities in
the tarqeted departments: Enqlish (N = 431); mathematics
(N = 323); science (H = 286); social studies (H = 367).
All teachers were assiqned numbers in sequence by specific
departments by first listinq the schools in alphabetical
order and then notinq the total number of teachers in each
of the tarqeted departments in each school. A random
number table was used to select the 10% sample from the
total number of teachers in each of the tarqeted
.. --- - - ----- -- - -----------------------
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departments from all 37 schools. Packets were sent to the
head secretary in each high school with the request that,
using an alphabetical listing of teachers in each
department, the secretary distribute the packets to the
designated teachers who had been randomly selected (e.g.,
math teacher #3 on the alphabetical listing).
In order to facilitate the sending of follow-up
letters as necessary, each return envelope was coded to
the list of participants. Returned responses were checked
off on the master list and the envelopes were then
discarded, the identity of the respondents and their
responses to the questionnaire remaining confidential.
Three weeks after the initial mailing, a follow-up
letter was mailed to targeted participants who had not yet
responded. Each letter included a second copy of the
questionnaire, another request for participation, and a
stamped, addressed return envelope.
The anticipated rate of return of the survey
instrument was set at 70% so as to give credibility to the
study. Of the 352 survey instruments distributed, 304
responses were received, an overall response rate of 86%.
Department chairs from four high schools responded that
the disciplines of science and math were combined into one
department in their buildings. Because each chair had
filled out two separate questionnaires, the total
population was reduced by two (N = 35) for both
•
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mathematics and science department chairs, thereby
reducinq the overall study population of department chairs
by four (H = 144). Each chair's responses were counted in
the discipline in which the survey instrument indicated
the majority of the chair's classes were tauqht. Out of
the total of 304 survey instruments returned, seven were
determined to contain insufficient information for them to
be usable for purposes of this study. These adjustments
reduced to 293 the usable responses from the 352 survey
instruments oriqinally distributed, for an overall usable
response rate of 83%. Rates and percentaqes of returns as
well as usable responses are reported by educator qroup in
Table 1.
Table 1
Questionnaire Returns by
Educator Group
Number of
Number Number % Usable
Educator Group Surveyed Responding Responding Responses
Superintendents 30 27 90 27
Principals 37 34 92 34
Department Chairs 144 122 85 118
Teachers 141 121 86 114
TOTALS 352 304 86 293
For the four separately identified hiqh school
academic department chair and four hiqh school academic
SUbject matter teacher popUlations, rates and percentaqes
of returns as well as usable responses are reported by
SUbject matter department chairs and teachers in Table 2.
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Table 2
Questionnaire Returns by SUbject Matter
Department Chairs and Teachers
Number of
Number Number % Usable
Referent Group Surveyed Responding Responding Responses
Department Chairs 144 122 85 118
English 37 33 89 31
Mathematics 35 29 83 29
Science 35 28 80 27
Social Science 37 32 86 31
Teachers 141 121 86 114
English 43 37 86 34
Mathematics 32 30 94 30
Science 29 25 86 24
Social Science 37 29 78 26
Treatment of the Data
After questionnaires had been returned, data were
entered into the SYSTAT (Wilkinson, Hill, & Vang, 1992)
for the Macintosh, Version 5.2 computer program for
analysis, with findings being reported in primarily
descriptive form. A narrative profile of the study
population was constructed from demographic data also
reported in tabular form. To facilitate analysis and
comparisons of the descriptive questionnaire data among
groups, frequency distributions were computed for all
responses. Percentages, means, and standard deviations
were reported and used to describe the total population as
well as to describe groups differentiated by demographic
characteristics •
.. ._.._..._-------------------------------
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To develop a qlobal perspective on possibilities for
siqnificant difference, a Pearson's matrix of
probabilities was run for all responses. Chi-square
values of frequencies of responses of hiqh school
department chairs and teachers and those of department
chairs and hiqh school principals for all items on the
survey instrument were qenerated by computer analysis.
Frequencies of responses of department chairs and teachers
qrouped accordinq to qender were also compared by chi-
square analysis. These computed chi-square values were
used to test the null hypotheses. Results of the data
analysis are reported in Chapter IV.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
overview
Using an exploratory descriptive design, this study
and its companion study (Korach, 1996) offer a first step
in clarifying the instructional leadership potential of
the role of the high school academic department chair in
Oregon, a position which has been largely ignored in
recent educational reform efforts. In addressing that
goal, this study speaks from the voice of the high school
classroom teacher-department chair. To ascertain the
qualities of that voice, this chapter presents, analyzes,
and interprets the data obtained from responses to a
researcher-constructed survey instrument designed to
investigate the congruence of perceptions of high school
academic department chairs and high school teachers about
the role of the chair.
Specifically, the study tocused on: (a) defining the
role of the department chair (What does it look like in
practice? How much time does it take?); (b) clarifying
what is most valued in the role (What activities are most
important?); and (c) extending the role (What is most
----------- --------
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important for the chair to continue to improve?) as part
of an emerging educational reform effort in Oregon.
From the broad array of data generated by the survey
instrument, the major findings reported in the data
analysis may be characterized as follows:
• Perceptions of time commitments for carrying out
department chair responsibilities vary widely
between high school department chairs and high
school teachers.
• Perceptions of the manner in which the department
chair role should be carried out vary less between
department chairs and teachers than they do
between males and females in the study.
• Perceptions of what is most highly valued in
developing an improvement agenda for the
department chair vary widely between males and
females in the study.
The first section of the data analysis describes the
demographic information from Part I of the survey,
delineating the demographic characteristics of the high
school department chairs and the high school teachers who
participated in the study.
The second section presents data pertinent to
Hypothesis 1. For each of 44 activities comprising five
categories of department chair responsibility defined for
this study-human relations, management, the organization,
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program, and supervision-respondents offered their
perceptions regarding three issues: the amount of time the
department chair spends on the activity, the importance of
the activity to the role of the department chair, and the
importance for the chair to continue to improve in the
performance of the activity. The distributions of
responses of high school department chairs and high school
teachers to the items in Part II of the survey instrument
are described by percentages. Results of the chi-square
test of the null hypothesis to determine differences in
perceptions between the two groups considered significant
at the ~ = <.05 level of confidence follow the
description.
The third section of this chapter analyzes the data
applicable to Hypothesis 2. It examines differences
determined to be significant at the ~ < .05 level of
confidence in perceptions between male high school
department chairs and teachers and female high school
department chairs and teachers regarding the five role
responsibilities of the department chair.
The fourth section analyzes the data applicable to
Hypthosis 3. It examines differences determined to be
significant at the ~ < .05 level of confidence between the
rank orderings assigned to the five categories of
department chair responsibility by male department chairs
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and teachers and those assigned by female department
chairs and teachers.
Section five presents some contextual data relative
to a third hypothesis originally planned to be included in
the study. As the computations were being carried out, it
became clear that samples would be too small to provide
conclusive results. However, some interesting trends did
emerge that, while not conclusive, were useful in
providing additional context for looking at· the results of
testing of Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3.
Demographic Characteristics
One facet of this study was to investigate
demographic factors in order to develop a profile of the
typical high school academic department chair and the
typical high school academic subject matter teacher who
comprised the study population in Oregon high schools.
Respondents were requested to answer questions that
provided demographic information in the following areas:
gender, age, educational background (highest degree
earned, major areas of study), and educational experience
(teaching experience, teaching area, number of years in
the current position, total years of experience in
education).
This section reports demographic characteristics of
the study participants in two parts. Tabular displays and
•
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descriptive highlights of the demographic characteristics
of all respondents are followed by a narrative profile of
the typical department chair and typical teacher
respondent.
Department Chairs and Teachers
Personal Information
Department chair and teacher respondents provided
personal information (gender and age) as reported in Table
3.
Table 3
Personal Data
Department Chairs Teachers
Ui = 118) (H = 114)
Characteristic n % n %
Gender:
Male 91 77.12 68 59.65
Female 27 22.88 46 40.35
Age:
29 or under 1 0.85 5 4.39
30-39 18 15.25 39 34.21
40-49 65 55.08 51 44.74
50 or over 34 28.82 19 16.67
Consistent with the traditional, historical pattern
in education, males in this study occupy the majority of
leadership positions even at this entry level of the
organizational hierarchy. Ages of the highest number of
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both department chair and teacher participants were in the
40-49-year-old age range. Only five teachers (4.39%) and
one department chair (0.85%) were under 30 years old.
Educational Background
Responses of study participants to questionnaire
items regarding sUbject matter background and educational
degrees earned are reported in Table 4.
Table 4
Educational Background of Participants
Department Chairs Teachers
eli = 118) (N = 114)
Characteristic n % n %
Highest Degree Earned:
Bachelor's 19 16.10 24 21.05
Master's 96 81.36 90 78.95
Doctorate 3 2.54 0 0
Major Area of study:
English 32 27.12 34 29.82
Math 29 24.58 33 28.95
Science 27 22.88 21 18.42
Social Studies 30 25.42 26 22.81
Other 0 0 0 0
study participants were found to have an extensive
educational background. A substantial majority (about
80%) of both department chairs and teachers had earned a
master's degree. Three department chairs out of 118 had
also earned a doctorate. All respondents had majored in
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one of the four academic disciplines defined for this
study: English, mathematics, science, or social studies.
Demographic data from each of the two aggregate categories
(high school department chair and high school teacher)
were further divided into these same four subject matter
groupings (English, math, science, and social studies)
according to current positions held by the respondents.
These data are reported in tabular form in Appendix E.
Educational Experience
Table 5 reports the distribution of responses from
high school teachers and department chairs regarding their
educational experience.
Participants in this study were found to be
experienced educators. Over 54% reported 10-19 years of
teaching experience, and the largest number (over 45%) had
been teaching in their present roles for 10 years or more.
Teachers generally had held their current positions for
longer periods of time than had department chairs.
However, nearly 70% of department chairs reported more
than 20 years of total educational experience. In
contrast, only slightly over 30% of teachers had been in
education for more than 20 years.
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Table 5
Educational Experience of
Participants
Department Chairs Teachers
CJ! = 118) CJ! = 114)
Characteristic n % n %
Total Years of Teaching Experience:
fewer than 5 8 6.78 4 3.51
5-9 years 15 12.71 24 21.05
10-19 years 64 54.24 62 54.39
20-29 years 29 24.58 23 20.18
30 years or more 2 1.69 1 0.88
Total Years in Current position:
first year 22 18.64 6 5.26
2-4 years 24 20.34 18 15.79
5-9 years 33 27.97 37 32.46
10 or more years 39 33.05 53 46.49
Total Years in Education:
fewer than 10 6 5.09 24 21.05
10-19 34 28.81 55 48.25
20-29 57 48.31 30 26.32
30 or more years 21 20.80 5 4.39
Characterization of Current
Position
Department chairs were also asked to provide
information to help characterize their current position.
A complete display of department chair responses to these
additional demographic questions is provided in Table 6•
•
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Table 6
Demographic Information Regarding Department
Chair positions, SUbjects: High School
Department Chairs (H = 118)
Department Chair Selection Process:
appointed by principal 90 76.27
elected by department 10 8.47
committee/application 18 15.25
Time Allotted for Department Chair
Remonsibilities:
Done 38 32.20
1 period 55 46.61
2 periods 25 21.19
Extended Contract Days:
none 99 83.90
3-4 days 4 3.39
5-6 days 9 7.63
10 days 6 5.08
!l
Full-time Teacher Assipment:
5 teaching periods 82 69.49
6 teaching periods 36 30.51
a supervision period 82 69.49
a preparation period 118 100.00
Number of Teachers in Department
(excluding the chair)
5 or fewer 9 7.63
6-10 62 52.54
11-15 34 28.81
more than 15 13 11.02
Term of Department Chair Appointment:
1 year 20 16.95
2 years 4 3.39
3 years 12 10.17
indefinite/permanent 82 69.49
Additional Yearly Compensation:
none 41 34.75
less than $1,000 7 5.93
$1,000 - $1,500 40 33.90
more than $1 ,500 30 25.42
Department Chair Assignment:
3 teaching periods 13
4 teaching periods 33
5 teaching periods 57
6 teaching periods 15
a preparation period 118
11.02
27.97
48.31
12.71
100.00
A seven-period instructional day was universal in the
Oregon high schools participating in this stUdy. The
majority of the department chairs (69%) indicated that a
full-time assignment for teachers in their department was
five classes. The greatest number of chairs (53%) were
responsible for a department of 6-10 teachers.
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Department chairs were typically appointed by the
principal (76%) on a permanent basis or for an indefinite
time period (69%).
Demographic Profiles
One purpose of this study was to develop a profile of
the respondents-the typical high school academic
department chair and the typical high school academic area
teacher. The most noticeable detail in the demographic
data was that in the high school population defined for
this study, both teaching and department chair positions
in all sUbject matter areas were dominated by males. Of
additional note was that very few department chairs were
under the age of 40, perhaps a result of the majority of
the chairs having been appointed for an indefinite period
of time. From the information reported by study
participants, the following profiles were constructed.
1. The typical high school department chair was a
male between the ages of 40 and 50 who had taught between
10 and 20 years in the academic area which had been his
major area of study. Having earned a master's degree, he
had been appointed by his principal to his department
chair position, which he had held for at least 10 years.
Responsible for between 6 and 10 teachers in his
department, he receives $1,000 in additional compensation
and is given one instructional period per day to devote to
his department chair role.
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2. Of the 118 high school department chairs who
responded to the survey instrument
• 27 were female; 91 were male
• 31 were English department chairs; 29 were math
chairs; 27 were science chairs; 31 were social
studies chairs
• 99 were 40 years of age or older; 19 were under 40
• the largest number of chairs over 50 en = 12) were
English department chairs
• 96 had earned a master's degree; 3 held
doctorates; 19 had a bachelor's degree.
3. The profile of the typical high school teacher
participant was almost identical to that of his department
chair. He was a male, between 40 and 50 years old, who
reported between 10 and 20 years of teaching experience in
his major area of study. He had been in his current
position for at least 10 years and had earned a master's
degree.
4. Of the 114 high school academic area teachers who
participated in the stUdy,
• 46 were female; 68 were male
• 34 were English teachers; 30 were math teachers;
24 were science teachers; 26 were social studies
teachers
• 70 were 40 years of age or older; 39 were 30-39
years old; 5 were under 30
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• the 19 teachers 50 years of age or older were
distributed fairly evenly across the four
departments
• 90 had earned a master's degree; 24 held a
bachelor's degree; none had earned a doctorate.
The Voice of the Classroom Teacher-
Department Chair
As a beginning step in establishing the potential
value of effective top-down, bottom-up collaborations to
instructional improvement within the emerging context of
educational reform in Oregon, this study provides a
teacher-department chair voice on the role of the high
school academic department chair as that role is perceived
by high school department chairs and teachers in a
selected group of Oregon high schools.
The voice of the teacher-department chair is spoken
from the perspective of those who are responsible for the
delivery of the instructional program, those who actually
perform in the context of the teaching-learning process.
While the principal has general overall knowledge of what
constitutes good instruction as well as some idea of what
should be going on in the academic departments, the
administrative voice is, in general, one that is removed
from practice. Department chairs have more highly
specific and specialized knowledge-a theoretical
understanding of a discipline and what instruction should
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be in the discipline-that is also shaped and informed by
firsthand knowledge gained through the continuing
experience of practice in the classroom. Department
chairs are not only experts in the sUbject matter area,
but are the ones experiencing firsthand what that
theoretical program (the program in concept) actually
looks like when it is taught-applied in practice. Thus,
the teacher-department chair voice is a perspective that
combines theory with practice in carrying out the
responsibilities comprising the role of the high school
academic department chair as defined for the purposes of
this study.
Data Analysis
SYSTAT (Wilkinson, Hill, & Vang, 1992) for the
Macintosh, Version 5.2, was used on a Power Macintosh 6100
for the statistical analysis of the data. Frequency
distributions were compiled and percentages of responses
were computed for high school department chair and teacher
responses classified by time, importance, and importance
to improve for each of the activities in five categories
of department chair responsibility. These data can be
found in Appendix C, Charts Cl through C5. Means and
standard deviations, reported in Appendix C, Charts C6
through Cl0, were calculated for all responses from each
group according to current role. To determine if
significant differences (R < .05) existed among the
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differences (e < .05) existed among the distribution of
responses, chi-square values were then computer generated.
Data analysis in this section is organized according
to the five categories of department chair responsibility
delineated for this study: Human Relations, Management,
the Organization, Program, and Supervision. Findings
address two areas: (a) the perceptions of department
chairs and teachers as separate groups regarding
activities in the five categories of responsibility
comprising the role of the high school academic department
chair, and (b) the degree of congruence between the
perceptions of the two groups on each of three issues
~ime spent, importance to the role, and importance for
the chair to continue to improve-in regard to each of
those activities.
Preliminary chi-square analysis of frequency
distributions revealed several expected cell sizes smaller
than the five responses required to conduct a valid chi-
square test. Examination of the patterns of those
responses further established that frequency distributions
for levels 1 (no time, no importance) and 2 (little time,
little importance) offered no meaningful discrimination
for purposes of this stUdy. Consequently, these two sets
of responses were collapsed for descriptive and testing
purposes. Because frequency distributions for levels 4 (a
good deal of time, very important) and 5 (a great deal of
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time, extremely important) did provide useful distinctions
in addressing the intent of this study to offer
suggestions for the development of an improvement agenda
for the department chair, responses at the upper end of
the scale were not collapsed.
Responsibility for Human
Relations
For this study, the department chair Responsibility
for Human Relations category encompasses the following
nine activities:
HR-l. Build and maintain a supportive department
team
HR-2. Encourage open communication among department
members
HR-3. Facilitate effective conflict resolution
HR-4. Foster cooperative problem solving
HB=2. Encourage trust, caring, and respect among
department members
HR-6. Maintain regular, open communication with
department members
HR-7. Practice collaborative, participative
decision-making processes
HR-8. Promote an atmosphere that encourages
continuous improvement
HR-9. Encourage department members to share in
leadership roles.
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study participants were asked to address three
separate issues in relation to each of these eight
activities:
• Time - amount of department chair time spent on
the activity
• Role - importance of the activity to the role of
the department chair
• Improve - importance for the chair to continue to
improve in the activity.
Responses of department chairs. In the category of
Responsibility for Human Relations, department chairs most
highly valued communication with the members of their
department. The greatest numbers of department chairs saw
maintaining regular, open communication with department
members (HR6) as the most time-consuming activity; 72% of
the chairs rated it as requiring either a good deal or a
great deal of time. That activity also received the
highest ratings from 92% of department chairs on the issue
of its importance to the department chair role.
Department chairs (86%) rated encouraging open
communication among department members (HR2) as most
important to their own improvement efforts; promoting an
atmosphere that encourages continuous improvement (HR8)
was identified by 84% of the chairs as also important to
their own improvement.
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Facilitating effective conflict resolution (HR3)
received the greatest percentages of low ratings from
department chairs from all three perspectives. In
relation to time spent, 37% perceived themselves to spend
little or no time; 10% rated it as having little or no
importance to the role; and 9% perceived it to be of
little or no importance for the chair to continue to
improve.
Responses of high school teachers. High school
teachers similarly valued communication, concurring with
chairs that communication with department members (HR6)
was the activity which consumed the greatest amount of
department chair time in this category. However, 75% of
the chairs indicated they spend at least a good deal of
time maintaining communication with their department
members, whereas just 53% of the teachers perceived their
chairs to devote that much department chair time to
maintaining communication. Teachers' responses (40%) that
their chairs spend little or no time facilitating
effective conflict resolution (HR3) paralleled those
reported by department chairs.
Most teachers (93%) saw encouraging open
communication among department members (HR2) as very
important to the role of the department chair. Teachers
(92%) also pointed to maintaining regular, open
communication with department members (HR6) as being very
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important. These perceptions of the importance of
communication to the role of chair were conqruent with
those of the department chairs.
The activity teachers rated least important was
encouraqinq department members to share in leadership
roles (HR9). It received the least (54%) very or
extremely important ratinqs for any activity in the
cateqorYi it also received the most ratinqs of moderate or
below (35%).
For the issue of the importance for the chair to
continue to improve, teachers continued to focus on
communication. Maintaininq reqular, open communication
with department members (HR6) had the hiqhest percentaqe
of extremely important ratinqs (49%), followed closely
(48%) by encouraqinq open communication amonq department
members (HR2). For the teachers in this study, the
activity least important for the chair to continue to
improve in the human relations cateqory was aqain
encouraqe department members to share in leadership roles
(HR9). It was considered of moderate importance or less
by 32%, while fewer teachers indicated it was very
important (38%) or extremely important (25%) than was true
for any other activity in this cateqory.
Summary. Seven of the nine activities in the
Responsibility for Human Relations cateqory were
considered to be either very important or extremely
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important by more than 75% of both the department chairs
and the teachers (see Appendix e), both for their
importance to the role of the department chair and for
their importance for the chair to continue to improve.
These responses attest to the high value both groups place
upon the chair's Responsibility for Human Relations.
Department chairs, however, perceived themselves to spend
considerably more time than teachers perceived them to
spend in encouraginq trust and sharinq (HR5), maintaining
reqular, open communication (HR6), practicing
collaborative decision-makinq processes (HR7), and
promoting an atmosphere of continuous improvement (HRS).
The majority of department chairs indicated they spend a
good deal or a great deal of time on all four activities;
the most teachers perceived chairs to spend only a
moderate amount of time. A much higher percentage of
teachers than department chairs also perceived department
chairs to spend little or no time on every activity in the
Responsibility for Human Relations category.
Responsibilitv for Management
As defined for this study, eight specific activities
comprise the Responsibility for Management category,
traditionally an expectation for the role of the
department chair.
MG-1. Develop department teaching schedule and
assignments
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MG-2. Participate in the selection of department
instructional personnel
MG-3. Develop and administer the department bUdget
MG-4. Disseminate information to department staff
MG-S. Allocate and maintain equipment, instructional
materials, and facilities
MG-6. Interpret and apply district policy and
building standards
MG-7: Plan and organize relevant department meetings
MG-S. Serve as liaison between department members
and the administration.
Study participants were asked to address three
separate issues in relation to each of these eight
activities:
Time - amount of department chair time spent on the
activity
• Role - importance of the activity to the role of
the department chair
• Improve - importance for the chair to continue to
improve in the activity.
Responses of department chairs. The highest
percentage of department chairs (70%) rated serving as
liaison between department members and the administration
(MGS) as occupying the most time as well as being most
important for the chairs to continue to improve (41%) in
the management category. The greatest percentages of
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department chairs (47%) rated both disseminating
information to department staff (MG4), and serving as
liaison between department members and the administration
(MG8) as extremely important to the role of the chair.
Participating in the selection of department personnel
(MG2) was also considered to be extremely important by 45%
of the department chairs.
Responses of teachers. In contrast to the department
chairs, teachers (70%) saw the most time-consuming
management activity to be developing and administering the
department bUdget (MG3). More than 80% of the teachers
also saw bUdgeting to be highly important to the role of
the chair. However, the greatest percentage of teachers
(86%) rated serving as liaison between department members
and the administration (MG8) as most important to the role
of the chair. Developing the department teaching schedule
and assignments (MG2) was highly valued by 75%. As
perceived by the teachers, the most important management
activities for the department chair to continue to improve
were serving as liaison between department members and the
administration (46%) and developing department teaching
schedule and assignments (42%).
Summarv. The patterns of response seemed to indicate
that, despite some differences, there is a high degree of
congruence in the value high school department chairs and
teachers place on the management role of the department
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chair as well as in perceptions of the amount of
department chair time devoted to management activities.
Responsibility for the
organization
Eight activities were identified for this study in
the category of department chair Responsibility for the
Organization:
OR-l. Engage department members in an organized
department growth and improvement effort
OR-2. Represent the department in developing and
implementing the school's organized improvement
effort
OR-3. Serve as department spokesperson at community
and board meetings
OR-4. Prepare requested information on department
topics for administration
OR-5. Act as advocate for the protection of
classroom instructional time
OR-6. Support teachers' professional needs and
concerns
OR-7. Work with other department chairs to develop
an integrated school instructional program
OR-So Participate in curricular planning and
decision making at the district level.
Responses of department chairs. In the category of
Responsibility for the organization, the greatest numbers
•
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of department chairs (51%) saw themselves devoting the
greatest amounts of department chair time to representing
the department in developing and implementing the school's
organized improvement effort (OR2).
Department chairs indicated they valued the
importance of working with other department chairs to
develop an integrated school instructional program (OR7),
and participating in curricular planning and decision
making at the district level (ORB) with their highest
percentage of extremely and very important ratings (69%).
Acting as an advocate for protection of classroom time
(OR5) was nearly as highly valued by 64% of the chairs.
For the issue of most importance for department
chairs to continue to improve in carrying out their
Responsibility for the organization, the highest
percentage of chairs (67%) rated working with other
department chairs to develop an integrated school
instructional program (OR7) most highly.
Responses of teachers. Teachers' perceptions of the
distribution of department chair time varied more than
they did on other issues in this category. The highest
percentage (18%) felt that supporting teachers'
professional needs and concerns (OR6) took a great deal of
time. The two activities the most teachers valued most
highly in the role of the chair were supporting teachers'
professional needs and concerns (OR6), which 76%
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considered to be very or extremely important, and acting
as an advocate for protection of classroom time (OR5),
rated as very or extremely important by 75%.
Even greater percentages of teachers (77%) valued
supporting teachers' professional needs and concerns (OR6)
as being most important for department chairs to continue
to improve in the category of Responsibility for the
Organization; 74% also rated acting as an advocate for
protection of classroom time (OR) highly for the
improvement agenda.
Summarv. For the issue of importance to the role of
the department chair and the issue of importance for the
department chair to continue to improve, high school
teachers rated protecting classroom instructional time and
supporting teachers' professional needs and concerns as
most important. Both activities are ones that would be
considered to have the most immediate impact upon the
personal, day-to-day activities of teachers. In contrast,
department chairs seemed to reflect a stronger valuing of
organizational concerns. Their highest ratings of
importance were for working with other department chairs
to develop an integrated school instructional program and
participating in curricular planning and decision making
at the district level.
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Responsibility for Program
The category of department chair Responsibility for
Program is made up of eight activities for purposes of
this study:
~. Facilitate development of curriculum
(philosophy, goals, objectives)
PG-2. supervise the implementation of curriculum
PG-3. Monitor the continued maintenance of
curriculum
PG-4. Devise and implement process for program
evaluation
PG-5. Provide leadership in selection/development of
instructional materials
PG-6. Coordinate departmental selection of textbooks
and supplemental materials
PG-7. Assess learning outcomes to identify program
strengths and weaknesses
PG-S. Establish goals for program improvement.
Responses of department chairs. The two program
activities rated by more than one half the department
chairs (56%) as most time-consuming were coordinate
selection of textbooks and supplemental materials (PGG),
and facilitate development of curriculum (PG2).
Activities the most department chairs (31%) perceived to
be extremely important to their department chair role were
facilitating development of curriculum (PG1) and
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supervising the implementation of curriculum (PG2). These
same activities were marked as very important by an
additional 47% and 42%. Establish goals for program
improvement (PG8) also received high ratings for its
importance to the role. One fourth (25%) of the chairs
rated it as extremely important, while another 49% saw it
as very important.
Identifying activities most important for department
chairs to continue to improve in their Responsibility for
Program, the most chairs (74%) marked facilitating
development of curriculum (PG1) , followed by establishing
goals for program improvement (PG8) , 72%.
Responses of teachers. In regard to program, the
highest percentage of teachers (61%) perceived that
providing leadership in the selection and development of
instructional materials (PG5) consumed at least a good
deal of department chair time. Rating program activities
for their importance to the role of the department chair,
teachers valued facilitate development of curriculum (PG1)
as very or extremely important (71%). Assess learning
outcomes to identify program strengths and weaknesses
(PG7) was rated as very or extremely important for the
department chair to continue to improve by 69%; facilitate
development of curriculum (PG1) and establish goals for
program improvement (PG8) were similarly valued by 68% •
•
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Summary. In the category of Responsibility for
Program, several contrasts were apparent in department
chairs' and teachers' valuing of activities. The greatest
difference between department chair responses and teacher
responses in this category was that chairs perceived
monitoring the continued maintenance of curriculum (PG3)
to be more important to the role and more important for
the chair to continue to improve than the teachers
perceived it to be. Interestingly enough, it was the
teachers who perceived assessing learning outcomes to
identify program strengths and weaknesses (PG7) to be more
important, both to the role of the chair and for the chair
to continue to improve, than did the chairs themselves.
Responsibility for supervision
Even though supervision was one of the role functions
originally identified as part of the department chair
position, expectations are not well defined. Based upon
the review of the literature as well as the experience of
the researchers, eleven different activities were
delineated as comprising the category of department chair
Responsibility for supervision for purposes of this study.
SP-1. Model a variety of instructional strategies
SP-2. Assist teachers in developing professional
growth plans
SP-3. Encourage experimentation and innovation among
teachers
-._._-_._------------------------------
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SP-4. Coordinate instruction among department
members
~. Observe teachers in their classrooms and
provide feedback
SP-6. Monitor teacher lesson plans
SP-7. Practice clinical supervision (pre-conference,
observation, post-conference)
SP-8. Communicate high expectations for teacher
performance
SP-9. Assist teachers with the improvement of their
instruction
SP-10. organize plan for teacher sharing, peer
coaching (e.g., videotaping)
SP-11. Evaluate teacher performance.
For each activity in the Responsibility for
Supervision category, study participants were asked to
respond from the perspectives of the three issues defined
for the questionnaire: the amount of department chair time
spent, importance to the role of the department chair, and
importance for the chair to continue to improve.
Responses of department chairs. Many of the
activities under the Responsibility for Supervision
category were marked by department chairs as accounting
for little of their time. Notably, most department chairs
indicated that they spend little or no time to monitor
teacher lesson plans (BPS), 91%, practice clinical
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supervision (SP7), 82%, or evaluate teacher performance
(SP11), 82%. Only two activities were perceived by more
than 25% of the chairs to consume either a good deal or a
great deal of time: encourage experimentation and
innovation among teachers (SP3), 29%, and coordinate
instruction among department members (SP4), 31%.
The highest percentages of department chairs agreed
on the importance to the role of the department chair of
assisting teachers in developing professional growth plans
(SP2) and encouraging experimentation and innovation among
teachers (SP3), both of which were extremely important to
25%, very important to 41%.
From the perspective of importance for the department
chair to continue to improve, 69% of the chairs perceived
encouraging experimentation and innovation among teachers
(SP3) as very or extremely important. Coordinating
instruction among department members (SP4) was perceived
to be very or extremely important by 64%.
Responses of teachers. The teachers in this study
concurred with the department chairs that a good many of
the activities in the Responsibility for Supervision
category were on the low end of the scale relative to the
amount of department chair time they consumed, with 86%
indicating that department chairs spent little or no time
monitoring teacher lesson plans (SP6), 81% marking
practicing clinical supervision (SP7) as taking little or
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no time, and 73% stating chairs spent little or no time in
evaluating teacher performance (SP11).
From the point of view of the high school teachers,
the supervision activity most important to the department
chair role was encouraging experimentation and innovation
among teachers (SP3), which 64% of the teachers perceived
to be very or extremely important. It was also the
activity which the highest percentage of teachers (66%)
rated as very or extremely important for the department
chair to continue to improve.
Summary. The lower percentages of 4 and 5 ratings
given by department chairs in the Responsibility for
Supervision category in comparison to those in the other
four suggest that department chairs place less value on
supervision than they place on their responsibilities in
other role categories. Somewhat paradoxically, department
chairs perceived coordinating instruction among department
members to be the activity on which they spend the most
supervisory time as well as having the most importance to
the role and being the most important for chairs to
improve, whereas teachers perceived chairs to spend the
most time encouraging experimentation and innovation among
teachers-a supervision behavior most highly valued by
teachers both for its importance to the role of the chair
and for its importance for the chair to continue to
improve.
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Testing of Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 was stated in the null form for test
purposes: Perceptions of department chair activities in
five categories of responsibility (human relations,
management, the organization, program, and supervision)
will not differ significantly between high school academic
department chairs and high school academic area teachers,
grouped by role, on three issues: the amount of time the
department chair devotes to each activity, the importance
of each activity to the overall department chair role, and
the importance of the department chair's continuing to
improve in the performance of each activity.
Null Hypothesis 1 was tested by chi-square analysis
for each activity in Part II of the survey instrument.
Three issues were examined: the amount of time the
department chair devotes to each activity, the importance
of each activity to the overall department chair role, and
the importance of the department chair's continuing to
improve in the performance of each activity. It was
determined that differences considered significant at the
R < .05 level of confidence would allow for the rejection
~f the null hypothesis.
As depicted in Table 7, responses from high school
department chairs and high school teachers to 44
activities in five categories of department chair
responsibilities yielded significant chi-square values at
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a R < .05 level of confidence on a total of 21 activities.
The null hypothesis was, therefore, rejected.
Table 7
Summary of Chi-square Values Indicating Significant
Differences (R < .05) in Perception of Department
Chair Activities in Five Categories of
Responsibility, SUbjects: High School
Department Chairs (N = 118) and
High School Teachers
(N = 114)
Activity Issue H df J!*
HRI Time 232 9.861 3 0.020
HR2 Time 232 16.581 3 0.001
HR3 Importance 232 7.916 3 0.048
HR3 Improvement 232 9.518 3 0.023
HR5 Time 232 21.412 3 0.000
HR6 Time 232 27.149 3 0.000
HR8 Time 232 11.712 3 0.008
MGB Time 232 15.703 3 0.001
OR2 Time 232 8.058 3 0.045
OR3 Time 232 12.245 3 0.007
OR3 Importance 232 8.786 3 0.032
ORS Improvement 232 14.178 3 0.003
OR6 Improvement 232 11.228 3 0.011
PG2 Importance 232 8.118 3 0.044
PG3 Time 232 8.371 3 0.039
PG5 Time 232 15.022 3 0.002
PG7 Time 232 10.529 3 0.015
PGB Time 232 8.876 3 0.031
SP4 Time 232 11.022 3 0.012
SP5 Time 232 9.315 3 0.025
SP11 Importance 232 11.470 3 0.009
*Level of Significance
ResRonsibilitv for Human
Relations
In the category of Responsibility for Human
Relations, a major finding was that department chairs
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perceived themselves to devote substantially higher
amounts of time to five of the nine activities than the
teachers perceived their chairs to spend on those
activities: build a department team (HR1); encourage
communication among departmetn members (HR2); encourage
trust, caring, and respect among department members (HR5);
maintain communication with department members (HR6; and
promote an atmosphere that encourages continuous
improvement (HR8).
From the perspective of the teachers, facilitate
effective conflict resolution (HR3) was considered to be
higher in its importance to the role of the department
chair than it was rated by the chairs themselves.
Teachers also perceived that facilitating effective
conflict resolution was more important for the department
chairs to continue to improve than the chairs perceived it
to be.
Responsibility for Management
There was virtual agreement between department chairs
and teachers in their perceptions regarding department
chair Responsibility for Management, indicating their
congruent valuing of management activities to the role of
the chair and for the chair to continue to improve. The
only statistically significant difference was found in the
perception of time chairs spent in serving as a liaison
between department members and the administration (MG8) •
•
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Chairs indicated a higher amount of time spent than did
teachers.
Responsibility for the
Organization
Department chairs perceived themselves to be spending
more time representing the department in developing and
implementing the school's organized improvement effort
(OR2) than teachers felt chairs were spending. On the
other hand, the perception of teachers was that serving as
a department spokesperson at community and board meetings
(OR3) both required more department chair time and was
more important to the role of the department chair than
the chairs perceived it to be. Teachers also rated higher
than did the department chairs the importance for the
department chair to continue to improve in acting as an
advocate for the protection of classroom instructional
time (ORS) and supporting teachers' professional needs and
concerns.
Responsibility for Program
Ti~e issues were again a source of statistically
significant differences between department chairs and
teachers in the category of Responsibility for Program.
Department chairs perceived themselves to spend higher
amounts of time than teachers perceived them to spend on
four activities: monitor the continued maintenance of
curriculum (PG3); provide leadership in the selection and
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development of instructional materials (PG5); assess
learning outcomes to identify program strengths and
weaknesses (PG7; and establish goals for program
improvement (PG8).
Responsibility for
Supervision
Only three statistically significant differences were
found between the perceptions of department chairs and
teachers in the category of department chair
Responsibility for Supervision. Department chairs
perceived themselves to spend more time coordinating
instruction among department members (SP4) than teachers
perceived chairs to spend, whereas teachers saw chairs as
spending more time in teacher observation (SP5) than the
chairs perceived themselves to spend. Teachers'
perceptions of the importance to the department chair role
of evaluating teacher performance (SP11) were higher than
those of the department chairs.
Summary
Null Hypothesis 1 was rejected. statistical
examination revealed that significant differences at the
~ < .05 level of confidence did exist between the
perceptions of high school teachers and high school
department chairs with regard to activities in five role
responsibilities. Of the 21 activities for which
statistically significant differences were found between
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the perceptions of department chairs and the teachers in
their departments regarding the instructional leadership
role of the department chair, 14 reflected differences in
perceptions of the amount of time devoted to the activity.
In regard to the importance of specific activities to
the role of the department chair, perceptions of high
school department chairs and high school teachers were not
congruent on four of the 44 activities across the five
categories of role responsibility. However, congruence of
perceptions on 40 of the 44 activities also suggested that
both groups held fairly clearly defined and similar
expectations for what that role should encompass.
The issue of importance for the department chair to
continue to improve generated the remaining three
significant incongruent perceptions, with teachers more
highly valuing all three activities for department chairs
to improve than did the chairs themselves: facilitate
effective conflict resolution (HR3); act as an advocate
for the protection of classroom instruction (OR5); and
support teachers' professional needs and concerns (OR6).
Perceptions of teachers and department chairs regarding
the issue of importance for the department chair to
continue to improve were congruent for each of the other
41 activities.
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Testing of Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 was stated in the null form for test
purposes: Perceptions of department chair activities in
five categories of responsibility (human relations,
management, the organization, program, and supervision)
will not differ significantly between male high school
academic department chairs and teachers and female
academic department chairs and teachers on three
issue~the amount of time the department chair devotes to
each activity, the importance of each activity to the
overall department chair role, and the importance of the
department chair's continuing to improve in the
performance of each activity. Frequency distributions can
be found in Appendix 0, Charts 01 through 05. For a
differing view, means and standard deviations can be found
in Appendix 0, Charts 06 through 010.
As summarized in Table 8, chi-square analysis of
differences in frequencies of responses by male and female
high school department chairs and teachers to activities
in all categories of department chair responsibilities
yielded significant chi-square values at a Q < .05 level
of confidence on a total of 24 items, nearly half of which
reflected differences in perceptions regarding activities
in Responsibility for Human Relations.
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Table 8
Summary of Chi-square Values Indicating significant
Differences CR < .05) in Perceptions of Male and
Female High School Department Chairs and
Teachers Regarding Activities in Five
categories of Department Chair
Responsibilities, Subjects:
Males Cli = 159), Females
CN = 73)
Activity Issue X 2 df noll
HR1 Time 232 10.632 3 0.014
HR3 Improvement 232 9.625 3 0.022
HR4 Improvement 232 13.773 3 0.003
HRS Importance 232 11.903 3 0.008
HRS Improvement 232 16.730 3 0.002
HR6 Improvement 232 11.638 3 0.009
HR7 Importance 232 15.324 3 0.002
HR7 Improvement 232 17.175 3 0.001
HR8 Importance 232 15.695 3 0.001
HR8 Improvement 232 14.297 3 0.003
MG1 Time 232 13.462 3 0.009
MG2 Time 232 11.283 3 0.010
MG2 Importance 232 10.908 3 0.012
MG8 Improvement 232 11.586 3 0.009
OR1 Importance 232 10.068 3 0.018
OR1 Improvement 232 10.081 3 0.018
OR2 Improvement 232 10.516 3 0.015
OR6 Improvement 232 10.868 3 0.012
OR7 Importance 232 8.006 3 0.046
OR7 Improvement 232 10.132 3 0.017
PG8 Importance 232 9.091 3 0.028
PG8 Improvement 232 8.600 3 0.035
SP1 Importance 232 12.459 3 0.006
SP3 Importance 232 8.014 3 0.046
"'Level of Significance
The issue of time was the source of differences for
only three activities. For 21 activities, however, males
and females revealed differing perceptions of what they
valued either in the role of the department chair or in
-------_._._-_.- ---------------------------
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what was most important for the chairs to continue to
improve. Wherever significant differences were found-for
all activities in all categories of department chair
responsibility from all three perspectives-responses of
female study participants were higher than were those of
male participants. Therefore, Null Hypothesis 2 was
rejected.
Responsibility for Human
Relations
Chart D1 (see Appendix D) reports frequency
distributions of male and female department chair and
teacher responses for activities in the category of
Responsibility for Human Relations.
Males perceived chairs to spend greater amounts of
time in building a supportive department team (HR1),
encouraging open communication among department members
(HR2), encouraging trust, caring and respect (HR5), and
maintaining regular, open communication with department
members (HR6) than females perceived the chairs to spend.
However, each of those activities was considered more
highly valued by females than by males, both for its
importance to the role and its importance to improve.
with respect to only two activities, both addressing
the need for communication (HR2 and HR 6), did more than
90% of the male department chairs and teachers as well as
90% of the females indicate the activities were very
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important or extremely important to the role of department
chair. In contrast, however, more than 90% of the female
department chairs also gave such high ratings to four
other activities: building a supportive department team
(HR1); encouraging trust, caring, respect among department
members (HRS); practicing collaborative, participative
decision making (HR7); and promoting an atmosphere that
encourages continuous improvement (HR8). More than 90% of
the female respondents also perceived those same six
activities to be very or extremely important to the
improvement agenda for department chairs. No activity in
this category was rated that highly by the same percentage
of male respondents, just over 84% of whom again gave
(HR2) the highest rating for the issue of improvement.
All other activities in the Responsibility for Human
Relations category received higher ratings from greater
percentages of females than from males in response to all
three issues, suggesting that regardless of the position
held, females tend to value human relations activities
more highly overall than do males.
Responsibility for Management
Chart 02 (see Appendix 0) reports frequencies of male
and female responses for the management category of
department chair responsibility.
In the Responsibility for Management category, both
male and female department chairs and teachers perceived
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the most time-consuming activity to be developing and
administering the department bUdget (MG3). with the
exception of allocating and maintaining equipment and
supplies (MG5), all other activities in this category were
considered by females to consume more time than males felt
they required.
In addressing the management activities considered
most important to the role of the department chair, more
than 90% of the females in this study pointed to
participating in the selection of department instructional
personnel (MG2) and serving as liaison between department
members and the administration (MG8). The highest
percentage of males concurred that the department chair
liaison role was most important.
More than 90% of female respondents felt
disseminating information to department staff (MG4) was
the most important activity for department chairs to
continue to improve. Both males and females saw
interpreting and applying district policy and building
standards (MG6) as the least important activity for chairs
to improve.
with only two exceptions, for all activities in the
Responsibility for Management category, greater numbers of
females gave higher ratings for all three issues. As
compared to the females in the study, males perceived
developing and administering the department bUdget (MG3)
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to be slightly more important to the role of the
department chair, and allocating and maintaining
equipment, instructional materials, and facilities (MG5)
to require slightly more time.
Responsibility for the
organization
Frequency distributions of responses offered by male
department chairs and teachers and by female chairs and
teachers in the category of Responsibility for the
organization are delineated for comparison in Chart D3
(see Appendix D).
For the category of Responsibility for the
organization, the highest percentages of female
respondents again gave the highest ratings to the majority
of the activities. Only two activities received higher
percentages of 4 or 5 ratings, both in regard to the issue
of time, from males: representing the department in
developing and implementing the school's organized
improvement effort (OR1) and supporting teachers'
professional needs and concerns (OR6).
The greatest percentage of female respondents (81%)
identified working with other department chairs to develop
an integrated school instructional program (OR?) to be
either very important or extremely important to the role
of the department chair as well as to be most important
for the department chairs to continue to improve.
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Engaging department members in an organized department
growth and improvement effort (OR1) was also considered by
females to be an important activity for chairs to continue
to improve.
Responsibility for Program
The frequency distribution of all responses from male
department chairs and teachers and from female department
chairs and teachers in the category of department chair
Responsibility for Program is presented in Chart 04 (see
Appendix 0).
Examination of the ratings assigned by males and
females to the activities in the Responsibility for
Program category identified a similar pattern to that
already established for the preceding categories. The
percentages of females giving 4 and 5 ratings are higher
in nearly every instance.
Males did perceive providing leadership in the
selection and development of instructional materials (PG5)
and assessing learning outcomes to identify program
strengths and weakne~ses (PG7) to require slightly more
time than did females. In addition, for all three
issues-time spent, importance to the department chair
role, and importance for the chair to improve-males gave
coordinating departmental selection of textbooks and
supplemental materials (PG6) higher ratings.
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Both groups rated all activities in the
Responsibility for the organization category as being very
important both to the role and for the chair to continue
to improve; however, no activity in this category was
valued by either group as extremely important in regard to
either issue.
Responsibility for Supervision
Chart 05 (see Appendix 0) gives frequencies of
responses from all male department chairs and teachers and
from all female department chairs and teachers to all
three issues with respect to activities in the category of
department chair Responsibility for Supervision.
In the Responsibility for supervision category, the
differences in strength of responses between males and
females are even more pronounced than they were found to
be for the previous categories. Only for the issue of
time in regard to three activities did males offer higher
ratings than did females. Coordinating instruction among
department members (SP4), monitoring teacher "lesson plans
(SP6), and evaluating teacher performance (SP11) were all
perceived by males to require slightly more time than
females perceived them to require. Mean scores of
responses from females were higher for 30 of the 33 items
specified under Responsibility for Supervision (see
Appendix 0, Chart 015).
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Responsibility for human relations. As indicated in
Table 8, significant differences in perceptions between
males and females were found on ten items in this category
of responsibility. Females perceived department chairs to
spend more time building and maintaining a supportive
department team (HR1) than did males. On the issue of
importance to the role of the department chair, females
considered three human relations activities to be more
important than did males: encouraging trust, caring, and
respect among department members (HR5); practicing
collaborative, participative decision-making processes
(HR7); and promoting an atmosphere that encourages
continuous improvement, (HR8).
For six human relations activities, female responses
were higher than were those of males on the issue of the
department chair's continued improvement: facilitate
effective conflict resolution (HR3); foster cooperative
problem solving (HR4); encourage trust, caring, and
respect among department members, (HR5); maintain regular,
open communication with department members (HR6); practice
collaborative, decision-making processes (HR7); and
promote an atmosphere that encourages continuous
improvement (HR8).
Responsibility for management. Females perceived
chairs to spend more time than males perceived them to
spend on developing department teaching schedules and
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assignments (MG1) and participating in the selection of
department personnel (MG2). Females also rated
participating in the selection of department personnel
higher in its importance to the role of the department
chair than males rated it. The one activity which females
rated higher than males in its importance for the
department chair to continue to improve was serving as
liaison between department members and the administration
(MG8).
Responsibility for the organization. Engaging
department members in an organized department growth and
improvement effort (OR1) was rated higher by females than
by males both for its importance to the role of the
department chair and for its importance for the department
chair to continue to improve.
Females perceived representing the department in the
school's organized improvement effort (OR2), supporting
teachers' professional concerns (OR6), and working with
other department chairs to develop an integrated school
instructional program (OR?) all to be more important for
the department chair to continue to improve than males
perceived them to be.
Resoonsibility for program. There was virtual
agreement between males and females in their perceptions
regarding department chair Responsibility for Program.
significant chi-square statistics were produced for only
two items. Females perceived establishing goals for
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program improvement (PG8) to be more important to the role
of the chair than males perceived it to be and to be more
important for the department chair to continue to improve.
Responsibility for supervision. Again, male and
female perceptions in this category were nearly congruent.
The only noticeable differences were in females'
perception that modeling a variety of instructional
strategies (SP1) and encouraging experimentation and
innovation among teachers (SP3) were of higher value in
their importance to the role of the department chair than
males perceived them to be.
Testing of Hypothesis 3
This pattern of differences between responses of male
department chairs and teachers and female department
chairs and teachers was further strengthened by the
rankings of importance assigned to the five categories of
department chair responsibilities by each gender group.
Hypothesis 3 was stated in the null form for test
purposes: There will be no significant differences
between male department chairs and teachers and female
department chairs and teachers in their rank ordering of
the importance of the five categories of department chair
responsibility delineated for this study. Table 9 gives
the frequencies and percentages of respondents assigning
each of the five rankings to each category of department
chair responsibility.
--------_...--_ .. ---
Table 9
**Rank Ordering of Importance of Five categories of Department Chair Responsibility
as Perceived by Male High School Academic Department Chairs and High School
Teachers and Female High School Academic Department Chairs and High
School Teachers [By Frequencies and Percentages of Respondents
Giving Each Ranking] Males CN = 159); Females CN = 73)
Rankings
Category of 1 2 3 4 5
Responsibility Gender 11 % 11 % 11 % 11 % 11 %
-
Human Relations Male 66 43.22 27 22.03 21 10.17 34 17.80 11 6.78
Female 32 43.84 24 32.88 10 13.70
-A 6.85 -Z 2.74
Management Male 33 22.03 35 21.19 33 21.19 47 3',.35 11 4.24
Female 20 27.40 15 20.55 14 19.18 17 23.29 1. 9.59
The Organization Male 19 11.02 47 22.84 47 29.66 36 28.81 10 7.63
Female 1. 9.59 15 20.55 22 30.14 24 32.88 2- 6.85
Program Male 31 18.64 43 28.81 45 32.36 29 16.95 11 4.24
Female 13 17.81 12 16.44 21 28.77 22 30.14 2- 6.85
Supervision Male 1! 3.39 §. 4.24 13 4.24 13 5.08 119 79.66
Female
.! 1.37 1. 9.59 §. 8.22 2- 6.85 54 73.97
** Scale was 1 = of most importance through 5 - of least importance
....
w
0
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Application of the chi-square test to frequencies of
these responses yielded a significant chi-square value for
Responsibility for Human Relations, X2 (4, H = 232) =
13.670, R < .05. Female high school department chairs and
teachers were found to place higher value on the
department chair's Responsibility for Human Relations than
did male high school department chairs and teachers.
Therefore, Null Hypothesis 3 was rejected.
Rankings assigned by male high school department
chair and high school teacher respondents seemed to differ
greatly from those of female high school department chairs
and teachers for two categories of department chair
responsibility. As shown in Table 9, 66%" (n = 104) of the
male chairs and high school teachers ranked the
Responsibility for Human Relations as either the first or
the second most important category of department chair
responsibility. However, more than three fourths (77%, n
= 56) of the female high school department chair and high
school teacher respondents valued Responsibility for Human
Relations as either the most important or second most
important category of responsibility. At the opposite end
of the continuum, 25% (n = 39) of the male respondents
rated human relations as either fourth or fifth in
importance of the five categories of department chair
responsibility, whereas only 10% (n = 7) of the female
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respondents saw human relations as fourth or fifth in
importance.
A reverse trend emerged in the rankings given to
Responsibility for Program. This category was perceived
to be either first or second in importance by 47% (n = 75)
of the male department chairs and teachers, with just over
one third (34%, n = 25) of the female respondents ranking
program as either first or second in importance.
Conversely, 37% (n = 27) of the female high school
department chairs and teachers ranked program activities
as either fourth or fifth in importance, whereas only 21%
(n = 15) of the male respondents perceived program
responsibilities to be valued as fourth or fifth in
importance of the five categories of department chair
responsibilities.
Clearly, the data show that statistically significant
differences do exist between the perceptions of male high
school'department chairs and teachers and female
department chairs and teachers in regard to the value
placed upon the five categories of department chair
responsibility.
Discussion of Hypothesis 4
In the Owens (1981) model of role conflict, in
addition to differing perceptions of subordinates
(teachers) and superordinates (administrators), differing
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perceptions of the role of the department chair held by
the department chair's colleagues (academic chairs in
other departments) were considered to constitute a source
of potential role conflict. The fourth hypothesis
originally intended for this study addressed the issue of
the impact of dissension among one's peers on one's role
performance:
Perceptions of department chair responsibilities in
five categories (human relations, management, the
organization, program, and supervision) will not
differ significantly among high school department
chairs grouped by the sUbject matter areas of
English, math, science, and social stUdies on three
issues: time spent, importance to the role, and
importance for the department chair to continue to
improve.
The relatively small sample size caused numbers of
expected responses to be insufficient to draw valid
statistical conclusions. However, the number of
department chairs who responded to the survey represented
from 80% (science) to 89% (English) of the total
population targeted for this study in each discipline.
The data are strong, suggesting patterns of differences
that would bear further investigation in exploring
potential sources of role conflict among colleagues as
educational reform efforts continue to evolve in the
•
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Oregon high schools delineated for this study. Hypothesis
4 was therefore converted from a working hypothesis to a
contextual data hypothesis. The purpose of this
discussion is to compare responses among the four groups
of high school department chairs, considering additional
background perspective and insight such comparisons may
offer regarding conclusions reached for Hypothesis 1,
Hypothesis 2, and Hypothesis 3.
Appendices E, F, G and H pr~vide the data base for
this discussion. Demographic data supplied by department
chairs are grouped in Appendix E according to the four
sUbject matter areas delineated for this study: English,
math, science, and social studies.
Appendix F reports frequency distributions of department
chair responses by academic discipline. Responses are
paired in tabular form by the traditionally complementary
humanities-oriented academic disciplines of English with
social studies and the traditionally complementary
technically oriented academic disciplines of math with
science. Appendix"G gives means and standard deviations
for those same responses. Appendix H reports preliminary
chi-square testing, which small sample sizes prevented
from yielding statistical conclusions. However, results
did suggest support for a pattern of differences in
perception among chairs from different departments which
had been noted in the frequency distributions.
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Responses by department chairs from the four
disciplines demonstrated evident differences in perception
reqardinq how department chair time was allocated, what
activities were considered most important to the role of
the department chair, and what activities were most
important to include on the improvement aqenda for
department chairs.
A pattern of valuinq communications activities was
consistent across the disciplines.
• For all activities in the cateqory of Human
Relations Responsibility, the hiqhest number of
Enqlish department chairs qave hiqher r~tinqs than
those qiven by any other qroup of chairs.
• Mean scores of Enqlish chairs were consistently
the hiqhest on all three issues for all nine
activities in the Human Relations cateqory. In
cQntrast, mean scores of math chairs were lowest
amonq the four qroups for two thirds (18 out of
27) of the items (see Appendix G, Chart Gl).
• Few appreciable differences in perception, and
only on issues of time, were demonstrated between
Enqlish and social studies chairs or between math
and science chairs.
• Social studies and math chairs appeared to differ
in their perceptions of the importance of Human
Relations and Proqram activities, with social
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studies chairs valuing those activities more
highly than did math chairs.
• Perceptions of English chairs and science chairs
seemed to differ more widely than those of social
studies and science chairs.
• Perceptions of English chairs and math chairs
appeared to differ much more greatly than those of
any other'paired group of department chairs.
• For the majority of activities, the,greatest
numbers of English department chairs consistently
gave higher ratings than those given by any of the
other chairs.
• Conversely, for the majority of activities, the
greatest numbers of math chairs almost as
consistently gave the lowest ratings of any of the
chairs.
The data are strong, and it appears reasonable to
speculate that significant differences in perceptions may
exist among high school academic department chairs who
represent different academic disciplines. These data
suggest that high school English department chairs and
social studies department chairs are more closely aligned
to one another in their perceptions than they are to
either science or math department chairs. At the same
time, the data suggest that math and science department
chairs are more closely aligned to one another in their
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p~rceptions than they are either to social studies or
English department chairs.
The two departments with the greatest number of
significant differences in perception were English and
math. A continuum depicting the degree of congruence
among the perceptions of the department chairs from the
four academic disciplines would then extend from English
department chairs on one extreme to math department chairs
on the other extreme, with social studies department
chairs more closely aligned to English chairs and science
department chairs more closely aligned to math department
chairs.
The value of these data to interpreting the
conclusions derived for Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2, and
Hypothesis 3 is to offer a caution about the application
of those conclusions to any specific subject matter area,
even within the study population. The data used in
testing Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 were not differentiated by
sUbject matter respondents. The foregoing discussion of
that same data suggests that substantial differences may
exist among the chairs of the four different academic
disciplines represented in this study. Therefore, the
generalizations drawn from grouping the data may not apply
to a particular discipline.
In testing Hypothesis 2, statistically significant
differences (n < .05) were found between perceptions of
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males and females regarding more than one half of the
activities comprising the five categories of department
chair responsibility. These results were further
strengthened by the statistically significant difference
in male and female rankings of the importance of the five
categories of responsibility found in testing Hypothesis
3. Demographic data grouped by academic discipline (see
Appendix E) indicate that very few of the chairs in three
of those disciplines are female. Only in English were a
majority of the chairs found to be female. Since female
department chairs are the exception rather than the rule
among the study population, much greater role conflict may
be experienced by individual female department chairs than
. .
the results of this study would indicate.
These contextual considerations for interpreting
results of the study suggest the need for additional
studies of perceptions of department chairs, perhaps
including a wider geographical area, in order to provide a
large enough study population to investigate the
generalizability of these results.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Motivated by the researchers' belief in the value of
top-down, bottom-up collaborations for effective
instructional improvement decision making, this study and
its companion study, The Voice of the Administrator, an
unpublished doctoral dissertation by William Anthony
Korach (1996), were designed to investiqate the
traditionally ambiquous role of the hiqh school academic
department chair from two voices: that of the top-down
administrative perspective and that of the bottom-up hiqh
school academic department chair-teacher perspective. The
purpose of these companion studies was to offer an initial
step in clarifying what has been perceived to be of most
value under the existing high school orqanizational
structure. Specifically, these studies souqht to identify
and to construct comparative analyses of the perceptions
of four different groups of educators regarding the nature
and the value of the role of the high school department
chair as it is currently practiced in a narrowly defined
qroup of Oregon hiqh schools. The intention was to be
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able to offer perspective to guide the possible reshaping
of that role within the context of evolving educational
reform efforts in Oregon.
Assumptions of the stUdy
This stUdy originated from several assumptions
regarding the importance of the role of the high school
academic department chair to the structure and operation
of the Oregon high school. These assumptions were the
following:
1. The role of the high school academic department
chair is currently an important part of the instructional
leadership structure in Oregon high schools.
2. The high school academic department chair will
continue to play a valuable role in the organizational
structure of pUblic high schools.
3. The lack of congruence in values and expectations
among referent groups who influence the role of the
department chair can have a negative impact on the chair's
role performance.
4. Lack of congruence in values and expectations
between the chairs themselves and their superordinates
(superintendents/principals), their subordinates
(teachers), and/or their colleagues (chairs in other
academic departments) can have a negative impact on
department chairs' role performance.
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5. A measure of the congruence of these values and
expectations could be determined by surveying the
perceptions of superintendents, high school principals,
high school academic department chairs, and high school
academic subject matter teachers on specific department
chair activities comprising five categories of department
chair role responsibility in relation to time spent,
importance to the role, and importance for the department
chair to continue to improve.
6. One means of increasing the probability of high
school department chairs becoming more effective in their
role would be to focus on a combination of top-down,
bottom-up collaborations among individuals in key
organizational roles, including superintendents, high
school principals, high school academic department chairs,
and high school teachers.
Objectives of the study
From the perspective of the high school academic
department chair as a role player (Bennis, 1966) in an
organizational hierarchy whose role performance is being
impacted by superordinates (administrators), subordinates
(teachers), and colleagues (chairs in other departments),
this study addressed three major objectives:
1. To determine if perceptions of high school
academic department chairs and high school academic
SUbject matter teachers were congruent on each of three
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issues (time, importance to the role, and importance to
continue to improve) with respect to activities defined by
the researchers as comprising five areas of responsibility
f~ the role of the high school department chair:
• responsibility for human relations
• responsibility for management
• responsibility for the organization
• responsibility for program, and
• responsibility for supervision.
2. To determine if perceptions of males and females
in the stUdy popUlation were congruent on the issues of
time, importance to the role, and importance to improve
regarding activities in the five areas of role
responsibility of the high school department chair as they
had been defined for this study.
3. To determine if perceptions of department chairs
among the four academic disciplines targeted for this
stUdy (English, mathematics, science, and social studies)
were congruent on the issues of time, importance to the
role, and importance to improve regarding activities in
the five areas of their role responsibility as they had
been defined for this stUdy.
Limitations of the study
1. The findings reported in this stUdy are specific
to the state of Oregon in AAAA high schools in school
districts with a total district popUlation of under 12,000
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students. These findings could be generalized to other
high schools with similar conditions but should not be
generalized with complete confidence outside the state of
Oregon.
2. This study addresses the role of the high school
academic department chair only in relation to 44
activities defined by the researchers as comprising five
areas of department chair responsibility: human
relations, management, the organization, program, and
supervision. Department chairs undoubtedly engage in many
activities which were not addressed by the survey
instrument. Therefore the general trends identified in
this study are confined to the perceptions of the
respondents regarding a limited number of department chair
activities.
3. The study population was restricted to only those
department chairs in the academic disciplines of English,
mathematics, science, and social studies. Conclusions may
not be generalizable to chairs in other subject matter
areas.
4. Although a very high percentage of high school
department chairs targeted for participation in this study
responded to the survey instrument (English 89%; math 83%;
science 80%; social studies 86%) the limited size of the
study population restricted the conclusions which could be
-- -------- --- ------ --------------------------
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reached by comparinq the responses amonq the four qroups
of department chairs.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework which quided this study was
derived from a review of the literature. First,
literature on the establishment and institutionalization
of the hiqh school department chair position characterized
the nature of the department chair position to be one of
wide disparity and resultant ambiquity. Second, the
importance of role clarity, the impact of the perceptions
and expectations of others on the role, and the need for
conqruence of expectations for effective role performance
were substantiated by a review of role theory and studies
on role effectiveness. Additionally, literature on qender
studies suqqested a relationship between one's qender and
one's perceptions of role and behavior expectations as
well as perceived effectiveness of role performance.
Third, a review of effective schools literature
provided a definition of instructional leadership that was
applied to role expectations for the department chair for
the purposes of this study. Finally, literature on the
school district as a dynamic system was reviewed,
establishinq the importance of understandinq instructional
leadership role expectations from both the top-down
administrative perspective of superintendents and hiqh
school principals and the bottom-up instructional
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perspective of hiqh school department chairs and hiqh
school teachers.
Informed by these theoretical perspectives, this
study and its companion study (Korach, 1996) comprise
conversations between two voicee-the voice of the
administrator and the voice of the teacher-department
chair-to offer a comprehensive "top-down," "bottom-up"
perspective on the instructional leadership role of the
department chair. As such, these studies provide a basis
for.dialoque about the possible reshapinq of that role in
the evolvinq context of educational reform in Oreqon.
Summary of the Findings
1. Findinqs in this study support the conclusions of
earlier researchers (Fish, 1976; Gorton & Thierbach-
Schneider, 1991; Hord & Murphy, 1985; Lieberman & Miller,
1984; Wasley, 1991) that the role of the hiqh school
academic department chair continues to be ambiquous.
Perceptions of department chairs and teachers were
conqruent for many of the activities in the five
cateqories of responsibility comprisinq the department
chair role. At the same time, however, siqnificant
differences were found reqardinq at least one issue for an
activity in each cateqory, a total of 21 of the 44
activities in the five cateqories, most of them on the
issue of the amount of time spent.
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2. significant differences in perception regarding
the role were found to exist between high school teachers
and high school department chairs. From these differences
it was concluded that the department chair will likely
experience role conflict generated by attempts to meet
expectations from subordinates (teachers) for his/her role
performance which are different from his/her own
perceptions of what that performance should be,
potentially leading to subsequent lack of effectiveness in
role performance as well as discontent within the
department.
3. Significant differences in perception by gender
were also found to exist, implying an even greater
potential for role conflict for the department chair.
Demographic data generated by this study establish that a
majority of chairs of high school academic departments and
even a majority of high school teachers in the study
population are male. As W. A. Korach (1996) found, 24 of
the 27 high school principals and all 34 superintendents
in the study population were also male. Role conflict
therefore may be particularly high for female high school
department chairs. Not only are they potentially faced
with conflicting expectations for their behavior from
their superordinates (superintendents and high school
principals), their subordinates (high school teachers),
and their colleagues (department chairs in other subject
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matter areas), but they also work in a primarily male
environment.
Conclusions
The conclusions of this study were derived from the
descriptive and statistical analyses of responses from
high school department chairs and high school teachers to
a researcher-constructed survey instrument. Computation
of frequency distribution data, computation of means and
standard deviations, and chi-square tests on the
frequencies of group responses to individual activities
comprising five categories of high school department chair
responsibility led to the conclusions discussed in this
chapter.
Results of this study clearly identify potential
obstacles to the effective role performance of the high
school academic department chair in Oregon. Differences
in perception of what is most important in the role as it
is currently defined and in what is most important for the
department chair to continue to improve in the role were
found between department chairs and teachers, among chairs
of the four different academic areas, and between males
and females in the study population. Thus, the study
indicates that ambiguity continues to characterize the
definition of the role of the academic department chair in
--------_....._--_... _._----- -- .
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the Oreqon hiqh schools which made up the study
population.
Examination of the data also revealed that the voice
of the teacher-department chair in this study is not a
sinqle voice, but that of a choru&-a ranqe of disparate,
sometimes harmonious, but often competinq voices. The
ambiquity which was found to exist in the role itself
would therefore appear to be compounded by the dissonance
in the voices of those who occupy the role.'
One could further conclude that such a mUltiplicity
of voices would likely communicate mUltiple expectations
for role performance, thus contributinq to role conflict
for the department chair. In that the intensity of role
conflict experienced by the chair would presumably vary in
relation to the incompatibility of these multiple
expectations, the neqative impact of any resultinq
conflict on role performance would also be expected to
vary. The comparison of responses from the chairs of the
four different academic departments remained incomplete in
that the small sample sizes precluded the drawinq of
definitive statistical conclusions. However, the pattern
of the data is stronq in suqqestinq substantial
differences in perception exist amonq chairs from
differinq subject matter areas. While responses of
Enqlish and social studies chairs were mostly conqruent,
as were those of math and science chairs, substantial
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incongruence was noted in subsequent pairings of
department chairs. English department chairs and math
department chairs, in particular, diverged widely in their
valuing of activities which comprise the various role
responsibilities of the chair as well as in their valuing
of the activities that they considered important for the
chair to continue to improve. Results of this study
definitely invite additional research targeting a larger
population of high school department chairs in order to
investigate the influence of subject matter orientation on
perceptions of the value of activities comprising the
different categories of responsibility defining the
leadership role of the department chair.
Because what is valued about the role of the
department chair would determine the expectations for role
performance by the chair, differing values held among the
referent groups would also be expected to contribute to
role conflict for the chair. Huston (1988) reminded us
that "Values lie at the heart of all decisions about
curriculum, school organization, and teaching" (p. 120).
This study sought to determine what participants valued by
asking them what they considered most important to the
role of the department chair and what they considered most
important for the department chair to continue to improve.
In examining the responses, the researchers looked for
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patterns of what seemed to be most valued by the different
groups of respondents.
Analysis of the responses generated by this study
suggests high potential for role conflict. One distinct
pattern of differences in activities that were valued by
department chairs and those that were valued by teachers
was noted in the category of Responsibility for the
Organization. For both the issue of importance to the
role of the department chair and the issue of importance
for the department chair to continue to improve, high
school teachers rated protecting of classroom
instructional time and supporting teachers' professional
needs and concerns as most important. These activities
are ones that would be considered to have the most
immediate impact upon the day-to-day activities of
teachers.
In contrast, department chairs focused on those
activities connected with their broader organizational
role-organizing a department improvement plan, working
with other chairs to develop an integrated school
improvement effort, and participating in district-level
curriculum development. In other words, the emphasis of
the department chairs seems to be more on the needs of the
organization than on the needs of the individual, whereas
the teachers seem to value the needs of the individual
more highly than the needs of the organization.
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Incongruent perceptions between teachers and department
chairs with respect to what is of most value would
presumably cause the role player (the department chair) to
experience conflicting pressures between his/her own
commitment to attaining the goals of the organization and
the expectations of his/her subordinates (the teachers)
that he/she support their personal needs. Role conflict
produced by this incongruity between the idiographic
(personal) and nomothetic (organizational) dimensions of
the Getzels and Guba (1957) model of the organization as a
social system would, in turn, be expected to have a
detrimental impact on the chair's effectiveness.
The department chairs' voicing a stronger valuing of
organizational concerns perhaps indicates that department
chairs, even though ~hey are also teachers, have developed
more of an organizational perspective than have the
teachers. One might hypothesize that their leadership
role has given chairs an understanding that teachers may
lack-the understanding that by improving organizational
conditions in a planned and organized manner such that
teachers are able to focus most of their energies on their
classroom concerns, one is in effect addressing the needs
of the individual.
A second pattern of responses which suggested
potential for role conflict emerged in the category of
Responsibility for Human Relations. Department chairs and
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teachers consistently agreed on the high value of eight
human relations activities to the role of the chair and
for the department chair to continue to improve, but just
as consistently disagreed on the amount of time the
department chairs were devoting to fUlfilling their human
relations responsibilities. The chairs perceived
themselves to be spending more time than the teachers
perceived them to be allocating to human relations
activities that both groups indicated they valued highly,
thus increasing the likelihood of role conflict for
department chairs.
Somewhat ironically, in a category of responsibility
which seems to have such potential for role conflict, the
one activity which chairs valued significantly less than
did the teachers was facilitating effective conflict
resolution. For both its importance to the role and
importance for the department chair to continue to
improve, higher ratings were recorded by greater
percentages of teachers than department chairs.
Department chairs would seem to be placing less value than
teachers on the human relations activity which might turn
out to be the most important for the chairs to be able to
perform well.
The implications of the findings derived from
comparing responses of male high school department chairs
and teachers with those of female high school department
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chairs and teachers point to even more possibilities for
role conflict. In contrast to the differences in
perception found between teachers and department chairs,
two-thirds of which were related to the issue of time, the
areas of disagreement between males and females in the
study population focused more on the manner in which the
role of the chair was characterized as well as what was
important for the chair to continue to improve.
In rank ordering the five categories of department
chair responsibility according to their perceived
importance to the role of the chair, females valued human
relations activities significantly more than did males.
Females also valued three human relations activities to be
significantly more important to the role of the chair than
did males, and valued six human relations activities to be
significantly more important for the chair to continue to
improve than did males. While the differences were not
found to be statistically significant, greater percentages
of males on the other hand valued management more highly
than did females.
The essentially masculine orientation of the
hierarchical structure of education also has perceived
supervision from a largely managerial perspective, and
consequently often has defined role behaviors for the
department chair from that same perspective. In fact,
much of the literature on restructuring and certainly the
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educational reform efforts in Oregon have for the most
part dismissed the role of the department chair as
primarily clerical or at the most managerial in its
practice. As a result, the department chair has largely
been ignored in the pursuit of sources of instructional
leadership for educational change. The reform efforts
have focused instead upon the empowerment of teachers
outside of the hierarchical leadership structure which
includes the role of the department chair•.
In the light of Oregon's "second wave" of educational
reform influences (carnegie Forum on Education and the
Economy, 1986; Conley & Cooper, 1991; Conway & Jacobson,
1991; Wasley, 1991) calling for the restructuring of
school governance to empower teachers by giving them
leadership responsibilities in decision making,
curriculum, and management, it is important to note,
however, that the high school teachers in this study
valued department chairs' encouraging department members
to share in leadership roles (HR9) the least in this
category of department chair responsibilities, both for
its importance to the department chair role and for its
importance for the department chair to continue to
improve. While one cannot conclude therefore that
teachers have no wish to assume these responsibilities,
the reasons for their placing less value on being
encouraged to assume leadership roles than they place on
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other activities in the human relations category need to
be explored.
At the same time, the findings of this study suggest
a need to reexamine the instructional leadership
possibilities inherent in the role of the chair. The
dismissal of this position which has been ignored in most
of the reform effort in Oregon should be rethought.
Within the context of ongoing restructuring efforts, as
Conley (1993) suggested, "The reshaping of the role of
department chair holds great potential for creating new
leadership opportunities" (p. 250). Paradoxically, even
though the results of this study support as well as extend
the assertion that the department chair is caught between
conflicting expectations that could produce role conflict,
it is also that position at the confluence of these
competing force&- the center or the eye of the storm-which
may place the chair in the best position to reconcile
those conflicts to effect a positive, synergistic force
for school improvement (Deal & peterson, 1994).
For instance, Irwin (1995) presented an argument for
a reconsideration and reconstruction of the idea of
leadership toward a facilitative rather than a controlling
orientation. Those who call for such a facilitative
leadership approach describe it as a type of leadership
that is feminine in nature (Conley & Goldman, 1994;
Hargreaves, 1992; Lashway, 1995). Perhaps it is not
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surprising then that so many of the images that are used
to characterize this form of leadership are closely
connected to those described by the literature on gender
difference. Huston (1988) contends that "A web of
interlocking responsibilities for devising and
implementing school policy must be established a
network of interdependent people" (p. 125). Lashway
referred to Dunlap and Goldman (1990) in describing
facilitative power as "based on mutuality and synergy, and
[flowing] in mUltiple directions" (p. 1). Sergiovanni
(1994) emphasized the development of a community of
learners.
The findings in this study lend support to
observations by Lyons (1983) and Gilligan et ale (1988)
that women tend to focus on care, relationships based on
responsiveness or engagement, and a more collaborative
style of leadership than men employ. While it is
understood that masculine and feminine perspectives do not
necessarily coincide with male and female orientations to
the world, the findings of this study reflect that female
department chairs and teachers value more highly than do
males the kinds of department chair leadership activities
which support such a facilitative approach to leadership.
Sergiovanni's (1994) concept of community, for example,
sees relationships as the key to developing a
collaborative culture. In this view of leadership, the
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department chair as an instructional supervisor would be
expected to act in what Irwin (1995) characterizes as "a
dialectical relationship between teachers and
administrators" (p. 163). The structural frameworks would
not be altered, but the emphasis for the role of the chair
would shift from that of the maintaining of organizational
stability which Cuban (1988) defines as "the managerial
imperative" to that of leaders using their power to
facilitate collaborative dialogue among professionals.
such a revisioning of the role of the department chair
would require embracing the paradox identified by Deal and
Peterson (1994). Not unlike the imaginative power of the
poetic imagination described by Coleridge (cited in
witherspoon, 1951) in Biographica Literaria as
reconcilement of opposite or discordant qualities: of
sameness, with difference, the creative tension generated
by the interplay of the opposing forces would be seen as
the source of the creative power.
The majority of female department chairs and teachers
in the study population were found to be in the English
department. Perhaps it is not coincidental then that so
many of the metaphors used to characterize facilitative
leadership are derived from the humanities, particularly
in arguing for the power of the narrative voice. Goodson
(1992) quoted folk-song collector, Robin Morton, that "it
was in the singer that the song becomes relevant" (p.
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101). Hargreaves (1992) pointed to the importance of
listening to the voices of teachers telling their stories
in order to discover their values, needs, and concerns as
educational change efforts are designed. Polkinghorne
(1988) credits stories and narrative with the capacity to
define and create community. Irwin (1995) drew on
conclusions reported from studies by Lincoln (1989) in
also arguing for the power of narrative: (a) in
communicating meaning, (b) in providing for discussions of
moral values, (c) in offering not only the voice of the
story teller, but the voices of those whose stories are
being told, (d) in making known the experiential
perspectives of those who will be impacted by proposed
changes, and (e) in providing an avenue through which to
examine future possibilities.
As the data presented in this study and its companion
study, The Voice of the Administrator (Korach, 1996), have
demonstrated, in telling their stories people tend to
concentrate on their own role and to perceive what is most
important through the perspective of that role.
Superintendents want to see things from a whole-district
perspective; principals focus on the whole building.
Department chairs see the English, math, science, or
social studies department; teachers see their own
classroom. Because people's perceptions are filtered
through their own perspective, if there is no dialogue
----------- -_. --- --~ ------- _.-
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there is less chance that they will understand the
ramifications of other perspectives. There must be
acknowledgment that all these perspectives are
interrelated, that the melody and the counterpoint are
equally important in creating the harmony, that each voice
is both valid and valuable to consider in educational
reform efforts.
Application of the Findings
The findings of this study, supported by the
literature and informed by some related findings from a
companion study by W. A. Korach (1996), have made
available considerable data to help clarify the role of
the high school department chair as it is currently
practiced in a selected group of Oregon high schools.
Several key distinctions can now be identified among the
perceptions of administrators, high school department
chairs, and high school teachers regarding activities
comprising the leadership role of the high school academic
department chair as it was defined for this study. Thus
the findings have significant possibilities for their
application in designing the goals, strategies, processes,
and practices to bring about the improvement of education
in the Oregon high schools selected to participate in this
study.
1. The conclusions of the study confirm, as had been
suggested by the literature, that significant differences
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in perception exist among the referent groups. The
resultant potential for role conflict and sUbsequent loss
of role effectiveness point up the need for top-down,
bottom-up collaboration. It is important to create
processes and avenues for dialogue to make individuals
aware of and to develop a clear understanding of differing
points of view about what is most important in the role of
the department chair in order to work toward reaching
common ground in reconciling the differences.
2. Differing perceptions among administrators, high
school department chairs, and high school teachers
regarding department chair Responsibility for Management
should be addressed. Department chairs see their
management responsibilities as more important to the role
and as more important for them to continue to improve than
do the administrators. To lessen the potential for role
conflict and increase the potential for role effectiveness
for department chairs, it is important to involve them in
decisions about management practices.
3. In order for administrators and teachers to be
able to develop a collaborative, collegial, shared
commitment to accomplishing a common improvement agenda,
effective channels of communication (processes) must be
developed between administrators and high school
department chairs and between department chairs and high
school teachers.
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4. Because the top of the educational hierarchy is
dominated by male administrators who, as concluded by W.
A. Korach (1996), speak in a singular voice, male high
school department chairs, who are also in the majority,
presumably experience less role conflict than do females.
Male administrators need to consider that for women in
these roles the need for dialogue to reach understanding
is perhaps even greater than it is for males.
5. Administrators' expectations for the supervisory
role of the department chair were substantially higher
than were those of the department chairs themselves. To
lessen the potential for role conflict and to increase the
potential for role effectiveness, it is important that
department chairs voicing the needs, values, and concerns
of teachers be involved in shaping the assumptions and the
criteria that guide administrative decisions about
supervisory practices.
6. Comparing the results of chi-square testing of
the responses of high school department chairs and high
school teachers in this study with the results of chi-
square testing between responses of high school department
chairs and administrators in the study by W. A. Korach
(1996) provides further insight. On the issue of the
amount of time spent, perceptions of department chairs are
shown to align more closely with perceptions of
administrators, but perceptions of department chairs align
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more closely with perceptions of teachers on the issues of
importance to the role of the department chair and
importance for the department chair to continue to
improve.
These findings suggest that administrators perhaps
have more realistic, experience-based perceptions of the
amount of time necessary to perform the activities
comprising the role of the chair than do teachers. At the
same time, the results lend support to Duke's (1987)
assertion that department chairs are more likely than are
principals to be aligned with what is meaningful to
teachers. Both factors are important to consider in
efforts to define the instructional leadership role of the
high school department chair.
Recommendations
Leithwood (1992), in defining what he referred to as
transformational leadership, identified three goals for
administrators:
(1) helping staff members develop and maintain a
collaborative, professional school cUlture, (2)
fostering teacher development, and (3) helping
them solve problems together more effectively.
(pp. 9-10)
Fundamental to this study is the belief that effecting
instructional improvement at the high school level also
requires such collaborative leadership practices between
administrators and high school department chairs, a
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combination of top-down administrative influence and
bottom-up teacher influence integrated in a collegial,
systematic effort.
Practicing collaboration, as Schrage (1990) asserted,
means that individuals both realize they "need insights,
comments, questions, and ideas from others • • • [and]
accept and respect the fact that other perspectives can
add value to their own" (p. 40). Within a collaborative
leadership framework such as Lieberman (1990) described,
department chairs can contribute their specialized,
practical knowledge of content and the classroom to extend
and inform the organizational perspective of
administrators in the effort to improve instruction. As
Arredondo, Brody, Zimmerman, and Moffett (1995) pointed
out in referring to Hargreaves and Dawe, "unless the
supervisor can function as an equal and establish trust
and collegiality, neither the supervisor nor the teacher
will grow from classroom experiences" (p. 76).
Open, trusting dialogue is essential to system-wide
top-down, bottom-up collaborations between administrators
and teacher leaders-a willingness to risk, to suspend
jUdgment, and to think together. This study provides one
means of generating such a dialogue by offering a
discussion guide for stimulating thinking about the role
of the high school department chair in ongoing school
reform efforts.
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Recommendations for Practice
According to Sergiovanni (1984), "Reasonable
agreement and mutual understanding of areas of agreement
seem to be prerequisite for leadership effectiveness" (p.
172). Results of this study suggest that to minimize role
conflict for the chair and potentially increase
effectiveness, clear and consistent expectations for role
performance need to be defined and clarified. Without
meaningful dialogue among administrators, department
chairs, and teachers, it is unlikely that consistency of
definition of the role or expectations for performance in
the role will evolve.
As Chenoweth (1993) pointed out, a significant
guiding principle for making such decisions is the
development of "unity of purpose," (p. 7) which he defines
as the forging of personal visions into "a shared vision
of what the school is all about." All structures and
individual efforts would then be focused toward
accomplishment of that shared vision. As a guide for
developing such a shared vision for the role of the high
school academic department chair, it is recommended that
department chairs, the teachers in their departments, and
their administrators address a series of statements in an
open, focused dialogue, applying to each statement the
following three specific questions:
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e To what extent does the statement characterize
your vision of what the educational leadership
role of the department chair should be? (What is
the desired state? Is this a clear statement of
what should be?) If the statement is not an
accurate characterization, develop consensus about
what the statement should be and rewrite the
statement to express that collective vision •
• Once agreement is reached about the statement,
what is the difference between the expectations
for the role as it currently exists and the vision
being characterized in the discussion statement?
(What is the state of current practice in regard
to this statement?)
• What changes need to be made in the definition of
the role in order to accomplish the vision being
characterized in the discussion statement? (What
are the human as well as the structural needs?)
At the heart of effective educational change must be
shared beliefs about best practice. Guided by the results
of this study, and informed from the companion study by W.
A. Korach (1996) as well as more than thirty years of
experience as a high school English teacher and department
chair, the researcher proposes the following series of
belief statements as a basis for dialogue. From the voice
of the teacher-department chair, perspectives for
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discussion are organized in three categories: definition
of the role of the chair, credibility in the role of the
chair, and the collegial nature of the role of the chair.
These belief statements, when combined with those from the
voice of the administrator offered in the study by W. A.
Korach (1996), offer a comprehensive series of concepts to
address through dialogue in defining and clarifying the
role of the high school department chair in a district's
integrated vision for instructional improvement.
Definition of the role of the academic department
chair.
1. An effective department chair inspires and
engages teachers in a focused, cooperative, and collegial
effort toward instructional and program improvement.
2. The job description for department chairs should
place strong emphasis on instructional leadership while
also acknowledging the department chair position to be
multi-faceted. Specifically, four major interrelated role
responsibilities should be included in the department
chair job description:
• program management, including planning,
coordinating, organizing, budgeting, scheduling,
and problem solving
• teacher support, including communications, human
relations, change facilitation, and decision
making
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Q program development, including the designing,
implementing, and ongoing assessment of the
instructional program
• teacher supervision, including professional
development, collegial inquiry, teacher
observation, peer sharing.
3. The chair should model the belief that the
student and teacher share the responsibility to design and
to shape knowledge. This concept of the teaching role
closely parallels a vision of the role of the department
chair as instructional leader, one in which department
chairs and teachers assume shared responsibility to
construct and to shape their knowledge and practice.
Credibility of the role of the academic department
chair.
1. The authority of the department chair role,
combined with the credibility of subject matter knowledge
and instructional expertise, provides a unique position
from which the department chair may address instructional
improvement as well as the professional development of
teachers.
2. For teacher leaders in the role of high school
department chair to influence instructional and program
improvement without their role including the
organizational authority and power of the administrator
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requires them to base their leadership efforts upon their
credibility as expert practitioners.
3. The department chair must have a thorough and
comprehensive vision of instruction, understanding that
there are many effective skills, strategies and models for
good teaching, but that the dynamic, ever-changing nature
of the classroom precludes the development and/or
utilization of a single template.
4. A department chair must (a) be able to recognize
and to model a repertoire of instructional approaches
appropriate to a variety of specific learning outcomes,
(b) be able to select approaches which consistently
increase the probability of learning in specific
situations, and (c) be able to implement those
ins~ructional approaches in an effective manner.
5. Having his or her own subject matter expertise
and a history of successful teaching experience enhances
the chair's credibility as an instructional leader as does
demonstrating an understanding of instructional theory and
both knowledge and skill in the technical aspects of
teaching.
6. As an instructional leader, a department chair
should also understand the reciprocal relationship between
teaching and learning, realizing that in an ideal learning
environment the department chair is both teacher and
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learner, and teachers within the department are both
learners and teachers.
Collegial nature of the role of the academic
department chair.
1. Department chairs should work with teachers in
ways which encourage meaningful personal and professional
growth, including assisting teachers in developing their
own growth plans and providing them with information,
resources, and support that will better enable them to
carry out those plans.
2. Meaning is derived from one's ability to have
influence on the system and on one's own personal and
professional development within that system. Members of
the department experience meaningful participation when
they are engaged in a shared, collegial effort to shape
instructional improvement plans within the department as
well as to devise processes and materials to assure their
implementation in the classroom.
3. Department-wide instructional improvement
requires teacher collegiality, defined as professionals
working together to improve teaching and learning,
specifically sharing approaches to practice and supporting
one another's improvement efforts.
4. An atmosphere of colleagues engaged in mutual
inquiry can be further developed within the department
through establishing a framework and processes for peer
---------- -_._. -_ .. - ----- -
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sharing, an organized means for teachers to share ideas,
to be exposed to an expanding repertoire of instructional
strategies, to meet and discuss what they have observed,
and to plan jointly.
5. creating and participating in collegial sharing
processes can be invaluable to the department chair in
establishing and monitoring coherence within the total
program, in assessing the need for and/or the impact of
curriculum innovations, and in creating a sense of mutual
support, enthusiasm, and meaningful growth within the
department.
6. A central concern for department chairs must be
ways teachers will be able to renew themselves and
continue to grow professionally while meeting the
responsibilities of fUll-time teaching.
Recommendations for Use of
the Survey Instrument
The survey instrument seems to be an effective means
of determining the perceptions of superintendents, high
school principals, high school academic department chairs,
and high school teachers concerning the amount of time
department chairs spend on activities specific to their
role, the relative importance of those activities, and the
importance of the chair's continuing to improve in the
activities. The survey instrument can be recommended for
further use: (a) in its current form, (b) in a modified
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form to include different activities, and (c) in a
modified form to create additional areas of focus. For
example, activities could be made specific to additional
distinctions, such as the importance of providing specific
feedback to teachers on skill instruction versus the
importance of providing specific feedback to teachers on
concept development instruction. The instrument could
also be easily redesigned to focus the inquiry on
additional questions. For example, it would be simple to
ask how difficult or costly bringing about improvement
would be in a particular area rather than how important
the area was to improve.
The survey instrument was an effective tool for
gathering perceptual data from a large number of
respondents from throughout the state of Oregon.
Additionally, the data from the survey instrument allowed
the researcher to draw conclusions about the perceptions
of the amount of time spent on and the value placed on
specific department chair activities. It should also be
noted that the format of the information from the survey
allowed for an effective transfer of data into the
structure used in the data analysis for the study.
Finally, it is important to stress that the single survey
was versatile enough to work for all study participants
regardless of role differences, eliminating problems
associated with multiple forms of a survey.
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One area that should be considered for expansion or
revision would be the demographic section of the survey.
Because the intention of this study was to describe the
participants, not to determine if relationships existed
between demographic variables and the respondents'
perceptions of the role of the chair, this section was not
extensive, nor was it designed to reveal meaningful
distinctions among study respondents. Those considering
future research may wish to make such distinctions.
Recommendations for Future
Research
The following recommendations for future research are
based on the literature and the findings, conclusions, and
implications of this study.
1. A major limitation of this study was its focus on
only Oregon high schools which most closely matched the
characteristics of those in the researchers' own district.
To the extent which other high schools differ, research is
needed on those contexts to determine if the results of
this study are generalizable to other defined populations.
2. Since this study involved only high schools,
future research should target teachers and teacher leaders
at other educational levels, i.e., elementary, middle
level, to see if the significant differences in
perceptions found in this study according to sUbject
matter affiliation and gender hold true.
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3. This study focused on what activities in five
categories of role responsibility were most valued in the
role of the department chair. Further studies should
address how effectively department chairs are currently
performing responsibilities in each of the five categories
as defined for the study and what the department chair
could do to improve his/her effectiveness in performance
of each of the activities, both issues which were not
addressed in this study.
4. Further research should be done to determine
whether effectiveness in carrying out the role
responsibilities of the department chair is dependent on
congruent perceptions existing among referent groups,
thereby eliminating, or at least reducing, role conflict
for the department chair.
5. This study addressed only what was considered to
be most important to the role of the department chair. It
did not address the reasons why some activities are
considered to be more important than others. Further
studies should investigate the criteria different groups
of educators consider in making such jUdgments.
6. Further research should be done with larger
sample sizes to investigate whether the pattern of
incongruent perceptions among department chairs from
different academic disciplines holds true.
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7. Further studies could target a population with
more equal numbers of department chairs by gender in each
discipline in order to more clearly establish whether the
wide disparities between perceptions of department chairs
in math and department chairs in English exist because of
differences in subject matter orientation or because of
differences in gender.
populations of teachers from those same academic
8. Additional studies should be done with larger
•
•
disciplines to discover if a similar pattern of
disparities by subject matter orientation as that found
for department chairs in this study also exists among
teachers.
9. Additional studies could be done to determine if
there are defining characteristics of the different
academic disciplines that could potentially lead to
incongruent perceptions among the high school department
chairs and teachers from differing disciplines.
10. As more females enter the administrative ranks,
additional research should address the question of whether
the pattern of differences in perception between
administrators and department chairs remains consistent or
alters as a result of gender influences.
---------_..----_._--
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY INSTRUMENT
.'",~\
JlI':RCJi\YfIONS OF THE ROI.E OFTIIE IIIOH SCHOOl. ACADEMIC DEPARfMENT GIi\IR
PART I
. (:uRIffi!'11' POSITIOf
__\) Supcrinlemlent __7) English Teacher
__2) Principal __8) Math Teacher
__3) English Department Chair __9) Science Tellcher
__4) Math Department Chair __10) Social Studie~
__5) Science Department t.llair Te~lchcr
__6) Social StudIes Deportment Chair
~.UENDI:I{
__I) Male
__2)l'em1lIe
.lAnE
__I) 29 or under
__2):'In-:W
__3)4ll-49
__4) 50 or over
...8'l<.1'111 oFTTf'lITIN Ct'
_I) Thi~ ha~ been the first year.
_2) 2-4 years
_3) 5·9 years
_4) 10 years or more
5. ADMINISTRATIVE O;RTIFtCATE IIELD
_NO __In Progre~s
_Y/:S .....Type?· _
,. I:lJL ICATI'OI'J'ALBA<.
_I) Bachelor's dcgrce(s)
_2) I\·Jnster's degrce(s)
_:'I) Doctorate ~Mll!n!lljor!l__,,_-..,._-.,._.....,:____:_.,.___:_-__:.,._...,...
7. I~XPERJENCE (Indicate total years of expericnce in cach position that applie~; include this year.)
_I)Teacher only Arca(s) (SCience, p.c., cte.)
_2) Teacher/Dept. Chair Arca(s) (scicnL'C. math. etc.)
_:'I) Principal Level; high school __middlc school __clemcntnry :;choul
_4) Superintendent.
'i\I<J II UN THll
) .,~ C SO .• \S ' - :NSW ;
8. I low many instmctionaJ periods constitutc a full-time teaching 100Id in __10) I low many pcriods per day does your school prot'ide yOIl for your
your department? department chair duties?
_I) 5 periods __2) 6 periods _other (specify)
9. How many periods per day do you tcach? __I I) Excluding yourself, how many teachers arc in your department?
• poSItion,
13. How is the department chair selected?
__1) appointed hy the principal
__2) elected by the department
__3) other (specify) _
15. As a department chllir, are you on an cxtended contmcl?
__'I1:S (specify number of dnys) _
_NO
PLEASE C.o ON TO PART II
I-'
en
\0
PART II. I Ising the ~Hles hclow. please circle the numhcr in C<lch column which hcst represents your jUdgment regarding the role of the department chnir.
HOW MlIt.1ITIME DOES THE OIAIR SPHl'.'D 1I0W IMroRTAMl' IS THIS AC=rIVITY TO THE HOW IMPORTANT IS IT J.'OR THE OIAIR TO
. ON THIS ACIWITY? ROLE OF DEPARTMENT CHAIR? CONTINUE TO IMPROVE IN THIS AREA?
( \) No time is spent (1) It is of nl> impor\;ll1ce ( I) It is of no import,mce
(2) Litlle lime is spent (2) 1\ is of lillIe importance (2) It is of lillie imporlance
(J) A moderate amount of lime is spent (J) 1\ is of moderate iml'0r1.1nce (J) 1\ is of moderate importance
(4) A goOO dc.1I of time is spent (4) II is very importmll (4) II is very imporlant
.5) A reat deal of time is s nt (.5) 1\ is cxtrt'mcl ' im r1anl (.5) 1\ is cxtremel • im rtant
.~ • ',me nent mPOl'lance to mll!'llVe
I. I.lllllil anil malOlilln a SUppt'111\'e dt'pmtmenlleam t 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 .. 5 I 2 3 4 j
2. F.ncoumge open communication among dep:lrtmenl membl,fS I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5
3. Facilitate effecth'c conniet resolution I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 J 4 .5 I 2 ] 4 .5
4. Foster cooperative problem solving I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5
.5. Encourage trust. caring. and respect among depllrtment members I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5
6. Maintain regular. open communication with department members I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5
7. Practice collabllrative, participative decision·making processes I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 .5
8. Promote an atmosphcre !hal cncounlgcs continullus improvement I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5
9. Eneourage department members to share in leadership n)Jcs I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 .5
B. MANAGEMENT RESPOl'lSIBILITIES :: U_ . ~-~-_. "'U m .__n~:--n'_'--C"-UCTlnjlfSjjlmt '~'~liil~-m ImllOl1ancc to IlllllTOve
I. Develop lICpartment lcaehlOg sche<Jule aildaSSignmciiL'-'~~-~' ----~_ml ~~-----:r~ I 2 3 .. 5 t 2 3
2. Participate in the scleclion of department in~tructional personnel I 2 3 .. .5 t 2 3 4 .5 1 2 3 4 .5
3. Deve!op and administer the depurtment budget I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 .5
4. Disseminatc information to department '13ff I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 5
5. Allocate and mainlain equipment. instnJetional materials. facilities I 2 3 .. .5 I 2 3 .. 5 1 2 3 4 .5
6. Interpret and apply dislrict policy and building standanL. I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5
7. Plan and organi7.e relevant department meetings t 2 :~ 4 .5 t 2 .~ 4 .5 I 2 3 4 .5
8. Serve as liaison between department members and ndministration I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
....
\D
o
•
PART II, oon'l. ll~ing Ihe :<cale~ beluw, circle Ihe nllmlx'r in e<lch culunm which be~1 r('pre~l'nt~fiuur judpmcnl regarding Ihe role uf Ihe~'rtmenl ch:lir.
HOW MUCH TIME IXlF..5 THE CHAIR SPENI) HOW IMlURTANT ISTI S ACT VITY TOTllli IJOW I >RTANr IS rr FORTIIEC.'HAIRTO
ONTIIIS ACnVITY? Ro!.J; OJ' DEI'ARTMl;'''ll' CHAIR" CONflNUH TO IMl>ROVE IN THIS ARPA?
( I) Nu lime i~ spenl ( I) It is uf no import:lnce (I) It i~ uf no imporlnnce
(2) Ullie lime is spenl (2) \I is uf lillie imptlltance (2) \I is of lillie impurtance
(:I) A moderate nmounl of lime is spenl (J) 1\ is (If mudemte impurtlUlce (3) \I is uf moderale impurumce
(-t) A good dc:d of lime is spenl (4) \I is very import"nl (4) \I is very imporlanl
(5) A real de,d of lime i~ s 'nl (5) \I is extremd . im <tnnl (5) It is eXlreme! im rtanl
JJ 01 IOlt1lnce 10 e m Mnte 10 m rove
I:-Imgagc epmtmenl mem r~ III an urglllllZl 'pnrtmenl growl' an Impw\'ement e orl I ;~ 4 I 2 4 5
2. Rcprescntlhe IIepartmcnl in developing and implementing the ~l'hu(ll's organi:7.l'd improvement
effort I 2 J 4 5 I 2 :I 4 5 I 2 :I 4 53. Serve as department spukespe~un al commllnit)· ami board mcctings
4. Prepare requesled informalion on dcpartmenllopics for principal, centml olTice. hoord I 2 :I 4 5 I :2 :I ... 5 I :2 :I 4 5
5. Act as advocate for Ihe protection of eln~sruom IIIstrucliunaltime I 2 J 4 5 I 2 :I ... 5 I :2 :I 4 5
6. SUPflOrt teachersierofessional nL'Cl!s and concerns I :2 :I 4 5 I :2 :I 4 5 I :2 J 4 57. Work with olbcr epartmenl chain; to develop l1Il integrated school instructional prugram
8. Participate in curricular planning and decision making at the districtlevcl I 2 3 ... 5 J 2 :I 4 5 I :2 :I 4 5
:2 :I 4 5 I :2 :I 4 5 I :2 3 4 5
:2 :I 4 5 I :2 :I 4 5 I :2 :I 4 5
IX llIlCe to DC ROle Importaoce 10hrJp.;
I. FaCtlttnle development 01 cumcu(um (ptldo,:ophy, goals. ohjeCi!ve.') 12 3 4 :> I 2 :% ... 5 I :2
2. Supervise the implementation or curriculum I :2 :I 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 I :2 J 4 5
3. Monitor the conlinued maintenance of curriculum I 2 3 4 5 I :2 J 4 5 I :2 3 ... 5
4. Devise and implement processes for program e\·alu.,tion I :2 :I 4 5 I :2 3 ... 5 J :2 3 ... 5
5. Provide leadership in selection and development of instructional nmlerials I :2 :I 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 :I 4 5
6. Coordinate departmental sclecli\m or te~tbooksand supplemental materials I :2 3 4 5 I :2 :I ... 5 I :2 :I 4 5
7. Assess learning outcomes to illentify progmm strengths :md weaknesses I 2 3 4 5 I :2 :I 4 5 I 2 J ... 5
8. Establish goals for program improl'ement 1 2 J 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 ... 5
...
\0
...
PART n, ron'1. U~ing the l'Cale~ below. circle Ihe number in each clliumn which hc.·~t reprt'~ent~ rlllr judgmenl re-furdin (he role IIf (he dCJlartmcnt chair.
HOW MUCH TIME OOES THE CHAIR SPEND HOW IMPORTANT IS T ns ACl'IVITY 0 HOW IMPORTANT IS IT FOR THE CHAIR TO
ON THIS ACTlVITY? nm ROLE OF DliPARTI"IENT a lAIR? CONl'INUE TO IMPROVE IN THIS AREA?
(I) No timc is spent ( J) II is of no iml'orl,mc<' (I) It is of no importance
(2) Lillie timc is spent (2) II is uf Iillic impurtance (2) II i~ of lillie importance
(3) A moderate amount of limc is spenl 0) II is uf motlcmte impo.'rtal1ec (3) II is of motlcrdte impo.>nance
(4) A good dml of time is spent (4) II is vcry impnrlltnt (4) 11 is \'cry importanl
(5) A t dcal or time is s t (5) II is c:ltremcl . im Xlrtanl (5) II is clllrcmel im rtant
: lme; nt m anceto t c m rtance to rnprovc
.1\1 c a \'ancty t,l mstruchona stratc~'1cs
-
J 4 .5 1 2 3 4 2 4
2. A~sislleachers in dc\'c1oping profe-<sional gro\\1h plans 1 2 3 4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
J. Encourage c)(perimentalion :lIId innovation among te'tehcrs 1 2 J 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5
4. Coordinate inslruelion among department members 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5. Observe teachers in their c1a.<srooms and provide feedhack 1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
6. Monitor teacher lesson pllUlS I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5
7. l'ructice clinical supervision (pre-conference. datil eolleclion, post-conference) 1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5
R. Communicale high e)(peclalions for tcacher performance t 2 3 4 .-; I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5
9. Assist teachers with the improvement of their inslruction 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
10. Organize plan for teacher sharing. peer coaching (e.g,. videolaped lessons. c1~room 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 .5
visitations
Ii. Evaluate tcacher performance 1 2 3 4 .5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5
PARTIlJ
On the lines below. p1ea<c rank order the pre"ious)y defined areas of department chair fl\'m I through 5. \\ith 1 repre!'Cntine (he most important area of responsihility and 5 repre.<entinc
the least important arm of resnonsjbiljly.
__Human Relations
__Management
__Organi7Jllion
__Program
__Supcn'isioo
...
\0
N
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April 20, 1991
Dear Educator:
We are writing to request your participation in a study of the role of the secondary department chair
we are conducting through the Portland State University School of Education. This dissertation study
is a cooperative effort of BiII Korach, the superintendent of schools in the Lake Oswego School
District, and Ricky Korach, the English department chair of Lake Oswego High School. Our study
seeks to define the current role of the secondary department chair in the state of Oregon from the
perspectives of superintendents and principals as well as those of department chairs and teachers in
four areas: English, social studies, mathematics, and science.
We would appreciate your taking the time to respond to the enclosed questionnaire and return it to us
in the self-addressed, stamped em'elope before May 8.
In reporting the results of the study, only statistical summaries of the responses of the four groups
(superintendents, principals, department chairs, and teachers) will be shared. Persons, schools, or
school districts will not be indi\"idually identified. All information wiII be treated in strictest
confidence.
Your response is important in helping us to develop a definitive profile of the role of the secondary
department chair in Oregon schools. As we analyze and report the results of our study, we will be
happy to share that information with you if you would care to request it.
Thank you for your cooperation in support of this project.
Sincerely,
William A. Korach, Superintendent
Lake Oswego School District
Rachel M. Korach
English Department Chair
Lake Oswego High School
195
May 6. 1991
Dear Colleague:
For the past year we have been conducting a study of the role of the department chair in Oregon high
schools through the Portland State Uni\'ersity School of Education. This dissertation study is a
cooperative effort of BiII Komch, the superintendent of schools in the Lake Oswego School District,
and Ricky Korach, the English department chair of Lake Oswego High School. Our study seeks to
define the current role of the secondary department chair in the state of Oregon from the perspectives
of superintendents and principals as well as those of department chairs and teachers in four areas:
English. social studies, mathematics, and science.
As the culminating activity of this study. we would appreciate your taking the time to respond to the
enclosed questionnaire and return it to us in the self-addressed, stamped envelope before May 28.
In reporting the results of the study. only statistical summaries of the responses of the four groups
(superintendents, principals, department chairs and teachers) will be shared. Persons, schools, or
school districts will not be individually identified. All information will be treated in strictest
confidence.
Your response is important in helping us to develop a definitive profile of the role of the secondary
department chair in Oregon schools. As we analyze and report the results of our study. we will be
happy to share that information with you if you would care to request it
Thank you for your cooperation in support of this project.
Sincerely,
William A. Korach. Superintendent
Lake Oswego School District
Rachel M. Korach
English Department Chair
Lake Oswego High School
May 29. 1991
Dear Administrator.
Recently we wrote to you requesting your participation in a study of the role of the secondary
department chair in Oregon. For this study to be truly representative, a return from each person
to whom we sent the questionnaire is important. If you have already completed the questionnaire,
thank you \"ery much for your participation. If you have not done so, we would be appreciati\'e if
you could complete and return it within the next week.
For your convenience in responding, we have enclosed an additional copy of the questionnaire and
a stamped, retum-addressed envelope.
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Your participation in this study will help to define the current leadership role of the academic
department chair in Oregon high schools. Thank you for your professional interest and cooperation.
Sincerely,
William A. Korach, Superintendent
Lake Oswego School District
Rachel M. Korach, English Department Chair
Lake Oswego High School
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May 29, 1991
Dear Depaltment Chair:
Recently we wrote to you requesting your palticipation in a study of the role of the secondary
depaltment chair in Oregon. For this study to be truly representative, a return from each person
to whom we sent the questionnaire is important. If you have already completed the questionnaire,
thank you very much for your participation. If you have not done so, we would be appreciative if
you could complete and return it within the next week. .
For your convenience in responding, we have enclosed an additional copy of the questionnaire and
a stamped, return-addressed envelope. Since we cannot personally contact the membe~ of your
depaltment to whom the teacher questionnaire was distributed, we would also appreciate your
reminding them to return their completed questionnaires.
Your palticipation in this study will help to define the current leade~hip role of the academic
department chair in Oregon high schools. Thank you for your professional interest and cooperation.
Sincerely,
William A. Komch, Superintendent
Lake Oswego School District
Rachel M. Korach, English Department Chair
Lake Oswego High School
APPENDIX C
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHARTS: DEPARTMENT
CHAIRS/TEACHERS; MEAN AND STANDARD
DEVIATION CHARTS: DEPARTMENT
CHAIRS/TEACHERS
Chart CI
Depurlmenl Chair Respunsihility for Iluman Relaliuns: Ratings uf AmuuntufTime Spent.* Importance t,'the Department Chair Rule.**
and Importance for the Chair to Conlinue to Improve*" as Perceived hy High Sehuoll.1l'I':n1menl (:hairs :md Teachers
[By Frequcncies of Respom«'s Given fur l~lCh of Fuur Ratings)
Subjects: Departl1lent Chairs (~= 118) Teachers (~= 1\4)
Ac!l"lly Group Tm1C~ Role*" Imprm'eh
2 3 4 5 2 i 4 5 2 3 4 5
HRI. Build and maintain a Department Chair 15 51 :19 13 9 II 61 37 7 17 47 47
supporti,'e department lenm Teacher :13 44 29 8 I 14 55 44 3 12 53 46
HR2. Encourage open communication lJep.1rtmenl Chair 9 45 38 26 4 6 57 51 3 n 50 52
among department memhers Teacher 30 40 3\ 13 3 5 52 54 2 II 46 55
HRl. Facilitate effL'Cti,'e conflict IJepartment Chair 44 42 2.l 9 \2 25 5.'1 28 1\ 31 49 27
resolution Teacher 46 :n 27 4 4 17 52 41 3 2.l 45 43
HR4. Foster cooperative problem Departmcnl Chair 24 48 35 II 7 27 49 35 8 26 48 36
solving Teacher :15 45 27 7 4 22 48 40 3 2.l 48 40
!-JR.';, Encourage \rust, caring, and !Jepllrtmcnt Chair 13 41 38 26 5 \2 43 58 4 2\ 44 49
respect among department members Teacher 39 34 31 10 4 26 46 48 5 22 43 44
J-1R6. Maintain regular, open IJepartment Chair I 32 41 44 2 7 31 78 2 18 33 65
communication with department Teacher 2\ 33 40 20 0 9 42 6.l I \2 45 56
memhers
Department Chair 17 4\ 34 26 2 21 43 52 \ 28 45 44
Teacher 2\ 51 30 \2 0 14 51 49 t 22 43 48
lJep.1rtment Chair t2 39 48 19 \ 15 45 57 2 17 40 59
Teacher 29 38 29 18 3 11 47 53 4 12 48 50
30 57 22 9 6 39 46 27 10 30 50 28
28 6 36 43 29
....
ID
ID
ChartC2
Deparlmenl Chair ResJXmsihilily for Manaf:ement Ratings of Amount of Time Spent,* Importance to the Departmenl Chair Role,**
and Importance for tht' Chair to Contllluc 10 Imprm'e** a~ Perceh'ed hy I ligh School 1Jcl'artmenl Chairs and Te:.chern
(By frcqUt'llCics of Responses Gi"cn for Hach of Four l~ting~1
Subjects: Department Chairs (N=118) Teachers (N =114)
Actlvlly -(Jr~ - ·-------Tllnc* ·~--Role** Improve··
:! 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5
MG I. Develop department teaching Dt.'P"rtment Chair 19 38 35 26 2 24 48 44 12 29 39 38
schcdule and assignments Teacher 14 3(, ?-7 27 6 17 42 49 8 20 38 48
M02. Participate in the selection of Depmtmenl Chair 42 32 28 16 4 III 43 53 8 19 44 47
department instructional personnel Teacher 28 41 n 13 5 13 47 49 9 20 40 45
Mm. Develop and administer the Department Chair 9 37 ?-9 :u 4 22 4:1 49 7 30 42 :19
department budget Teacher 7 27 49 31 I 21 49 43 4 34 37 39
M04. Disseminate information to Department Chair 6 31 35 46 5 18 40 55 8 33 34 43
department staff Teacher 8 41 35 30 4 21 38 51 10 27 34 43
MG5. Allocate and maintain ~Uiprnent, Department Chair 41 43 21 13 29 42 33 14 29 47 27 15
instructional materials, an facilities Teacher 40 ~ 15 5 19 42 32 21 21 42 27 24
M(,I6. InteTret and ~IY district policy Department Chair 43 46 20 9 25 41 ::l:l 19 26 47 25 20
and bUIlding sta ards Teacher 42 49 20 3 30 33 35 16 31 34 31 18
MG7. /'Ian and organize relevant Department Chair 13 27 42 26 4 17 51 46 8 22 41 47
dep<lrtmcnt meetings Teacher 20 36 41 17 5 24 45 40 8 27 35 44
MGS. Serve as liaison between department Department Chair 5 31 33 49 3 10 50 55 7 22 41 48
memhers and the administration Teacher 17 37 36 24 I 15 45 53 6 15 45 48
*Ratmg sciile 2-5: 2 (lillie or no lime); 3 (a moderale amounl oj lime); 4 (a good deal ojlime); and .< (a greal deal ojtime)
** Rating scale 2-5: 2 (lillIe or no importance); 3 (moderate imporlant'e);" (very importanl); and 5 (extremely imporlant)
'"o
o
Chart 1:3
Department Chair Respon,ibilily ror the Org,mizalion: Ratinss or Amount or Time Spcnt,"lmporlnncc to the Department Chnir R,'le,"*
and Importance ror the Chair 10 Continue 10 Impruv,,"" <IS !'creeil'cd hy I ligh School Depitrtment Chairs WIll Teachers
(By Frcqu,'ncics or Responses Oiven for Each or Four R:Jtingsl
Suhjects: Dcpartment Ch,lirs (~= 118) Teachers (~= 114)
ACUVlly Group -lime' Rolc'; Improveu
2 j 4 :; 2 3 4 5 2 :% 4 :;
ORI. Engage department memhcrs in an Depnrtmcnt Chair 36 ,n 26 13 8 32 44 34 6 35 34 43
orgnni7.~'d department grO\\1h and Tencher 45 ~ 30 5 6 27 40 41 8 27 35 44
improvement effort
OR2. Represent the department in Dep.1rtment Chair 20 311 41 19 9 35 45 29 11 36 38 33
developinl;l and implementing school's Teacher 211 48 29 9 6 35 43 30 6 35 45 28
organi7.ed Improvement effort
OR'I. Serve as departmenl spokesperson al Department Chair 69 26 12 II 31 31 41 15 28 41 34 15
community and oo.1rd meetings Teacher 54 38 20 2 24 49 25 16 30 38 31 15
OR4. Prepare requested information on Department Chair 4;1 32 34 9 17 45 45 II 20 53 33 12
d~ment topics for principal, central Teacher 29 48 31 6 17 39 40 18 21 36 39 18
o Ice, school board
ORS. Act a~ an advocate for the protection Dep.1rtmenl Chair 35 44 24 15 13 29 38 38 15 40 28 35
of classroom instructional time Teacher 36 38 28 12 7 21 34 52 8 22 24 60
OR6. Support teachers' professional needs Department Chair 31 38 33 16 8 32 42 36 14 37 32 35
and concerns Teacher 30 42 21 21 6 21 39 4& 6 20 39 49
Departmenl Chair 38 39 25 16 7 30 40 41 .5 32 36 45
Teacher 41 34 30 9 8 29 53 24 10 29 45 30
32 32 33 21 8 29 44 37 9 30 41 38
49 33 II 31 37 35
N
o
....
Clulrt 1:4
Department Chair Re~J1on~ihility for Pmgmrn: Ralings uf AmnunlufTirne Spcnt.* Imporllmce to the Departrnenl Chair Role.**
amllrnportanl'c fur the Chair to Conlinue 10 Im~nlVe** a~ Perceh'cd hy Iligh Schuol Department Chairs ;md Teachers
(By Frequencies uf C:;J1l'n~~Given fur Each of Four Rating~1
Suhjccts: Department Chairs <IS. =118) Teachers <IS. = 114)
ACllvUY Group lmJCi Rolc" Improve·;
2 3 4 5 2 3 4 .5 2 3 4 5
PG I. Facilitate development of curriculum Department Chair 15 37 38 28 5 20 56 37 6 25 53 34
Teacher 18 51 29 16 2 31 50 31 7 29 42 36
pG2. Supervise the implementalion of Departmenl Chair 35 34 32 17 9 22 50 37 8 32 43 35
cumculum Teacher 38 48 20 8 5 39 44 26 5 39 40 30
pcn. Monilor the continued maintenance Department Chair 37 40 28 13 8 31 43 36 8 39 36 35
of curriculum Teacher 47 46 If, 5 10 40 45 19 13 36 41 24
PG4. Devise and implement prucess for Department Chair 55 4t 20 2 14 38 50 16 13 37 46 22
program evaluation Teacher 60 40 10 4 9 46 34 25 13 39 38 24
PG5. Provide leadership in the selection Department Chair 19 47 24 28 6 32 44 36 8 36 37 37
and development of instructional Teacher 35 42 28 9 7 33 45 29 9 33 40 32
materials
Department Chair 17 35 31 35 4 24 47 43 7 30 38 43
Teacher 28 42 30 18 6 30 48 30 8 29 46 31
Department Chair 49 38 2(, 5 11 31 55 21 12 28 .54 24
Teacher 62 35 I) 8 7 34 46 27 8 27 44 35
36 41 31 10 7 24 58 29 8 25 55 30
48 27 10 27 42 35
N
o
lIJ
CharI 1:5
Deparlment Chair Responsihility for Supen'ision: Ratings of Amounl of Time Spent.* Importance 10 the Department Otair Role.**
ami Importance for the Chair 10 Continuc 10 Impr<l\'e"'* as Pcrceh'cd hy I ligh School Ixpartmenl Chain: 1md Tellchers
Illy Frequencies of ResponRes Given for I.iach of F{IUr Ralingsl
SUbjects: Department Chairs (~= 118) Teachers (ti = 1\4)
Ae!lvlty Gmup Tlllle* Role*" improve**
2 :% 4 5 2 ~ 4 :; 2 :% 4 5
SPI. Model a variety of instruclional
Depmtment Chair 62 JC> 14 C> .U 38 ~I 16 27 ~5 31 25
Teacher 7:! 29 III J 25 47 28 \4 29 J6 28 2\
strategies
SP:!, Assist teachers in developing Department Chair ~ 21 10 4 40 42 27 9 :w 43 28 \3
pr<>fes.-ionll\ growth plans Teacher 81 24 8 I 28 43 32 II 29 :'\8 29 18
SP.l Encourage experimentation and Dep;lrtment Chair 37 47 25 9 18 22 48 :'\0 16 21 48 33
innovation among teachers Teacher 4h ·16 II 11 9 32 ~ 29 12 27 43 32
SP4. Coordinate instruction among Dep;lrtmcnt Chair 31 51 :'\0 (j 10 35 50 23 6 37 43 32
dep;trlment members Teacher 53 -lO 17 4 14 40 35 25 16 J8 36 24
SP5, Ohserve tC<'lChers in their classrooms Department Chair 81 22 6 9 :'\6 30 35 17 :'\1 30 30 27
and pnwide feedback Teacher 7'!. 32 ') I 25 40 29 20 25 31 33 25
SI'6, Monitor teacher lesson plans Department Chair 107 (, 3 2 78 26 II 3 72 27 12 7
Teacher 98 14 2 0 (>8 35 5 (, 66 34 5 9
SP7. Practice clinical supervision Dep'lrtmenl Chair 97 II 8 2 67 28 17 6 63 31 14 10
Teacher 95 12 7 0 60 37 II 6 58 35 II 10
SPS. Communicale high e~pectations for Department Chair 47 42 20 I) B 36 49 20 13 37 47 21
teacher perfonnancc Teacher 59 33 15 7 15 34 38 27 18 29 37 30
SP9. Assist teachers with improvement of Departmenl Chair 60 40 14 4 19 33 45 21 18 28 46 26
their instruction Teacher 67 JO 13 4 16 36 42 20 17 32 35 30
SPIO. Organize plan for teacher shming. Department Chair 92 18 5 3 39 38 26 15 36 36 27 19
peer CO<1ching Teacher 85 21 8 0 28 47 27 12 28 41 28 17
SPII. Evaluate teacher performance Department Chair 97 II 7 3 67 23 19 9 64 21 19 14
Teacher 83 21 9 1 41 39 26 8 42 32 26 14
iii Ratmg scale 2-5: 2mille or no lime); 3(a modl!rale amounl oj lime); 4 (a good deal a/lime); and :> (a great Jeld "/linre)
** I~ating scale 2-5: 2 (lill(e or no importanu); 3 (moderate impoT/anre); 4 ( \'ery in/pOT/ani); and 5 (eX/rerne(y impoTlanl)
N
o
w
Chart C6
Department Chair Responsibility for Human Relations: Ratings of Amount ofTime Spent,*
Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance for the Chair to
Continue to Improve** as Perceived by Department Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N =232)
Department Chairs Teachers
(N= 118) (N= 114)
Acth-ity Issue M S!l M SO
HRl. Build and maintain a Time 3.415 0.870 3.035 1.021
supportive department team Role 4.059 0.870 4.246 0.747
Improve 4.246 0.747 4.246 0.698
HR2. Encourage open Time 3.686 0.903 3.148 1.102
communication among Role 4.305 0.757 4.377 0.696
department members Improve 4.342 0.762 4.342 0.762
HR3. Facilitate effective Time 2.949 o.m 2.868 0.936
conllict resolution Role 3.805 0.954 4.140 0.797
Improve 4.114 0.849 4.112 0.849
HR4. Foster cooperati\"e Time 3.229 0.991 2.982 1.004
problem solving Role 3.932 0.850 4.088 0.826
Improvc 4.096 0.809 4.096 0.809
HRS. Encourage tl1lst, caring, Time 3.664 0.965 3.035 1.088
and respect among department Role 4.297 0.723 4.211 0.814
members Improve 4.096 0.892 4.096 0.892
HR6. Maintain regular, open Time 4.085 0.823 3.491 1.041
communication with department Role 4.568 0.685 3.491 1.041
members Impro\'e 4368 0.7fJ7 4.368 0.7fJ7
HR7. Practice collaborative, Time 3.551 1.059 3.327 0.989
participati\'e decision- Role 4.220 0.828 4.3fJ7 0.680
making processes Improve 4.211 0.781 4.211 0.781
HR8. Promote an atmosphere Time 3.619 0.896 4.316 0.756
lhat encourages continuous Role 4339 0.731 3.289 1.070
improvement Improve 4.263 0.788 4.263 0.788
HR9. Encourage department Time 3.069 0.894 2.939 1.091
members to share in leadership Role 3.780 0.888 3.842 0.858
roles Improve 3.833 0.872 3.833 0.782
* Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No time; (2) little time (3) Amoderate amO/l1lt oftime ; (4) A good
deal of time; (5) A great deal oftime
** Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No importance; (2) little importonce; (3) Moderate importance;
(4) Very important; (5) Extremely important
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Chart C7
Department Chair Responsibility for Management: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent,*
Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance for the Chair to Continue
to Improve** as Perceived by Department Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N =232)
Department Chairs Teachers
(N= 118) (N = 114)
Activitv Issue M SD M SD
MG 1. Develop department Time 3.559 1.042 3.640 1.049
teaching schedule and Role 4.136 0.794 4.167 0.901
assignments Improve 3.864 1.004 4.096 0.959
MG2. Participate in the Time 3.017 1.247 3.202 1.066
selection of department Role 4.212 0.885 4.219 0.849
instructional personnel Improve 4.085 0.957 4.053 0.%7
MG3. Develop and administer Time 3.7m Om5 3.895 0.916
the department budget Role 4.153 0.888 4.167 0.786
Improve 3.941 0.954 3.965 0.911
MG4. Disseminate information Time 4.008 0.974 3.746 0.967
to department staff Role 4.220 0.888 4.184 0.888
Improve 3.924 1.()"I..2 3.956 1.008
MG5. Allocate and maintain Time 2.924 1.163 2.763 0.962
equipment, instructional Role 3.186 1.109 3.404 1.127
materials, and facili ties Improve 3.153 1.107 3.412 1.135
MG6. Interpret and apply Time 2.856 1.064 2.772 0.932
district policy and building Role 3.322 1.116 3.263 1.121
standards Improve 3.254 1.134 3.246 1.156
MG7. Plan and organize Time 3.661 0.998 3.420 1.149
relc\'ant department Role 4.161 0.857 3.974 1.043
meetings Improve 4.059 0.972 3.974 1.043
MGR Serve as liaison between Time 4.068 0.9"..2 3.544 1.074
depanment members Role 4.322 o.m 4307 0.766
and the administration Improve 4.085 0.957 4.158 0.937
* Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No time; (2) Little time (3) A moderate amount a/time; (4) Agood
deal o/time; (5) A greal deal a/time
** Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No importance; (2) Little importance; (3) Moderate importance;
(4) Very importall1; (5) Extremely importa1lt
•
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ChartCS
Department Chair Responsibility for the Organization: Ratings of Amount of Time
Spent,* Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance for the Chair
to Continue to Improve** as Perceived by Department Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N =232)
206
Department Chairs Teachers
(N= 118) (N = 114)
Activitv Issue M m M SD
OR1. Engage department members in Time 3.059 1.096 2.816 1.110
an organized department growth and Role 3.864 0.942 4.009 0.926
improvement effort Improve 3.958 0.955 3.982 1.Q'l..2
OR2. Represent the department in Time 3.466 1.027 3.088 1.027
developing implementing the school's Role 3.778 0.9"..3 . 3.833 0.921
organized improvement effort Impro\'e 3.780 0.980 3.816 0.908
OR3. Serve as department Time 2.483 1.211 2.588 1.003
spokesperson at community meetings, Role 3.263 1.136 3.254 1.020
board meetings Improve 3.327 1.091 3.219 1.087
OR4. Prepare requested information on Time 2.975 1.128 3.044 0.990
department topics for principal. central Role 3.390 0.9"..5 3.509 0.952
office. school board Improve 3.280 0.942 3.447 1.023
ORS. Act as advocate for the Time 3.093 1.102 3.053 1.120
protection of classroom instructional Role 3.831 1.057 4.140 0.958
time Improve 3.653 1.135 4.184 1.009
OR6. Support teachers' Time 3.229 1.105 3.254 1.112
professional needs and concerns Role 3.881 0.962 4.132 0.898
Improve 3.729 1.051 4.140 0.921
OR7. Work with other department Time 3.093 1.132 2.974 1.101
chairs to develop an integrated school Role 3.975 0.920 3.807 0.871
instructional program Improve 4.017 0.934 3.825 0.943
ORR Participate in curricular Time 3.280 1.205 3.140 0.977
planning and decision making at the Role 3.9rJ7 0.978 3.930 0.909
district level Improve 3.9rJ7 0.%1 3.833 0.995
* Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No time; (2) little time (3) A moderate al1loull1 oftime ; (4) Agood
deal oftime; (5) A great deal 01 time
** Rating scale: I- 5 (l) No importallce; (2) little imporlance; (3) Moderate importallce ;
(4) Very importa1lt; (5) Extremely importallt
Chart C9
Department Chair Responsibility for Program: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent.*
Importance to the Department Chair Role.** and Importance for the Chair to
Continue to ImprO\'e** as Perceived by Department Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N =232)
207
Department Chairs Teachers
(N =118) (N =114)
Activity Issue M SIl M SD
PO 1. Facilitate development Time 3.627 1.069 3.333 I.00l
of curriculum (philosophy. goals. Role 4.051 0.836 3.965 0.786
objectives) Improve 3.966 0.867 3.930 0.929
PG2. Supervise implementation Time 3.186 1.162 2.895 I.025
of curriculum Role 3.958 0.946 3.798 0.843
Improve 3.873 0.957 3.816 0.918
PG3. Monitor the continued Time 3.068 1.107 2.754 0.927
maintenance of curriculum Role 3.890 0.959 3.632 0.885
Imprm'e 3.814 0.978 3.632 0.885
PG4. Devise and implement Time 2.559 1.026 2.430 1.022
process for program evaluation Role 3.534 0.%7 3.640 0.951
Impro\'e 3.602 1.022 3.614 1.000
P05. Provide leadership in the Time 3.500 1.060 3.009 I.On
selection and development of Role 3.932 0.884 3.833 0.901
instructional materials Improve 3.873 0.939 3.8]6 0.974
PG6. Coordinate departmental Time 3.678 1.116 3333 1.053
selection of textbooks and Role 4.093 0.837 3.895 0.856
supplemental materials Improve 3.992 0.929 3.868 0.917
P07. Assess learning outcomes to Time 2.780 1.047 2.482 I. 107
identify program strengths and Role 3.720 0.886 3.816 0.868
weaknesses Improve 3.754 0.915 3.921 0.933
P08. Establish goals for program Time 3.076 1.031 2.614 I.043
improvement Role 3.915 0.853 3.825 0.875
Impro\'e 3.890 0.904 3.817 0.988
* Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No time~ (2) little lime (3) A moderate amount oJtime ~ (4) A good
deal oftime; (5) A great deal oftil1le
** Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No importQllce~ (2) Little importance; (3) Moderate importance;
(4) Very importall1; (5) Extremely importa1l1
Chart ClO
Department Chair Responsibility for Supel\'ision: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent.*
Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance for the Chair
to Continue to Impro\"e** as Perceived by Department Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N = 232)
Department Chairs Teachers
(N =118) (N= 114)
Activit)' Issue M SD M SD
SPI. Model a \'ariety of Time 2.492 1.100 2.193 1.063
instructional strategies Role 3.169 1.150 3.158 1.133
Improve 3.373 1.211 3.254 1.2~7
SP:!. Assislteachers in Time 2.059 1.104 2.035 0.959
developing professional growth plans Role 2.907 1.132 3.140 1.080
Improve 3.051 US-! 3.228 1.168
SP3. Encourage experimentation Time 2.%6 1.045 2.728 1.139
and innm'ation among teachers Role 3.703 1.127 3.781 0.993
Improve 3.780 1.103 3.798 1.0·+1
SPool. Coordinate instruction Time 3.051 0.923 2.605 1.027
among department memhers Role 3.7"..0 0.895 3.588 1.037
Improve 3.927 0.906 3.553 1.065
SP5. Obsen'e teachers in Time 2.169 1.186 2.026 1.060
their classrooms and provide feedback Role 3.136 1.267 3.395 1.259
Improve 3.314 1.325 3.272 1.207
SP6. Monitor teacher lesson Time 1.441 0.843 1.482 0.778
plan_ Role 2.017 1.140 2.211 1.125
Improve 2.161 1.267 2.289 1.203
SP7. Practice clinical supen'ision Time 1.627 1.019 1.570 0.912
(pre-conference, data collection. post Role 2.237 1.292 2.377 1.163
~'Onference) Impro\'e 2.322 1.358 2.47~ 1.249
SPS. Communicate high Time 2.780 1.126 2.509 1.162
expectations for teacher performance Role 3.576 1.~1 3.605 1.126
ImprO\'e 3.593 1.105 3.5% 1.217
SP9. AssiSlteachers with the Time 2.525 1.002 2.342 1.088
improvement of their instruction Role 3.-l83 1.145 3.500 1.099
Improve 3.585 1.172 3.5% 1.195
SPID. Organize plan for teacher Time 1.898 0.982 1.912 0937
sharing. peer coaching Role 3.000 1.226 3.140 1.038
Improve 3.102 1.::l70 3.237 1.108
SPI1. Evaluate teacher Time 1.627 1.044 1.057
performance Role 2.297 1.379 1.268
aring sea e:
dealoJlime
** Razing scale: ]-5 (1) No imporlance; (2) lillIe imporlance; (3) Moderaze imporlance; (01) Vny imporlanl;
(5) E:rJreme1.v imponanl
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•APPENDIX D
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHARTS: MALES/FEMALES;
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION CHARTS:
MALES/FEMALES
Chart])1
Departmcnt Chair RC$pot1sihilit)· for IIuma" Relations: Ratings of Amount ofTimc Spent.* Importance to the Dcpartment
Chair Rolc.** and Importance for the Chair 10 Continue to IlllprOl'e** liS Perceived by 1vL11c Iligh School Department
Chairs lind Teachef$ and Female I ligh School Department Chairs and Te:l<'hef$
IBy Ffl'quencic., of Re$pom;es nil'en fur Each of Four IMings!
Suhjeels: Mille$ <li=159). Females CN=73)
Activll)' Group Tlme* Rolen Improveu
2 3 .. 5 2 3 4 :; 2 3 4 .')
HR I. Build and mamlam a suppurll\'e ~lalcs 27 71 51 10 H 21 91 49 7 26 68 58department team Females 21 24 17 11 2 4 35 32 3 3 32 35
HR2. Encourage opt.'ll communication among Males 23 .59 52 25 7 9 77 66 5 20 68 66
department memhers Fcm:des 16 26 17 14 0 2 32 39 0 4 28 41
HR'. Facilitate eITecth'e connict resolution Males 64 52 37 (, 14 31 71 43 12 44 62 41
Females 26 27 B 7 2 11 34 26 2 10 32 29
HR4. Foster cooperative problem solVing Males 39 66 .'19 15 to :W 61 49 11 41 58 49
Females 20 27 23 :'I 1 10 36 26 () 8 38 27
Males 35 52 47 25 9 25 55 70 8 39 55 57
Females 17 23 22 H 0 :'I 34 36 I 4 32 36
Males 12 47 59 41 2 13 50 94 3 28 51 77
Fem:des 10 18 22 2., 0 3 23 47 () 2 27 44
Males 25 67 44 23 2 31 69 57 2 44 62 5t
Females 13 25 20 15 0 4 2.'; 44 0 6 26 41
Males 28 57 54 20 4 22 71 62 6 21 68 62
Females 13 20 2.1 17 () 4 21 48 0 (, 20 47
Males 51 70 24 14 6 59 60 ]4 11 50 63 35
21 5 16 30 22
N
......
o
r:hart In
Department Chair Responsibility for Management: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent.* Importance to thc Department Chair
Role," lind Importancc for the Chair to Continuc to Impn)\'c" as l'crcciwd hy Male Jligh School
Department Chairs and Te:lchers and Fcmalc High School Departmcnt Chnirs and Teachcrs
(By Frcqucncil.-s of Rcsponses Cii\'cn for I ;ach of Four Ratings!
Subjects: Males (~= 159), FCll1lllcs(J~! = 73)
ACUl'fly Gillup-- -- --ITmi?- - ------R"Ie*"--- --~--____rrtijml\'c**
2 34 .'52 j 4.'523 4.'5
1\10L1Jevclop dep:lTbnentteaching Males 30 53 -W 32 7 3 I 61 60 16 40 50 53
!'Chcdule IIml nssignmenls Femalcs 3 21 28 21 I 10 29 33 4 9 27 33
MG2, l'nrticipntc in the selection of MruL'S 57 51 36 15 9 27 57 66 14 29 56 60
depmtmenl inslructional personnel Females IJ 22 24 14 II 4 33 36 3 10 28 32
MCn. Dcvelop and IIdminister the Malcs 12 48 57 42 4 28 62 65 9 44 54 52
del'lrtmenl budget Fem,des 4 Hi 31 22 I 15 30 27 2 20 25 26
M04, Disseminate information to Males 13 50 47 49 9 27 54 69 15 46 44 54
department staff Fcnudes I 22 23 27 II 12 24 37 3 14 24 32
MOS. Allocnte and maintain equipment. Males 56 f>4 24 15 35 58 40 26 37 61 21 30
instructional materials. nnd facilities Females 25 :n 12 3 L~ 2(, 25 9 13 28 21 9
M06.lnterpretandapplydislrictpolicyand Males 61 63 27 l! 39 54 43 21 40 61 32 26
building standards Females 24 32 13 4 16 20 25 12 17 20 24 12
M07. Plan nnd organize relevant Males 25 55 57 22 7 :'10 69 53 15 35 55 54
department meetings Females 8 18 26 21 2 II 27 33 I 14 21 37
Mel8. Serve as liaison between department Males 16 47 52 44 4 21 68 66 12 29 6.'1 55
mcmbcrsandtheadministration Females 6 21 17 29 0 4 27 42 1 8 23 41
'* Ratmg seide 2-5: 2(UIlIe or 110 time);3(a modl'l'ate amount ojIime);4 (a J/ood de.d oftime); nnd :; (a J/reat deal ojtime)
U Raling sc:t1e 2-5: 2 (/illle or no imponane'e); 3 (moderat" importane'e); 4 (v<'ry important); and 5 (e.\1remel.v important)
'"~
....
Chart D.~
Deparlment Chair Responsihilil}' for Ih,' Organi7.ation: I~tings of Amount ofTime Spcnt,* Importancc to the Department
Chair Role.** und Importanl'C fur the Chair tll Continuc 10 Improveu 'L' l'ercci,','lI by Mule High School
Department Chairs und TL'uchers and Female Iligh School D"f'Urtment (:hairs ,md Teacher~
(By r:rcqucnci,'~of Respon"Cs Gil'en for I~1ch of FOllr Iwtingsl
SU"jecl~: Males (~= 159). hmales (~= 73)
ActIvIty Gnlup T1I11e" ROle"" hnpro\'e""
2 j .. .< 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 :>
OR I. Engage depnrtmenl members in an M,~e.' 6Cl 51 38 10 1:'1 45 59 42 13 -IS 47 51
or!!ani7.cd depurtmenll!fo\\1h and Females 21 26 18 8 2 13 25 33 I 14 22 36
improvement effort
OR2. Represenl the departmenl in devel\lpingl ~L11es 3(, 54 50 19 13 51 62 33 15 55 55 34
implementing school's organized Females 11 32 20 9 2 19 26 2() 2 16 28 27
improvement effort
OR1. Serve as department spokesperson at M~es 81 46 22 10 36 57 44 22 35 60 42 22
community and bourd meetings F,'males 41 18 10 3 19 2.1 22 I) 23 19 23 8
OR4. Prepare requested information on MaI,'S 50 55 -tl', 8 26 55 57 21 30 63 45 21
dmurtment topics for principal. central Females 22 25 19 7 8 29 28 8 II 26 27 9
o Ice. school board
OR5. Acl a- an advocate for the protection of M~e., 47 61 36 15 16 38 52 53 19 47 36 57
classroom instructional time Females 24 2\ 16 12 4 12 20 37 4 15 16 38
ORG. Support teachers' profes~olml needs and Male.- 44 50 43 22 13 37 37 52 20 40 46 53
concerns Females 17 30 II 15 I 16 24 32 0 17 25 31
Males 54 52 40 13 12 48 59 40 14 48 50 47
Females 25 21 15 12 3 11 34 25 I 13 3\ 28
Males 46 49 -IS 16 15 38 61 45 19 I 51 48
32 25 I 20 27 25
N
~
N
Chari 1)4
Department Chair Responsibility for Progmm: Ratings of Amount "fTime Spent," ImporlHncc to Ihe Dep_1ftment
Chair Rolc.** and Im,XlrIancc for the Chair to Conlinuc tolmprovc"* a~ I'cR'CiR'() by Mall' High School
Department Chairs and Teachers and Female Hi!!h Seh()(ll Department Chairs and Teachers
(By Frequencies of Respon>cs Gh'en ror Each of Four Ratings)
Subjects: M..lles Cti =159) Teuche," (ti =7:1)
ActiVIty (,roup Tnne* Role** Improve"'*"
2 j .J 5 2 3 .J 5 2 j 4 5
PO I. FucililUte development of curriculum Miles 22 63 47 27 5 41 70 43 II 40 65 43
Femmes II 25 20 17 2 10 3C> 25 2 14 30 27
1'02. Supervise the implemenllllion of MlIes 54 55 36 14 II 41 l\6 41 II 49 57 42
cumculum Females 19 27 16 11 3 20 28 22 2 22 26 23
PG3. Monilor the continued l1Ulinlenancc of Males 57 59 32 II 15 46 60 38 18 48 52 41
curriculum Females 27 27 12 7 3 25 28 17 8 27 25 18
PG4. Devise and implement process for program Males 81 58 15 5 21 59 51 28 23 55 51 30
evalu.1lion Females 34 2.1 15 I 2 25 33 13 3 21 33 16
PG5. Provide leadership in the selection and Males 36 (,() 39 24 10 42 68 39 14 47 56 42
development of instructional materials Females 18 29 13 13 3 2.1 21 26 3 22 21 27
I'G6. Coordinate departmental selection of Males 30 47 45 37 6 35 68 50 10 39 60 50
textbooks lind supplemental materials Females 11 30 16 16 4 19 27 2.1 5 20 24 24
PG7. Asses.~ learning outcomes to identify Males 75 47 27 10 15 45 67 32 17 40 64 38
progmm strengths and weaknesses Females 36 26 8 3 3 20 34 16 3 15 34 21
PG8. E.~tablish goals for program improvement Males 63 53 37 6 12 45 70 32 14 41 68 36
Females 25 28 12 8 3 10 36 24 4 11 29 29
*Rallng sc@e 2 5: 2(UlIle or 110 time); 3 (a moderate amount o/time);4 (a goOd deal o]lime); and 5(a great (teal Oflime)
*" Rating scale 2-5: 2 (iiI/Ie or no imponance); 3 (moderate importance); 4 ( very imponam); and 5 (extremely important)
N
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CharI D.';
Del'arlmcn! Chair Responsibility for Supen'ision: Ralings of Amount of Time Spent.* Imporlance 10 the Deparlment
Chair Ro!l'.** and Importance for Ihe C:hair to C:onlinue to Impruven as Perceived by Male Iligh School
Department Chairs ,md Teachers and Ferna"'1 ligh Sehool Deparlment Chairs and Tcaehel1'
[By Frcquencies of Rl'Sponscs Ciinm for 1~lch of FOllr Ratings]
Subjects: Mules (N = 159) Females (~= 7;1)
AchVlty CirullI' Tlme* Holed Improve·'
2 3 ::t .5 2 :\ =4 5 2 3 ... 5
sri. Model a vanety of tnstruchonal stmtcgles Miile.~ 94 44 Ie. 5 48 61 32 lit OW 4!l 38 29
Fcmales 40 21 8 4 10 24 27 12 II 2.1 22 17
SI':!. Assist reachers in developing professional MaIL'S 1\4 :n 9 4 53 5l\ 3(, 12 48 56 36 19
groWlh plans Fctnale.~ 50 n ') I 15 27 2.1 8 15 25 21 12
SP3. Encoumge experimentation and innovation Males 63 62 21 13 22 43 5l\ 36 2.1 ;15 59 42
among tcachCl1' Females 20 ;II 15 7 5 11 34 2.1 5 13 32 2.1
SP4. Coordinate instruction among department Males 56 66 30 7 19 5l\ 52 30 17 58 48 36
members Females 28 25 t7 3 5 17 33 18 5 17 31 20
SP5. Obsen'e teachers in their elassrooms and Males 111 28 I.'l 7 47 47 41 24 42 40 41 36
provide feedback Females 42 26 2 3 14 23 21 13 I 21 22 16
8P6. Monilor teacher lesson plans Males 140 13 4 2 102 40 \I 6 95 41 \I 12
Females 65 7 1 0 44 21 5 ;I 43 20 6 4
SP7. Pmctiee clinical supervision Males 132 16 '.I 2 90 41 20 8 86 41 18 14
Females 60 7 6 0 37 24 6 0 35 2.'; 7 6
SP8. Communicate high expectations for teacher Males 79 50 21 9 23 52 57 27 25 47 56 31
performanl'C Fel11illes 27 25 14 7 5 18 30 20 6 19 28 20
SP9. M ..oist teachers \\ith impro\'ement of their Males 90 47 18 4 26 48 5l\ 27 27 41 56 35
instruction Females 37 23 9 4 '.I 21 29 14 8 19 25 21
81'10. Organize plan for teacher sharing. peer Males 122 29 8 0 51 61 31 16 49 53 35 22
COilChing Females 55 10 5 3 16 24 22 II 15 24 20 14
SP11. Evaluate teacher perfonnancc Males 119 25 12 3 75 40 31 IJ 74 34 29 22
Females 61 7 4 I 33 22 14 4 32 19 16 6
*ROling Sciile 2 5: 2 (lillie or no lime); 3 (a moderate amount ojtlme);4(aglloJ deal ojtime); und 5 (a great dealO/lime)
** J~11ing scale 2-5: 2 (lillie or no importance); 3 (moderate importance); 4 ( "ery important); and 5 (e.ttrernel.v important)
l\.l
....
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ChartD6
Department Chair Responsibility for Human Relations: Ratings of Amount of Time
Spent,* Importance to the Department Chair Role.** and Importance
for the Chair to Continue to Improve** as Perceived by
Male and Female Department Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N = 232)
Activity Issue Males Females
(N= 159) (N=73)
M SD M sn
HRI. Build and maintain a Time 3.258 0.858 3.1M 1.167
supportive department team Role 4.069 0.820 4329 0.708
Improve 4.113 0.834 4.342 0.893
HR 2. Encourage open Time 3.484 0.954 3.301 1.198
communication among department Role 4.2M 0.783 4.507 0.556
members Improve 4.220 0.809 4.507 0.604
HR 3. Facilitate effective Time 2.874 0.933 2.986 1.007
contlict resolution Role 3.887 0.934 4.151 0.776
Improve 3.818 0.934 4.205 0.781
HR 4. Foster cooperative Time 3.138 UlO3 3.041 1.006
problem soh'ing Role 3.925 0.931 4.192 0.720
Improve 3.899 0.949 4.200 0.6t6
HR 5. Encourage trust, caring, Time 3371 1.035 3.288 1.148
and respect among department Role 4.IM 0.913 4.452 0.578
members Improve 4.006 0.917 4.397 0.721
HR 6. Maintain regular. open Time 3.811 O.~ 3.753 1.128
communication with department Role 4.484 0.701 4.603 0.571
members Improve 4.270 0.817 4.575 0.551
HR 7. Practice collaborative, Time 3.371 0.997 3.452 1.119
participative decision- making Role 4.132 0.788 4.548 0.602
processes Improve 4.019 0.807 4.479 0.648
HR 8. Promote an atmosphere Time 3.403 0.949 3.575 1.092
that encourdges continuous Role 4.201 0.770 4.603 0.595
improvement Improve 4.170 0.813 4.562 0.M5
HR 9. Encourage department Time 2.%2 0.980 3.096 1.030
members to share in leadership Role 3.755 0.855 3.932 0.903
roles Improve 3.761 0.889 3.945 0.896
* Rating scale 1-5: 1 (no time); 2 (linle time); 3 (a moderate amount oflime );4(a good deal of
time); and 5 (a great deal oftime)
** Rating scale 1-5: 1 (I/O importance); 2 (little importance); 3 (moderate importal/ce);
4 (very importall1); and 5 (extremely importallt)
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Chart 07
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Department Chair Responsibility for Management: Ratings of Amount of Time
Spent,* Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance
for the Chair to Continue to Improve** as Perceived by
Male and Female Department Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N =232)
Activity Issue Males Females
(N =159) (N=73)
M m M SO
MG 1. Develop department Time 3.465 1.066 3.890 0.936
teaching schedule and assignments Role 4.088 0.881 4.288 0.754
Improve 3.868 1.020 4.219 0.870
MG 2. Participate in the selectionof Time 2.950 l.I35 3.452 1.155
department instructional personnel Role 4.113 0.948 4.219 0.837
Improve 4.000 1.006 3.959 0.904
MG 3. Develop and administer Time 3.792 0.962 3.959 0.904
the department budget Role 4.170 0.851 4.137 0.787
Improve 3.918 0.961 4.027 0.866
MG 4. Disseminate information to Time 3.805 1.022 4.041 0.857
department staff Role 4.138 0.938 4.342 0.749
Improve 3.843 1.041 4.151 0.9"..3
MG 5. Allocate and maintain Time 2.862 \.116 2.808 0.967
equipment. instructional materials, Role 3.270 l.I51 3.342 1.057
and facilities Impro\'e 3.258 1.170 3.329 1.028
MG 6. Interpret and apply district Time 2.780 1.017 2.890 0.966
policy and building standards Role 3.245 \.118 3.397 1.115
Improve 3.195 1.150 3.370 l.I24
MG 7. Plan and organize Time 3.428 1.022 3.795 1.040
rele\'ant department meetings Role 4.031 0.910 4.247 0.813
ImprO\'e 3.893 1.059 4.288 0.825
MG 8. Serve as liaison Time 3.761 1.009 3.918 1.077
between department Role 4.220 0.816 4.521 0.603
and the administration Improve 3.981 0.997 4.425 0.744
* Rating scale 1-5: 1 (110 time); 2 (little lime); 3 (a moderate amou1I1 oftime ); 4 (a good deal of
lime); and 5 (a greal deal aflime)
** Rating scale 1-5: 1 (110 imporlance); 2 (lillie imporlaJlce); 3 (moderale imporlallce);
4(very imporlant); and 5 (extremely importanl)
•
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ChartD8
Department Chair Responsibility for the Organization: Ratings of Amount of Time
Spent,* Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance
for the Chair to Continue to ImprO\'e** as Perceived by
Male and Female Department Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N = 232)
Activity Issue Males Females
(N= 159) (N=73)
M SO M ~
ORl. Engage department members in an Time 2.881 1.087 3.068 1.147
organized department growth and Role 3.805 0.951 4.219 0.837
improvement effort Improve 3.830 1.026 4.274 0.821
OR2. Represent the department in Time 3.270 1.060 3301 1.009
de\'eloping and implementing the Role 3.704 0.932 4.041 0.857
school's organized improvement effort Improve 3.660 0.960 4.096 0.836
OR3. Serve as department Time 2.572 1.128 2.452 1.081
spokesperson at community meetings. Role 3.252 l.l~ 3.274 1.017
board meetings Improve 3.239 1.11I 3.205 1.040
OR4. Prepare requested information Time 2.981 1.046 3.068 1.097
on department topics for principal, Role 3.434 0.971 3.479 0.868
central oftice. board Improve 3.321 1.008 3.452 0.929
OR5. Act as advocate for the Time 3.050 1.054 3.123 1.224
protection of classroom instructional Role 3.874 1.030 4.219 0.961
time Improve 3.786 1.113 4.192 0.995
OR6. Support teachers' professional Time 3.2~ 1.120 3.315 1.079
needs and concerns Role 3.918 0.974 4.192 0.828
Improve 3.811 1.074 4.192 0.793
OR7. Work with other department Time 3.006 1.064 3.096 1.227
chairs to develop an integrated school Role 3.792 0.921 4.110 0.809
instructional program Improve 3.805 0.990 4.178 0.770
OR8. Participate in curricular planning Time 3.145 1.090 3.356 1.110
and decision making at the district Role 3.836 0.986 4.096 0.819
lc\'el Improve 3.799 1.017 4.027 0.866
* Rating scale 1-5: 1 (no time); 2 (linle lime); 3 (a moderate amount o/time ); 4(a good deal 0/
time); and 5 (a great deal o/time)
** Rating scale 1-5: 1 (110 importallce); 2 (little importance); 3 (moderate importallce);
4( very importallt); and 5 (extremely importallt)
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ChartD9
Department Chair Responsibility for Program: Ratings of Amount of Time
Spent,* Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance
for the Chair to Continue to Improve** as Perceived by
Male and Female Depanment Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N = 232)
Activity Issue Males Females
(N = 159) (N=73)
M ~ M ~
PO 1. Facilitate de"elopment Time 3.453 1.023 3.548 1.093
of curriculum (philosophy, goals, Role 3.943 0.82.9 4.151 0.758
objectives) Improve 3.868 0.922 4.123 0.816
PO 2. Supervise Time 2.987 1.073 3:164 1.167
implementation of Role 3.855 0.899 3.932 0.903
curriculum Improve 3.799 0.953 3.945 0.896
PO 3. Monitor the continued Time 2.906 1.030 2.932 1.045
maintenance of curriculum Role 3.742 0.969 3.8CE 0.844
. Improve 3.692 1.055 3.795 0.865
PO 4. De"ise and implement Time 2.453 1.011 2.589 1.052
process for program evaluation Role 3.503 1.012 3.767 0.808
Improve 3.503 1.061 3.836 0.850
PO 5. Provide leadership in the Time 3.277 1.073 3.219 1.146
selection and development of Role 3.855 0.863 3.945 0.956
instructional materials Imprm'e 3.786 0.950 3.973 0.957
PO 6. Coordinate departmental Time 3.516 1.130 3.493 1.029
selection of textbooks and Role 4.019 0.830 3.945 0.896
supplemental materials Imprm'e 3.937 0.919 3.918 0.939
PO 7. Assess learning Time 2.673 1.117 2.548 1.014
outcomes/identify program Role 3.730 0.891 3.849 0.844
strengths and weaknesses Improve 3.767 0.949 3.986 0.858
PO 8. Establish goals for Time 2.818 l.018 2.918 1.152
program impro"ement Role 3.761 0.875 4.110 0.792
Improve 3.767 0.956 4.137 0.871
* Rating scale ]-5: 1 (110 time); 2 (li"le time); 3 (a moderate amolllll oftime ); 4 (a good deal of
time); and 5 (a great deal oftime)
** Rating scale 1-5: 1 (110 importance); 2 (little importance); 3 (moderate importallce);
4 (very important); and 5 (extremely imporlallt)
ChartDlO
Department Chair Responsibility for Supervision: Ratings of Amount of Time
Spent,* Importance to the Department Chair Role*'" and Importance
for the Chair to Continue to Improve** as Perceived by
Male and Female Department Chairs and Teachers
Subjects (N =232)
ACllVlty Issue Milies FemaJes
M
(N= 159) (N=73)
SQs:ti M
SP 1. KiOdel a vanelY 01 rIRie 2.296 1.077 2.452 1.119
instructional strategies Role 2.025 1.012 3.479 1.094
Improve 3.2t4 1.245 3.534 1.168
SP 2. Assist teachers in developing Time 2.0"..5 1.012 2.096 1.0822.906 1.130 3.274 1.031professional gro\\1h plans Role 3.038 1.179 3.356 1.098Improve
SP 3. Encourage experimentation Time 2.767 1.098 3.027 1.0803.616 1.107 4.014 0.905and innovation among leachers Role 3.698 1.124 3.986 0.920Improve
SP -I. Coordinate instruction among Time 2.8-1:1 0.971 2.808 1.0633.560 0.985 3.863 0.902depanmenl members Role 3.811 2.536 3.877 0.957Improve
SP 5. Ol>sen'e teachers in their Time 2.057 1.149 2.192 1.0763.101 1.284 3.425 1.105classrooms and pro\ide feedback Role 3.289 1.352 3.493 1.144Improve
SP 6. :Ylonitor teacher lesson plans Time 1.465 0.848 1.452 0.7272.057 1.149 2.233 1.100Role 2.201 1.267 2.274 1.170Improve
SP 7. Practice clinical supervision Time 1.585 0.970 1.630 0.9652.226 1.268 2.479 1.132(pre<onference.data collection. post Role 2.317 1.352 2.548 1.191conference) Impro\'e
SP 8. Communic<1le high Time 2.560 I. II I 2.836 1.2143.478 1.090 3.8.'16 1.028expectations for teacher performance Role 3.503 1.136 3.795 1.054Improve
SP 9. Assist teachers with lhe Time 23% 1.013 2.521 J.1193.440 1.151 3.603 1.051improvement of their instruction Role 3.516 1.211 3.753 1.103Improve
SP 10. Organize plan for teacher Time 1.830 0.902 2.068 1.0582.950 1.141 3.329 1.094sharing, peer coaching Role 3.057 1.218 3.411 1.103Improve
SP 11. Evaluate teacher performance Time 1.748 1.091 1.630 0.9652.509 1.377 2.534 1.270Role 2.635 1.469 2.644 1.337Improve
* Rating scale 1-5: 1 (110 time); 2 (liule time); 3 (a moderate amoll'" oftime ); 4 (a good deal of
lime); and 5 (a great deal oflime)
** Rating scale 1-5: 1 (no importallce); 2 (little imp0rlallce); 3 (moderate importallce);
4(very imporla1l1); and 5 (extremely important)
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APPENDIX E
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARTS: DEPARTMENT CHAIRS
GROUPED BY DISCIPLINES
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ChartEl
Personal Data: Department Chairs Grouped by Discipline
Characteristic English Math Science Social StudiesN=31 N=29 N=27 N=31
Gender n Percentage !l Percentage n Percentage !l Percentage
Male 1:2 38.71 27 93.10 25 92..59 :27 87.10
Female 19 61.29 :2 6.90 2 7.41 4 12.90
Age n Percentage n Percentage n Perccntage n Percentage
under 30 3.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
30-39 :2 6.5 4 13.79 5 18.5 7 2:2.6
4Q-49 16 51.61 18 62JJ7 16 593 15 48.4
50 oro\"cr 12 38.71 7 24.14 6 :2:2.2 9 29.0
ChaTtEl
Educational Background: Department Chairs Grouped by Discipline
English Math Science Social StudiesCharacteristic N=31 N=29 N=27 N=31
Highest Degree n Percentage n Percentage n Percentage n Percentage
Bachelor's 10 32.26 4 13.79 2 7.41 3 9.68
Master's 21 67.74 25 86.21 23 85.19 27 87.10
Doctorate 0 0 0 0 2 7.41 1 3.")3
Academic Area n Percentage n Percentage n Percentage n Percentage
English 31 100.00 3.225
Math 27 93.10 2 7.41
Science 2 6.90 24 88.88 1 3.225
Social Studies 1 3.71 29 93.55
222
ChartS
Educational Experience: Department Chairs Grouped by Discipline
Characteristic English Math Science Social Studies
N=31 N=29 N=27 N=31
Total Teaching Experience n % n % n % n t«.
fewer than 5 years 2 6,45 3 10.34 1 3.70 2 6,45
5- 9 years 5 16.13 4 13.79 2 7,41 4 12.90
10 - 19 years 15 48.39 16 55.17 17 62.% 15 48.39
20-29 years 8 25.81 1 3.45 6 22.22 10 32.26
30 or more years 1 3.23 5 17.24 1 3.70 0 0
Total Years in Current Position n % n % n % n ~.
first year 5 16.13 6 20.69 4 14.81 7 22.58
two - four years 8 25.81 4 13.79 4 14.81 8 25.81
fh'e - ninc years 9 29.03 7 24.14 6 22.22 II 35.48
10 or more "ears 9 29.03 12 41.38 13 48.15 5 16.13
Total Years in Education n % n % n % n %
fewer than 10 1 3.23 1 3.45 1 3.70 3 9.68
10-19 8 25.81 11 37.CJ3 7 25.CJ3 8 25.81
20-29 15 48.39 15 51.72 16 59.26 12 38.71
30 or more 7 "".58 2 6.90 3 11.11 8 25.81
---------_ .._--_._----------------------------------
APPENDIX F
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHARTS: DEPARTMENT
CHAIRS BY DISCIPLINES
•
Chtlrt F1
DCl'arlmcnt Chair Rcsl'onsihilily for Human Relations: Ratings of Amount ofTimc SPCllt.* Importancc
\0 thc Departmcnt Chair Rolc.u amllml'0rtancc for the Chtlir to Continue to Imprlweu
as Perccived hy Iligh School Department Chnirs in English and Social Studies
IBy Frcquencics of Responses for Each of Four Ratings)
SUbjL'CL,: English (N =3\). Social Studies (N =31 )
AcllVlty chmrdrollp Time; Rolcu Improve**
2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 :\ 4 5
1. Build and maintain a English 0 12 II II I 2 15 13 2 3 9 17
s-uppo!tivc dcpartmentteam Social SllIdic.< (, 13 10 2 :'I 4 16 II ;:I 2 12 14
2. Encoumge open communication English 1 II 12 10 0 0 12 19 0 4 II 19
among department mcmhcrs Social Studies 3 J() 13 5 1 2 18 III 2 2 13 14
3. Facilitate elTccti\"l! connict F.nglish 6 13 7 5 2 4 14 tl 2 5 10 14
rcsolution Social Studics II 13 (, I 3 7 18 3 ;:I 7 17 4
4. Foster ccx'peralh·c problcm English 3 10 14 4 0 4 15 12 0 4 14 13
solving Socitll Sludic..< 3 5 J() 12 3 4 16 Il 3 2 18 Il
English 0 II 5 15 0 2 9 20 0 4 7 20
Social SllIdiC!' 4 II 13 3 I 4 12 14 2 3 13 13
English 0 8 II 15 0 2 6 2.'1 0 4 (, 21
Social Studics 0 10 12 9 0 3 II 17 0 5 II 15
F.nglish 3 R II 9 0 I II 19 0 4 10 17
Social Studies 2 13 10 I'i 0 (, 13 12 0 7 11 13
English 2 II 9 9 0 3 8 20 0 4 5 22
So<;ial Studies 3 9 17 2 I ... 12 14 1 ... 10 16
17 5 4 I 9 II 10 2 9 9 II
14 8 1 I 12 14 4 2 8 15 6
I\)
I\)
~
Chm1F2
Department Chair ResponsihiJity for Human Rclnlions: Ratings uf Amuunt of Time Spent,* Import.mce
to the Department (:hair Rule,** anLllmportance for the Chnir tll Continue to lmpnwe**
as l'ereein'L1 by High Sehuol Department Chairs in 1...lalh .1IIL1 Science
rBy Frequencies of Responses for Each of Fuur Ratingsl
SUhjeets: Math (N =29), Science (N =27 )
AClI\'Ity ChmrGroup Tnne* Role*- lmpnwc**
2 3 .. .'i 2 ;l "'i :> 2 3 4 5
1. BuilLl anLl maintain a lI.Ialh 4 13 11 0 2 3 17 7 I Ii 17 5
supportive department tcmn Science 4 13 7 3 3 2 13 9 1 Ii 9 11
2. Encourage open communication Mlih 3 1.5 .5 Ii I 2 16 10 I ;1 16 9
among department mcmhcrs Science 2 12 8 .5 2 2 11 12 0 4 13 10
3. Facilitate cerec!i\'c oonfIict 1vlath 16 (, 6 1 3 10 12 4 .. 10 13 2
resolution Science 11 10 4 2 3 4 9 10 2 9 9 7
M'I1h 8 H 6 1 0 4 15 12 2 11 10 6
Science 5 14 3 5 3 8 7 9 3 9 6 9
Malh 3 11 11 4 I 3 13 12 0 8 13 8
Science 6 8 9 4 ;1 3 9 12 2 (, 11 8
Mnlh I 7 II 10 I I 7 20 1 .5 8 15
Science 0 7 10 10 I I 7 18 I 4 8 14
Malh 6 10 8 5 I 7 12 9 I 9 13 (,
Science 6 10 5 Ii I 7 7 12 0 8 11 8
Math 5 8 14 2 0 .. 17 8 0 6 16 7
Science 2 11 8 6 0 4 8 15 I 3 9 14
f,.·lalh 9 12 8 0 2 9 II 7 2 8 14 5
10 6 .. 5 12 6
t\)
t\)
U1
Chart E'l
Department Chair Re~pon~ihility ror Management: Ratings or Amount orTimc Spent,'" Importance
to the Department Chair Role,'" and Importanl'e ror the Ql;lir to Continue to Improve'"
as Perceived by Iligh School Department (:hairs in I:nglish and &lCinl Studic.<
(By Frcquencies or Responses ror Each or Four Ratings)
Subjects: English (N =31), Sodal Studie~ (N =31)
ActiVity Group Tlme* Role!* Improve*;
1 3 -I 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5
I. Develop departmcntteaching schedule and English 3 12 7 9 0 8 11 II 3 8 10 10
a'<Signmenl< Social Studies 3 12 8 (, 2 (, 14 9 5 8 9 9
2. Participate in the selection or department Engli~h 7 9 7 8 I 3 12 15 4 3 9 15
instructional personnel Social Studies 17 (, 6 2 () -I 16 \I 0 2 14 15
3. Develop and administer the department English 2 II 12 6 I 7 12 II 3 10 8 10
budget Social Studies I 8 13 9 0 5 14 11 0 6 16 9
4. Disseminate inrormation to department English I 5 II 1-1 0 (, 9 16 2 9 9
"starr Social Studies 3 9 10 9 2 (, 10 13 3 8 8 12
5. Allocate and maintain equipment, English 13 12 3 3 10 12 7 2 10 12 6 3
instructional materials. and racilities Social Studie.< 1-1 9 5 3 10 II 7 3 10
"
6 4
6. Interpret and apply district policy and English (, 15 6 4 5 9 II (, 5 13 8 5
building standards Social Studies 13 12 (, 0 5 11 6 -I (, 10 6 5
7. Plan and organize relevant department English 0 6 II 14 0 I JJ 19 1 4 6 20
meetings Social Studies 5 II
"
4 3 4 12 12 3 6 9 13
8. Serve as liaison between department English 0 5 7 19 0 I 12 18 I 6 8 16
members and thc administration Social Studies I 11 9 10 I 6 11 13 I 7 11 12
*RatIng scale 2-5: 2 dillie or /10 time); 3(a moCterate amounl oflime);4 (a good deal o/time); and S(a great deal o/Iime)
... Rating scale 2-5: 2 (lillie or no imporlance); 3 (moderate importance); 4 (ver.v important); and 5 (extremely important)
N
N
0\
Chart 1'4
Depnrtment Chair Rl'Sponsil>ility for Managemrnt: Ratings of Amount of Time Spenl.* Importance
to the Department Chair Role.** and Importance for the Chair to Continue to Impf(l\"eu
as Prrceil'etl hy Iligh School Department (llairs in Math and Sciencr
(By Frequencies of Responses for Each of Four Ratings]
Suhjects: Math (N:: 29). Scicnce (N =27)
•
AcltVlly (frOUp Tlmc· Role·' Impruve*;
2 ;1 4 5 2 ;% 4 5 2 3 .. 5
I. Develop department teaching schedule Malh 3 12 II 6 0 6 10 13 2 6 10 11
and assignments Scicnce 7 7 (, 7 0 -I 12 11 2 7 10 8
2. Participate in the selection of department Malh II 13 7 1 I 7 10 11 I II 13 7
instructional personnel Science 10 4 II 5 2 -I j 16 :1 (, 8 10
3. Develop and administer the department Malh 2 II 8 8 0 .. 13 12 0 8 12 9
budget Science 4 7 (, 10 3 6 .. 14 -I (, (, \I
4. Disseminate information to department Malh I 8 (, 14 I 3 9 16 0 8 9 12
stalT Science 1 9 8 9 2 3 12 10 3 8 8 8
5. Allocate and maintain equipment, Math 8 ') ') 3 6 8 11 4 5 13 8 3
instructional malerials, and facilitie.~ Science (, 13 4 4 3 \I 8 5 -l \I 7 5
6. Interpret and apply district policy and Malh 13 6 7 3 6 10 8 5 (, 12 (, 5
huilding standards Science 11 J:l I 2 5 12 I) -l (, 10 6 5
7. Plan and organize relevant department Malh 4 8 12 5 I 6 14 8 1 8 14 6
meetings Science 4 12 8 3 0 (, 14 7 3 -I 12 8
8. Serve as liaison hetween department Malh 2 10 .5 12 I 2 14 12 2 5 \I \I
members and the administration Science 2.5 12 8 I J 13 12 ' 3 4 \I 9
i Ratmg scale 2 5: 2 (lillIe or no lime); 3(a modl!ra/e amounr oflime);4 (ugood deal oflime); and 5 (a great deal oflime) - - -----
** Rating scale 2-5: 2 (lillie or no imponance); 3 (modera/e imporlance); 4 (very importanl); and 5 (exlreme~v impor/ant)
N
N
..,J
Chart 1'5
Department Chair Re~lxmsihility for the Organi?lIl;on: Rating~ of Amount of Time Spcnt.* Importance
to the l)cpartnll'nt (:hair Role,*'" and Importance fur thc Chair to Cuntinue 10 Impnwc**
us Percci"ed hy Hi!!h School Dcp.~rtment Chairs in English and Sodal Studies
lAy Frequencies of Responses fur 1~lch of Four Ratingsl
Suhjects: Iin!!lish (N =31 l. Sociul Sludies (N =31)
Acllvlly (in1up I'm1C* Role** Improvei ;
Z 3 4 .5 z 3 4 5 z .~ 4 5
1. Engage department memhcrs in an organi7.ed English 5 11 9 (, 0 8 9 14 0 8 10 B
dcpurtment !!rowth lmd improvement effort Social Studies 7 13 7 4 3 6 II 11 2 7 9 B
2. Reprcsentlhe department in English 4 12 9 (, 3 7 12 9 2 8 11 10
developing/implementing school's organized S<,cial Studies (, 9 10 (, 3 6 13 9 3 6 12 10
improvement effort
3. Serve a< dcpurtment spokesperson at English 22 4 2 3 10 9 10 2 7 13 9 2
community and board meetings Social Studie.< 19 .5 3 4 10 7 9 5 7 8 9 5
4. Prepare requested information on depmtment English 8 12 II 3 3 13 13 2 3 16 10 2
topics for principal. central office, school Social Studies 16 6 II I 8 9 II 3 7 11 10 3
boord
5. Act as an advocate for the protection of English 8 8 6 9 2 (, 6 t7 1 II 4 15
c1a<sroom instructional time Social Studies 11 15 4 I 7 6 9 9 7 6 8 10
6. Support teachers' professional needs and r"..g1ish 6 9 8 8 I 5 8 17 2 8 6 15
concerns Social Studies 9 11 10 I 4 6 B 8 3 7 13 8
7. Work with other department chairs to de"c1op English 9 Il 6 8 1 5 II 14 0 6 II 14
an integrated school instructional program Social Sludies 11 12 8 () 2 7 12 10 I 8 10 12
English 8 8 9 (, I 7 14 9 1 9 13 8
II 2 5 12 12
N
N
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ChartF(,
Dcp.1ftment Chair Responsibility for the Organi7.ation: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent.'" Importance
to the Department Chilir Role.U amI Importance for the Chair to Continue to Improve""
1\.< Pcreein'd hy High School ()eplrtment Chairs in ""lth and Science
(By Frequencies of Respunses for Each of Four R;ltings)
Suhjects: Math (N =29). Science (N = 27)
r\chnty Cimup TIRIC* Rutc** ImprovelEiii
2 .1 .. 5 2 3 .. 5 2 .1 4 5
I. Engage department members in lUI orgMized M.1lh 13 9 (, I 2 10 14 J I 13 9 (,
department growth and improvement effort Science II 10 4 2 4 7 10 (, 3 7 6 II
2. Represent the department in deVeloping and Math 7 9 9 4 2 12 II 4 J 13 8 5
implementing school's organized improvement Science 3 8 13 3 I III 'J 7 3 9 7 R
effor!
.1. Serve as d~rtment spokesperson at community Math 5 12 8 4 (, II 10 2 7 13 7 2
and hoor meetings Science II 9 J 4 ;:; 4 12 (, ;:; 7 9 (,
4. Prepare requested information on department M1th II 7 10 1 4 12 9 4 7 15 4 3
topics for principal. central office. SChOlll board Science 8 7 8 4 2 II 12 2 3 II 9 4
5. Act as an advoc.1le for \he protection of classroom M1th 8 10 9 2 2 12 10 5 4 15 6 4
instruelionallime Science 8 II 5 3 2 5 13 7 3 8 10 6
6. Support teachers' professional needs lind concerns M1th 8 8 10 3 I 9 12 7 3 13 8 .5
Science 8 10 5 4 2 12 9 4 6 9 5 7
7. Work with olher department chairs to develop an Mlth 7 12 ;:; .5 I II 7 10 I II 7 10
integrated school mstruclional program SciellCe II 7 6 3 3 7 10 7 3 7 8 9
Math 8 6 (, 9 2 \) 7 11 2 10 9 8
II 6 4 6 7 10
l\)
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Chan J'7
Dcpilrlment Chair I{esponsihility for l'rofram: Ralings of Amount of Time Spmt.'" Importance
tOlhe Department Chair Role."'''' and ",punance for th(' Chuir III Continue to Impruvcu
as Perccin'd hy Iligh Sehoul Deparlment (:hail1' in English and Sueial S\IIdIL"S
IBy Frt'qucncies of Responses for Each of Four Ratinlls!
SUhjects: Engli~h (N =31). Social Studit's (N =31)
Acuvlly liroup TlOlC" Roleu Imprm'eU
2 3 4 .5 2 3 01 .5 2 3 4 .5
I. Facilitate development of curriculum Engli~h Z R <) 12 0 2 13 16 I ;<; 12 1J
SocinJ Studies S 12 10 ... .3 4 17 7 3 4 17 7
2. Supen'i~e the implementation of curriculum English 9 5 II (; 3 .3 11 14 I IJ 7 12
Socild Studies 10 II 7 J 3 (, 14 8 2 9 11 <)
3. Monitor the continued maintenance of linglish (; II II f> I 7 9 14 I II 7 12
curriculum Socild Studies 13 10 (, 2 2 8 1J 8 2 9 II <)
4. De\'ise and implement process for progmm F.nglish 2 II 15 (, 1 <) 17 4 2 7 17 5
evaluation Social Studies 17 10 3 I (, 6 12 7 6 5 13 7
5. Provide leadership in the ~election and English .3 15 .3 10 0 <) 9 13 2 10 5 14
development of inslruetional materials Social Studies 4 1(, (, 5 () 8 12 11 0 9 13 9
6. Coordinate departmental selection of English 5 14 4 8 1 8 10 12 2 11 6 12
textbooks and ~upplemcnlaJ materials Social Studies 5 <) 10 7 0 ... 12 15 0 4 n 14
7. Assess Icarninl outcomes to identify program English I (, 12 12 I 4 20 6 2 3 2{) 6
strengths an WcakrlCsses Socild Studies 17 9 .3 2 .3 11 8 9 3 11 9 8
8. F••tablish goals for program improvement English 5 <) 12 5 2 I 17 II 2 1 18 10
Social Studies 11 II 8 1 4 5 12 10 3__6__IL ... II
'" R:,ung de 2-5: 2<iii/Ie or no lime);) (a moderale amnunl of lime); 4(aRood deal n}lime);and .5 (agrea/ cleal ollime)
""" Rating scale 2-5: 2 (Urtte or no Imporranr.e); 3 (moderale importanr.e); 4 ( "ery impOTlanl); and 5 (e:f1remel.v Imporlan/)
l\J
W
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Chart I'll
Department Chair Resp<msibility for I'mgram: Ratings elf /\mllllllt of Time Spent.* Imlxntancc
to the Department Chair Role." and Impoltance for the C1mir to Continue 10 Im,,..c,,"c"
as Perceh'~x1 by High SChllol Dcpmtmcnl Chairs in Math and Science
(By Frequencies of I~esponsc.' for Each of f'imr Ratingsl
Subjects: Math (N =2"». Scicnce (N =27)
/\cllvlty Group llll1C* Role'" Improved
2 3 Oi 5 2 :\ Oi :> 2 3 4 5
I. Facilitate development of curriculum Math 5 8 9 7 I 9 \I 8 0 \I 12 (,
Science 3 9 10 5 1 ,'; 15 6 2 5 12 8
2. Supervise the implementation or curriculum Math 7 7 10 5 1 5 13 10 2 8 10 7
Science 9 11 4 3 2 8 12 5 I 9 II 7
3. !\'Ionitor the conlinued maintenance of Math (, 10 10 3 2 9 9 9 2 12 8 7
curriculum Scienc:e 12 9 4 2 3 7 12 5 3 7 10 7
4. Devise and implement process for program Math 4 10 9 6 3 15 9 2 2 16 9 2
evaluation Science 14 7 5 1 4 8 12 3 :'I 9 7 8
5. Provide leadership in the selection and Math 5 9 5 10 4 7 10 8 3 11 7 8
de\'elopment of instructional I1l3terials Science 7 7 10 3 2 8 13 4 3 6 12 (,
6. C'.oordinate departmental selection or ,,·lath 3 5 8 13 2 5 12 10 3 6 10 10
lextbooks and supplemental materials Science 4 7 9 7 1 7 13 6 2 9 9 7
7. Assess learning outcomes to identify Math \I \I ,'; 2 1 10 14 4 2 10 13 4
program strengths and weaknesses Science 14 6 6 1 (, 6 13 2 5 4 12 6
8.1:'stablish goals for program improvement Math 11 12 4 2 0 10 16 3 0 12 13 4
Science 9 9 7 2 1 8 13 5 3 6 13 5
*Ratmg scaJe :1 5: 2(iillie or 110 lime); 3 (a modera/e amount 0/ limc'); OJ (a good deaf o/lime); and 5 (0 greal ,fctlJ ofrime )
** Rnting scale 2-5: 2 (iiI/Ie or nn (mportance); 3 (moderale imporlance); 4 ( I'er,\' important); and 5 (e.l"l'mC[y important)
l\)
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CharI J.')
Dcp.~rtment Chair Responsihility for Supervision: Ratings of Amount of Til1lc Spenl.* Iml'llrt,mC\' to the Departmcnt Chair Role.** and
Importance for the Chair 10 Continue to Improl'e** as Perceivcd hy High School J)cpmtmcnt (:/ulirs in English 11m! SllCial Studies
rny Frequcncic.~of ResponS(~' for Each or Four Rutin!!sl
Suhjects: English (N = 31). Social Studics(N =;11)
AcII"Uy Group Tlmc'" I{olcu improve*'"
2 3 ::t
-" :! ;I -t 5 :! j -t .<:
L K10llel U Hmety of mstructlOnal strategies Enghsh l::t 10 ::t .1 -t '.) J:\ .'i 5 7 10 9
Sodal Studies 13 13 -t I 8 '.) JO -t
-"
7 10 7
:!. Assist teaehel1' in developing professional English 15 l) (, I 7 '.) I:! 3 6 9 12 4
grO\(1h plans Social Studies 2f> -t I 0 '.) 14 7 I 7 15 7 2
3. Encoumge experimentation and innovation English 4 8 B (, 3 0 14 l-t 2 I 15 13
among teachm; SllCial Studies '.) 17 5 () 5 6 JO 10 4 4 13 10
4. D.lOrdinate instruction among department English 6 II II ;I I 5 16 '.) \ 5 \4 1\
members Social Studies '.) 14 7 I I '.) 15 (, 0 JI II 9
5. Observe teachel1' in their c1a.'srooms and English 18 8 2 3 9 4 13 5 7 (, 10 8
prm'ide feedback Social Studies 22 8 I 0 '.) 10 10 2 8 II 5 7
6. Monitor teacher lesson plans English 27 2 :! () 15 12 J I 15 \1 4 1
Social Studies 28 2 (J I 22 5 -t 0 20 6 3 2
7. Practice clinical supervision English 23 ;; :I 0 14 10 5 2 14 10 4 3
Social Studies 27 2 I I 17 '.) 5 (J 16 9 3 3
8. Communicatc high expectations fOrleacher English 10 8 8 5 3 5 14 '.) 3 8 II 9
performancc Social Studies 15 13 2 I 4 '.) 14 -t 5 6 16 4
9. Assist te.~chers with improvement of their English 12 12 5 2 3 8 13 7 4 8 II 8
instruction Social Studies 17 13 I 0 4 '.) 13 5 4 7 12 8
10. Organizc plan for tc.~cher sharing. peer English 20 (, 3 2 5 10 10 6 4 II 9 7
coaching Social Studies 27 4 0 0 II 8 9 3 II 7 10 3
II. Evaluate teacher performancc FJlglish 25 3 3 0 15 7 8 I 15 5 9 2
SOCiid Studies 25
-" I () 18 7 4 2 18 6 3 4
* lhllng scale 2 5: 2(iillie or 110 Iime);:% (a maderat" an/nunt oftime); -t (a 1I00d ami oltim,'); and .'i (e,greal d"al "J lime)
U Rating scale 2-5: 2 (iiI/Ie or no imporlanc,,); 3 (moderate imporlance);'" ( \'ery important); and 5 ("xlrt'mel.v imporlant)
N
IN
N
Chari FlO
Deparlment Chair ResJ1lmsibilily ror Supcl"\'ision: RUlinis or Amounl of Time Spenl.* Importlml'C lolhe 1:Jl'paTlmenl Chair Role.**and
Importance ror the Chair 10 Continue 10 Imprm'c * as Pl".reeivcd by lli~h School ))("partmenl Chairs 111 Malh and Science
Iny Freqllencil"s or Rl""l,onscs for blch or Fonr Ratingsl
Subjecls: Math eN =29). Science (N =27)
ACll\'lly Uroul' ----Tlmc* Role" fmpn>ve**
2 :I 4 :> 2 .\ 4 5 2 3 4 .<:
I. Model a vanely 01 Instrucuona( stralegles I<.{,ih 20 (, I 2 12 10 :'I 4 8 J3 4 4
Science 15 7 5 () 9 10 5 :'I 7 8 7 5
2. A,-sist teachers in dc\'eloping professional Math 22 4 I 2 13 10 :'I 3 I J II 4 3
growth plans Scicnce 20 4 2 I II 9 5 2 10 8 5 4
3. Encourage experimentation and Math n 12 :'I I 6 9 12 2 6 9 J() 4
innovation among lcachers Science 11 10 .. 2 4 7 12 4 4 7 J() 6
4. Coordinate instruction among department Math 5 15 8 1 2 14 8 5 1 16 6 (,
members Science II 11 4 I 6 7 II :'I 4 5 12 6
5. Obsel"\'e teachers in their classrooms and Math 22 3 I 3 8 9 7 5 8 10 7 4
pro\'idc feedbaek Science 19 3 2 3 10 7 5 5 l! 3 8 8
6. Monitor teacher Icsson plans Math 27 I 0 I 24 1 :'I I 21 2 2 2
Science 2.; I I 0 /7 8 / / 14 8 :'I 2
7. Praclice elinical supervisioo Math 2.; 2 1 / /9 4 :'I 3 /9 (, I :'I
Science 27 2 I I 17 5 4 1 14 (, /; I
8. Communicate high expectalions for Math / I /2 5 / 3 B 10 :'I :'I 15 9 2
teacher performance Science 11 9 5 2 3 9 11 .. 2 8 11 6
9. Assist teachers with improvement of their Math 16 11 2 () 6 to to :'I 5 8 13 :.'I
instruction Science 15 4 (j 2 6 6 9 f> 5 5 10 7
10. Organi7.e plan for leacher sharing. peer Math 25 2 I 1 13 9 4 3 /2 9 4 4
co.1Ching Science 20 (, I 0 10 I / 3 3 9 9 4 5
II. Evaluate teacher performance Malh 26 0 1 2 19 5 2 3 19 6 I 3
Science 21 3 2 / 15 4 5 3 12 4 6 5
*Rating sclile 2 5: 2 (little or no lime); 3(0 moderate amounl ojIime);4 (0 good cleal oftime); and .'i (0 gre,1f deal ojlime)
** Rating scale 2-5: 2 (lillie or no imporlance); 3 (maderale importance); 4 ( ,'er.v important); and 5 (e.f1remel,v important)
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APPENDIX G
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION CHARTS: DEPARTMENT
CHAIRS GROUPED BY DISCIPLINES
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ChartGl
Department Chair Responsibility for Human Relations: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent,*
Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance for the Chair to Continue
to Improve** as Perceived by High School Academic Department Chairs
Subjects (N = 118)
Activity Issue English Math Science Social Studies
(N=31) (N=29) (N=27) (N =31)
M ~ M SD M SD M SD
HR-1 Time 3.871 0.806 3.207 0.726 3.296 0.953 3.258 0.855
Role 4.290 0.739 3.966 0.906 4.037 0.940 3.935 0.892
Improve 4.290 1.006 3.897 0.724 4.111 0.892 4.194 0.946
HR-2 Time 4.000 0.856 3.483 0.949 3.593 0.888 3.645 0.877
Role 4.613 0.495 4.172 0.848 4.222 0.892 4.194 0.703
Improve 4.484 0.724 4.138 0.743 4.222 0.698 4.258 0.855
HR-3 Time 3.355 0.985 2.690 0.923 2.815 1.039 2903 0.801
Role 4.097 0.870 3.552 0.948 3.889 I.I55 3.677 0.791
Improve 4.161 0.934 3.448 0.827 3.741 1.023 3.710 0.824
HR-4 Time 3.613 0.844 2.931 0.923 3.259 1.059 3.097 1.044
Role 4.258 0.680 3.759 0.830 3.778 1.121 3.903 0.978
Improve 4.290 0.693 3.690 0.891 3.741 1.130 3.968 0.948
HR-5 Time 4.129 0.922 3.552 0.870 3.370 1.079 3.484 0.851
Role 4.581 0.620 4.241 0.786 4.074 1.107 4.258 0.815
Improve 4.516 0.724 4.000 0.756 3.889 1.103 4.194 0.873
HR-6 Time 4.226 0.845 4.034 0.865 4.111 0.801 3.968 0.795
Role 4.677 0.599 4.586 0.733 4.556 0.751 4.452 0.675
Improve 4.548 0.723 4.276 0.881 4.296 0.869 4.323 0.748
HR-7 Time 3.839 0.969 3.379 1.083 3.333 1.209 3.613 0.955
Role 4.581 0.564 3.966 0.944 4.111 0.934 4.194 0.749
Improve 4.419 0.720 3.828 0.805 4.000 0.784 4.194 0.792
HR-8 Time 3.806 0.946 3.448 0.870 3.630 1.006 3.581 0.765
Role 4.548 0.675 4.138 0.639 4.407 0.747 4.258 0.810
Improve 4.581 0.720 4.034 0.680 4.333 0.832 4.323 .832
HR-9 Time 3.258 0.893 2.966 0.788 2.963 1.091 3.065 0.814
Role 3.968 0.875 3.759 0.988 3.704 0.953 3.677 0.748
Improve 3.935 0.964 3.724 0.922 3.741 0.984 3.806 0.833
* Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No time; (2) Little time ; (3) A moderate amount of time; (4) A good deal
oftime; (5) A great deal oftime
** Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No importance; (2) Lillie importance; (3) Moderate importance; (4)Very
importa1l1; (5) Extremely importall1
ChartG2
Department Chair Responsibility for Management: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent,*
Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance for the Chair to Continue
to Improve** as Perceived by High School Academic Department Chairs
Subjects (N = 118)
Activity Issue English Math Science Social Studies
(N =31) (N = 29) (N=27) (N=31)
M SD M SD M SD M SD
MG-l Time 3.710 1.006 3.552 1.021 3.444 1.219 3.516 0.956
Role 4.097 0.790 4.241 0.786 4.259 0.712 3.968 0.875
Improve 3.839 1.~ 4.034 0.944 3.889 0.934 3.710 1.071
MG-:! Time 3.387 1.334 2.966 0.944 3.222 1.281 2.516 1.262
Role 4.290 0.902 4.009 0.884 4.259 1.095' 4.226 0:669
Improve 4.097 1.136 3.897 0.817 3.889 1.121 4.419 0.620
MG-3 Time 3.710 0.864 3.724 1.032 3.778 1.188 3.968 0.836
Role 4.065 0.854 4.276 0.702 4.037 1.192 4.226 0.717
Impro\'e 3.806 1.014 4.034 0.778 3.815 1.272 4.097 0.700
MG-4 Time 4.226 0.845 4.138 0.953 3.889 1.013 3.774 1.055
Role 4.323 0.791 4.379 0.820 4.111 0.892 4.065 1.031
Improve 3.903 1.044 4.138 0.833 3.778 1.013 3.871 1.176
MG-5 Time 2.774 1.087 3.103 1.205 3.148 1.099 2.710 1.243
Role 2.968 1.016 3.345 l.l73 3.519 1.014 2.968 1.169
Improve 3.000 1.065 3.207 1.082 3.444 1.050 3.000 1.211
MG-6 Time 3.258 0.930 2.897 1.205 2.630 1.043 2.613 0.989
Role 3.581 0.992 3.379 1.083 3.259 1.095 3.065 1.203
Improve 3.387 1.022 3.310 1.072 3.222 1.281 3.097 1.193
MG-7 Time 4.258 0.773 3.621 0.942 3.333 0.961 3.387 1.054
Role 4.581 0.564 4.000 0.802 4.037 0.706 4.000 1.125
Improve 4.452 0.850 3.862 0.789 3.926 0.958 3.968 l.l69
MG-S Time 4.452 0.768 3.931 1.033 3.963 0.898 3.903 0.908
Role 4.548 0.568 4.241 0.872 4.333 0.734 4.161 0.860
Improve 4.258 0.893 4.000 1.102 3.963 0.980 4.097 0.870
* Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No time; (2) little time ; (3) A moderate amount oftime;
(4) A good deal a/time; (5) A great deal a/time
** Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No importance; (2) little importance; (3) Moderate importance; (4)
Very importall1; (5) Extremely importo/lt
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ChartG3
Department Chair Responsibility for The Organization: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent,*
Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance for the Chair to Continue
to Imprme** as Perceived by High School Academic Department Chairs
Subjects (N = 118)
ACli'"ity Issue English Math Science Social Studies
(N=31) (N=29) (N=27) (N =31)
M SO M SD M SO M SO
OR-I Time 3.516 0.996 2.724 1.032 2.815 1.039 3.129 1.176
Role 4.194 0.833 3.621 0.775 3.667 1.000 3.935 1.06.1
Improve 4.161 0.820 3.690 0.850 3.926 \.072 4.032 1.048
OR-2 Time 3.516 1.029 3.310 \.072 3.556 0.934 3.484 1.092
Role 3.871 0.957 3.586 0.825 3.815 0.879 3.871 \.024
Imprtwe 3.935 0.929 3.517 0.911 3.741 1.023 3.903 1.044
OR-3 Time 2.323 1.194 2.379 0.942 2.815 1.302 2.452 1.362
Role 3.097 1.012 3.241 0.951 3.667 1.109 3.097 1.375
Imprm"e 3.194 0.873 3.138 0.875 3.519 1.189 3.129 1.360
OR-4 Time 3.161 \.003 2.931 \.100 3.185 \.241 2.645 1.142
Role 3.452 0.768 3.448 0.910 3.481 0.849 3.194 1.138
Improve 3.355 0.755 3.103 0.900 3.519 0.893 3.161 1.157
OR-5 Time 3.484 \.235 3.138 0.990 3.074 \.035 2.677 \.103
Role 4.226 0.990 3.621 0.862 3.926 0.874 3.548 1.312
Improve 4.065 0.998 3.345 0.897 3.630 1.115 3.548 \.387
OR-6 Time 3.581 \.089 3.207 \.114 3.111 1.155 3.000 \.033
Role 4.323 0.871 3.828 0.928 3.556 0.847 3.774 1.055
Improve 4.097 \.012 3.483 0.986 3.481 1.122 3.806 \.014
OR-7 Time 3.387 \.230 3.276 1.032 2.926 1.207 2.774 0.990
Role 4.226 0.845 3.897 0.939 3.778 0.974 3.968 0.912
ImprtlYe 4.258 0.773 3.897 0.939 3.815 1.111 4.065 0.892
OR-8 Time 3.387 1.145 3.448 \.378 3.296 1.203 3.000 1.095
Role 4.000 0.816 3.897 1.081 3.741 0.984 3.968 1.048
Improve 3.903 0.831 3.759 1.023 3.852 1.099 4.097 0.908
* Rating scale: 1-5 (I) No time; (2) Little lime ; (3) Amoderate amollll1 of time;
(4) Agood deal oflime; (5) A greal deal o/lime
** Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No imporlance; (2) lillie imporlance; (3) Moderale importance; (4) Very
impOrlall1; (5) Exlremely importall1
•ChartG4
Department Chair Responsibility for the Program: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent,*
Importance to the Department Chair Role,** and Importance for the Chair to Continue
to Improve** as Perceived by High School Academic Department Chairs
Subjects (N = 118)
Activity Issue English Math Science Social Studies
(N =31) (N=29) (N=27) (N=31)
M SD M SO M SQ. M SD
?G-l Time 4.000 0.966 3.586 1.119 3.593 1.010 3.323 1.107
Role 4.452 0.624 3.897 0.860 3.963 0.759 3.871 0.957
Improve 4.194 0.833 3.828 0.759 3.963 0.898 3.871 0.957
?G-2 Time 3.419 1.177 3.379 1.178 2.963 1.091 2.%8 1.169
Role 4.161 0.969 4.069 0.9"..3 3.741 0.859 3.839 1.003
Impro\'c 4.000 0.966 3.862 1.026 3.815 0.834 3.806 1.014
PG-3 Time 3.452 1.028 3.276 1.066 2.741 1.095 2.774 1.117
Rolc 4.161 0.898 3.828 1.037 3.704 0.912 3.839 0.969
Improve 3.968 0.948 3.655 1.010 3.778 0.974 3.839 1.003
PG-4 Time 2.806 0.833 2.586 0.983 2.481 1.189 2.355 1.082
Role 3.774 0.717 3.310 0.850 3.481 0.975 3.548 1.234
Improve 3.806 0.792 3.345 0.814 3.667 1.177 3.581 1.232
PG-5 Time 3.645 1.050 3.655 1.203 3.296 1.068 3.387 0.919
Role 4.129 0.846 3.759 1.023 3.704 0.823 4.097 0.790
Improve 4.000 1.033 3.690 1.004 3.778 0.934 4.000 0.775
PG-6 Time 3.484 1.061 4.034 1.117 3.667 1.109 3.548 1.150
Role 4.065 0.892 4.034 0.906 3.889 0.801 4.355 0.709
Improve 3.903 1.012 3.931 0.998 3.778 0.934 4.323 0.702
PG-7 Time 3.129 0.846 2.828 1.071 2.667 1.074 2.484 1.122
Role 4.000 0.683 3.724 0.751 3.407 0.931 3.710 1.071
Improve 3.968 0.752 3.655 0.814 3.704 1.031 3.677 1.045
PG-8 Time 3.516 1.029 2.862 0.953 3.000 1.074 2.903 0.978
Role 4.194 0.792 3.759 0.636 3.778 0.892 3.903 1.012
Improve 4.161 0.779 3.724 0.702 3.667 1.074 3.968 0.983
* Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No time; (2) Linle time; (3) A moderate amOll11t of time;
(4) A good deal of time; (5) A great deal oftime
** Rating scale: 1-5 (1) No impoT1aJ/ce; (2) Little importallce; (3) Moderate importallce;
(4)Very importallt; (5) Extremely importallt
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Chart 05
Depanment Chair Responsibility for Supe'Yision: Ratings of Amount of Time Spent,*
Imponance to the Depanment Chair Role,** and Imponance for the Chair to Continue
to Improve** as Percei\'ed by High School Academic Depanment Chairs
Subjects (N = 118)
Activity Issue English Math Science Social Studies
(N=31) (N=29) (N=27) (N=31)
M SD M SD M SD M SD
SP-l Time 2.710 1.189 2.379 0.979 2.333 1.109 2.516 1.122
Role 3.613 0.919 2.931 1.100 2.963 1.160 3.129 1.310
Improve 3.677 1.194 3.103 1.407 3.259 1.259 3.419 1.311
SP-2 Time 2.516 1.391 1.966 1.180 1.963 1.126 1.774 0,805
Role 3.258 1.125 2.724 1.162 2.704 1.235 2.903 0.978
Improvc 3.387 1.086 2.828 1.167 2.926 1.328 3.032 1.016
SP-3 Time 3.645 1.018 2.621 0.942 2.778 1.086 2.774 0.845
Rolc 4.226 0.99 3.276 1.032 3.519 1.087 3.742 1.210
Improvc 4.226 0.920 3.345 1.111 3.630 1.079 3.871 1.147
SP-4 Timc 3.323 0.979 3.172 0.759 2.741 0.944 2.935 0.929
Rolc 4.065 0.772 3.552 0.756 3.370 1.043 3.839 0.779
Impro\'e 4.129 0.806 3.586 0.867 3.704 1.068 3.935 0.814
SP-5 Time 2.419 1.232 2.138 1.246 2.185 1.360 1.935 0.892
Role 3.323 1.301 3.138 1.329 3.000 1.387 3.065 1.093
Improvc 3.484 1.338 3.069 1.280 3.444 1.450 3.258 1.264
SP-6 Timc 1.548 0.888 1.379 0.862 1.444 0.751 1.387 0.882
Rolc 2.387 1.116 1.759 1.154 1.963 1.160 1.935 1.093
Improve 2.387 1.174 1.828 1.256 2.333 1.330 2.097 1.300
SP-7 Time 1.774 1.055 1.143 1.022 1.704 1.031 1.548 0.995
Role 2.516 1.228 2.069 1.462 2.074 1.299 2.258 1.125
Improve 2.516 1.363 2.000 \.389 2.333 1.359 2.419 1.336
SP-8 Timc 3.161 1.241 2.759 0.988 2.778 1.155 2.419 1.025
Role 3.935 0.929 3.345 1.045 3.481 1.122 3.516 1.029
ImprO\'c 3.839 0.969 3.241 0.988 3.741 0.984 3.548 1.064
SP-9 Time 2.806 1.046 2.345 0.857 2.630 1.245 2.323 0.791
Role 3.710 1.071 3.2m 1.177 3.407 1.338 3.581 0.992
Improve 3.645 1.119 3.345 1.173 3.593 1.279 3.742 1.064
SP-lO Time 2.355 1.142 1.724 0.996 2.630 1.245 1.613 0.715
Role 3.452 1.179 2.690 1.257 2.815 1.178 3.000 1.211
Improvc 3.516 1.180 2.793 1.320 3.037 1.315 3.032 1.224
SpoIl Time 1.645 1.018 1.586 1.150 1.889 0.892 1.581 0.886
Role 2,452 1.338 2.138 1.382 2.319 1.523 2.226 1.334
Improve 2.548 1.434 2.103 1.345 2.741 1.631 2.323 1.469
• Rating scale: 1-5 (I) No lime; (2) n"klime (3)A moikraleamounr ojlime; (4) A good ikal ojlime; (5) A greal deal
o/time
** Raling scale: t-5 (1) No imporlam:e; (2) UlIle imponance; (3) Moderate imporlance; (4) Very impoTlanr;
(5) Extremely important
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APPENDIX H
SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE VALUES: DEPARTMENT CHAIRS
GROUPED BY DISCIPLINE
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Chart Hi
Summary of Chi-Square Values Indicating Significant Differences (n < .05)
in Perceptions of Five Categories of Department Chair Responsibilities
Subjects: High School English Department Chairs (N =31) and
High School Social Studies Department Chairs (N =31)
Activity (df)
0.021
0.001
HR1T* 62 9.688 3
HR5f* 62 15.556 3--=-----~....;;..;..---*More than one-fifth of fitted cells were sparse (frequency < 5).
Chart H2
Summary of Chi-Square Values Indicating Significant Differences (n < .05)
in Perceptions of Five Categories of Department Chair Responsibilities
Subjects: High School Science Department Chairs (N = 27)
and High School Math Department Chairs (N =29)
Activity (df) (n)
HR9T* 56 9.958 3
SP4M* 56 9.503 3
0.022
0.019
*More than one-fifth of fitted cells were sparse (frequency < 5).
Chart H3
Summary of Chi-Square Values Indicating Significant Differences (n < .05)
in Perceptions of Five Categories of Department Chair Responsibilities
Subjects: High School Social Studies Department Chairs (N =31)
and High School Science Department Chairs (N =27)
Activity (df)
HR4T* 58 9.194 3 0.027
HR4M* 58 10.286 3 0.016
PG7P* 58 7.887 3 0.049
SP9T* 58 10.234 3 0.017
*More than one-fifth of fitted cells were sparse (frequency < 5).
•
ChartH4
Summary of Chi-Square Values Indicating Significant Differences (R < .05)
in Perceptions of Five Categories of Department Chair Responsibilities
Subjects: High School Social Studies Department Chairs (N =31)
and High School Math Department Chairs (N = 29)
Activity N (X 2) (df) (W
HRIM* 60 8.068 3 0.045
HR4M* 60 9.746 4 0.045
PG4M* 60 11.213 4 0.024
PG8P* 60 9.952 3 0.019
PG8M* 60 8.376 3 0.039
*More than one-fifth of fitted cells were sparse (frequency < 5).
ChartH5
Summary of Chi-Square Values Indicating Significant Differences (R < .05)
in Perceptions of Five Categories of Department Chair Responsibilities
Subjects: High School English Department Chairs (N =31) and
High School Science Department Chairs (N = 27)
Activity N (X 2) (df) (n)
HR4T* 58 8.158 3 0.043
HR4M* 58 8.615 3 0.035
HR5f* 58 13.775 3 0.003
HR5M* 58 8.195 3 0.042
MG7f* 58 13.379 3 0.010
MG7P* 58 9.238 2 0.010
MG7M* 58 7.905 3 0.048
OR6P* 58 1.1.099 3 0.011
PG8P* 58 8325 3 0.040
SP3T* 58 10.025 3 0.018
*More than one-fifth of fitted cells were sparse (frequency < 5).
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